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Abstract
This thesis is comprised of two parts: a Studio Research component with accompanying 
Exegesis (66%), and a Dissertation (33%). The Dissertation provides the historical theoretical 
component that informs the Studio Research and Exegesis, entitled The Dingo in the Colonial 
Imagination.
This body of work investigates the tensions between humans and animals that share 
boundaries. It focuses on the terse relations between humans, dingoes and wild dogs in 
southeastern Australia.
Ideological and practical themes emerged through the studio-based and theoretical research, 
which spans a range of disciplines including art, science, culture and history. At its core is how 
humans and undomesticated animals share arbitrary boundaries and suffer the transgression 
of these boundaries.
Primary field research informed the studio and theoretical aspects of the project. It involved 
consultation with individuals and agencies affected by dingoes and wild dogs in interface zones 
where private and government managed lands intersect.
The 30,000 word dissertation traces colonial visual representations of the Australian native dog 
during the century that spans early European settlement to Federation. It follows perceptions 
of the dingo as it is imagined and encountered by European settlers. The dingo's guise ranges 
from scientific curiosity, object of desire, symbol of wilderness, metaphor for a dying race and 
as an enemy that threatens the social and economic fabric of the colonial project.
The studio work amplifies the influence of these colonial perceptions on contemporary 
attitudes to dingoes. It follows a trajectory of the disappearing dingo in its representational 
form, to its implied remnant presence within the farmers' psyche. Early studio work explored 
a range of materials and practices, encompassing sculptural and drawing strategies, and took 
its cue from a macabre ritual of animal shaming in remote regional Australia, the so-called 'dog 
trees', that display the carcasses of one or multiple dingoes and wild dogs.The studio work has 
culminated in a large-scale sculptural installation, designed to pare back the visual language 
to its essential elements. This work incorporates the dissolution of the dingo form, which 
becomes absorbed into the personal objects embedded into the farmers' private territory. The 
poetic objects that form the final sculptural work presented for examination, Lines of desire, 
become metaphors for the dingo's capacity to survive and unsettle the rural subconscious.
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The Dingo in the Colonial Imagination - Introduction
Boundaries and thresholds
This dissertation explores the anxieties underlying relationships between humans and 
wild dogs in Australia during the first century of European settlement. It does so through 
the analysis of selected visual representations, which span from the colonial period up to 
Federation and range from 'high art' oil painting to popular illustrations and private sketches. 
The works discussed reveal the tensions unleashed by Australia's native dog the dingo, when it 
contravenes human imposed boundaries.
Humans allow canines an intimacy unparalleled in the animal kingdom and as a result, no 
other animal has disrupted the human sense of boundary like the dog. Canines were the 
first domesticated animals. 1 The relationship is not servile however, and is distinguished by 
its commensurable quality. As a result, canines have colonised the human psyche, they have 
infiltrated our dreams, mythologies and imaginings. Drama academic, Professor David Williams 
considers domestic dogs to be interstitial creatures that are '...neither person nor beast, forever 
oscillating uncomfortably between the roles of high status animal and low status person. ' 2
The complexity of this cross-species relationship lies then, in its threshold. Whilst boundaries 
between humans and domesticated dogs might remain fluid in the domestic environment, 
most wild canids prefer to keep humans at a safe distance. 3 And if required, a domestic dog will 
revert back to its wild origins. At what point does a domestic dog turn wild? Conversely, should 
a wild canine bear the burden of human expectation that their domesticated cousins carry, 
whose primary function is to protect and manage livestock, sheep in particular. It is now widely 
recognised that the threshold between acceptable and unacceptable behaviour is defined by 
humans and on their terms.
Wild and domestic animals have occupied the human imagination since traceable history. They 
have surfaced in a multitude of modes of human expression, effortlessly spanning cultural, 
spiritual, religious, mythological, magical and secular realms. Prior to European contact, the 
dingo was frequently represented in dreaming narratives, creation stories and in rock art, many 
of which remain current within various contemporary Aboriginal communities. 4
From its first encounters with Europeans, the dingo received all the negative loadings of the 
European wolf. Seventeenth century Dutch explorers described the dingoes they observed
1 Kaplan, L. J. Rogers & G. The Spirit of the Wild Dog, 2003:12
2 David Williams, "Inappropriate/d Others or The Difficulty of Being a Dog," The Drama Review 51(2007): 93.
3 Brad Purcell, Dingo (Collingwood, Vic.: CSIRO, 2010), 4.
4 Deborah Bird Rose, Dingo Makes Us Human: Life and Land in Aboriginal Culture (Melbourne: Cambridge 
[England]; Melbourne : Cambridge University Press, 1992). Purcell, Dingo: 10-12.
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while exploring the northwest coast of New Holland as '...beasts like hungry wolves, lean like 
so many skeletons, being nothing but skin and bones/5 Nearly a century later, these skeletal 
beasts bore witness to the embryonic British colony in its struggle to claim settlement at 
Botany Bay. Though many written accounts survive, only a scant visual record exists of the 
Europeans' early impressions of the dingo.
The history of the dingo and European settler relations in colonial Australia is fraught with 
violence and conflict. Following an initial post-settlement honeymoon characterised by intrigue 
and curiosity, images of the dingo disappeared from the 'high art' genre and the dingo itself 
was effectively banished as an undesirable spectre of the shadow country. It quickly became an 
enemy and attempts were made to wipe it off the face of the continent. Its defiance against 
domestication resonated with the settlers' fear of the unknown, the uncontrollable, of the 
frontier and of the incomprehensible wilderness.
As the 19th century progressed, the rise of the sheep industry saw a simultaneous subversion 
of attitudes to the dingo, which was by now considered a major threat due to its predatory 
instincts. In the lead-up to Federation dingo imagery surfaced in mainstream colonial 
newspapers in a number of demonic guises, but largely as a reviled enemy to be hunted down 
and as a unwelcome outsider menacing settlers' stock and psyche. The dingo became a signifier 
for the unwanted native animal 'other'. The unspoken symbolic language of these illustrations 
and their allusions to the malevolent, positioned the dingo as a threat to colonisation and 
disclosed the fears it evoked through its defiance and persistence to survive in Australia.
As a result the dingo was marginalised and aligned with other undesirable minorities -  
Aboriginal people, criminals, wilderness -  in an effort to justify its attempted eradication. Such 
attitudes paralleled not only the treatment of the dingo, but the myths that arose around it, 
and profoundly influenced popular social opinions towards it.
This complex and contested background provides the cue for my dissertation. Historic 
written material regarding dingo encounters with the Europeans is available and included 
in publications that present contemporary reflections upon the stigmatised dingo. Much 
of these have a scientific or anthropological bias. However, no attempt has been made to 
comprehensively track the visual record of dingoes in colonial Australia. By illuminating the 
subtexts that inform this visual record, I refocus on a little known aspect of multi-disciplinary 
colonial studies and upon some of the more subjective implications behind colonial agendas.
This dissertation will examine the diverse ways that the dingo has been positioned in the 
colonial imagination. Initially it was regarded as a scientific curiosity and recorded stiffly by a 
multitude of aspiring and established natural history artists including George Stubbs, Charles- 
Alexandre Lesueur, John Gould and Thomas Whatling. In the first half of the 19th century dingo 
representations matured thematically and stylistically. The dingo was imaged in its own terrain, 
becoming a framing device and witness to human folly. During this period of avid expansion
5 Alex S. George, William Dampier in New Holland - Australia's First Natural Historian (1999), 132.
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of the Australian frontier, explorer artist Ludwig Becker was amongst the first to represent the 
dingo naturalistically. Becker and contemporaneous amateur artist Dr John Doyle depicted 
the dingo in vastly different ways, but its role as a cipher present when humans were testing 
boundaries is consistent in their imagery.
The overt and covert meanings of the images I have selected are deciphered in this 
dissertation, to determine the cultural and social impact of the dingo upon the European 
imagination, and what it represented to the Australian colonial project. Rarely, if ever in these 
images, is the dingo presented in any complimentary way. The historic positioning of the dingo 
seems light years from how it is viewed by some today, as an enigmatic, highly intelligent top 
order predator with a valuable ecological role.6 Rather, the colonial dingo is surreptitiously 
presented as an opportunistic and adaptable predator, representing a major threat to humans 
at a primal, competitive level. The visual articulation of this rivalry reflects the deep anxieties of 
a fledgling colony.
Today the dingo symbolises a range of conflicted guises that reflect its ambiguous position in 
contemporary Australian culture. They include being a symbol of national fauna, of defiance, 
a larrikin loner with a slim regard for authority, a 'cute' mascot, a cold and calculating child 
killer and an invaluable top order predator with an important role in maintaining biodiversity. 
The dingo has been ostracised, politicised and publicised like no other Australian animal and 
continues to baffle and intrigue humans.
In this dissertation I argue that the social and cultural agendas accompanying colonisation 
in Australia, evident in visual representations created at the time, carried a strong moral 
message designed to malign the native dog and justify its attempted eradication, in the 
name of progress. The implications of this are that humans were, and continue to be the 
dingo's greatest threat. Despite some enlightened scientific concessions emphasising its more 
ecologically beneficial attributes, the dingo persists today in the human psyche as a difficult 
peripheral animal 'other' skulking in the shadows. Yet there is a growing body of research that 
seeks to illuminate different ways of understanding the dingo and its place in Australia.7 The 
war between humans and dingoes is the same today as it was in the first days of European 
settlement, with no sign of abating. Clearly then, the challenge is to revisit the issue from a 
different perspective, and by examining the visual record this dissertation begins a dialogue 
designed to take up the challenge, of re-imagining the dingo.
6 See http://sciencealert.com.au/news/20122310-23813.html for recent research by James Cook University, 
which attests the role dingoes play in suppressing feral cat predation on native fauna. Also of its position as an 
intelligent and highly territorial hunter with a need for communal structure and strong sense of pack cohesion, in 
Brad Purcell, Dingo. Collingwood, Vic.: CSIRO, 2010.
7 Roland Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo (Angus and Robertson, 1988); Deborah Bird Rose, Wild 
Dog Dreaming: Love and Extinction (University of Virginia Press, 2011); Merryl Ann Parker, "Bringing the Dingo 
Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and Contemporary Australians." (University of 
Tasmania, 2006); Brad Purcell, Dingo, Collingwood, Vic.: CSIRO, 2010.
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Re-imaginings
The crux of this dissertation is the analysis of Australian colonial visual imagery in order to 
discern the historic tensions existing between European settlers and wild dog populations. My 
approach to analysing selected dingo representations is interdisciplinary and multi-layered. It 
encompasses historical and theoretical discussions, drawing on Enlightenment philosophies 
as well as contemporary social, political, scientific and cultural discourses that pertain to 
colonialism, as articulated within a visual art tradition.
Analysis of dingo representations provides valuable insights into the colonial imagination, its 
anxieties and desires. These subjective imaginings are conceptualised in terms of themes that 
are consistently embedded within the imagery. They include the desire for colonial ownership 
of land and its human and animal inhabitants, notions associated with possession like frontier, 
boundary, hybridity, and wilderness, and the complex supressed emotional responses 
expressed such as melancholy, redemption and justification of eradicating unwanted 'others'.
The key writers referenced in my research come from a range of disciplines. Among them are 
art historians Tim Bonyhady, Ian McLean, Bernard Smith and Leigh Astbury; anthropologists 
and cultural studies specialists Deborah Bird Rose, Lesley Instone, Adrian Franklin, Nicholas 
Smith, James Serpell; gender theorists Julie Marcus and Donna Haraway; Australian historians 
Tom Griffiths, Eric Rolls and Manning Clark; dingo scientists Laurie Corbett, Brad Purcell, Roland 
Breckwoldt and ethologists Charles Darwin and Mark Berkoff. Of particular significance are:
Ian McLean and Tim Bonyhady for their postcolonial insights into settler relations with the 
Australian environment, Deborah Bird Rose for primary observations on dingo relations with 
Aboriginal culture and Lesley Instone for bringing an Australian reading to Donna Haraway's key 
text on the importance of the 'coyote trickster'.
The imagery selected is in a range of media and includes oil painting, etchings, woodcuts, 
sketches and watercolours. It is created by a multitude of artists, who express an array 
of viewpoints. Artists include convicts, professional European artists and natural history 
illustrators, explorer artists, enthused amateurs and members of the burgeoning Australian 
art industry of the late nineteenth century. The viewers these images were intended for span 
private domains (in the form of documentation and journal entries); the general public (natural 
history publications, illustrated newspapers) and art audiences in both Australia and Europe.
As the 19th century unfurled, dingo representations progressed through a number of stylistic 
and thematic variations, as the canine itself moved from an imagined to a realised predator, 
ultimately becoming an enigmatic and persistent foe with a keen appetite for mutton. Early 
representations that document increasing conflict between humans and dingoes and reflect 
conservative social attitudes of the time will be discussed. They are found to reinforce 
mythologies and reveal more about their creators than the elusive native dog.
The earliest visual perceptions of the dingo as it infiltrates the European consciousness are 
the focus of Chapter 1. Captured as it is first imagined and then realised, many of these early 
dingo representations are based on secondary information and rumour. There is, however, an 
increasing trend towards naturalism that becomes evident, occurring as the dingo becomes 
more familiar to the Europeans, and their artists more accomplished.
Two mid 19th century images of the dingo at the frontier are compared in depth in Chapter 2, 
through the perceptions of the European explorer. They expose polarised attitudes towards 
the native dog. The first image, Border of the Mud Desert near Desolation Camp, March 9,
1861, by Ludwig Becker provides an early, serious glimpse of the dingo in the arid interior and 
affords it an unprecedented appreciation for its survival skills, in an environment perilous to 
most humans. True to his Humboltian scientific perspectives, Becker also importantly reduces 
the human in the landscape. The second image, Lost in the Bush close to the dividing ranges, 
between N.S.Wales, 1862-63, is a crowded melodramatic fantasy by amateur watercolourist Dr 
John Doyle. It draws on many of the stereotypes regarding hostile frontiers and wild animals, 
placing the dingo in a binary position against the cultivated domestic dog and visioning it as an 
opportunistic, amoral savage.
With the exception of the two examples of frontier art described in Chapter 2, the dingo 
disappears from the visual record for a thirty-year period, but re-emerges in the colonial 
illustrated newspapers of the second half of the 19th century as a howling menace, and threat 
to colonial objectives. This imagery is the subject of Chapter 3, which surveys a plethora of dark 
visual symbolism associated with the dingoes represented in the popular media consumed by 
mainstream Australia, during the rise of the sheep industry. The illustrations visually ensnare 
the dingo in moral and cultural binaries. These include good and evil, wild and domestic, dark 
and light, feminine and masculine and serve to reinforce negative stereotypes that haunt the 
dingo. The social and cultural motivations and implications underlying these themes are also 
examined.
The relationship between dingoes and Aboriginal people is a dissertation in itself and has been 
addressed specifically in works such as those by Merryl Ann Parker, Deborah Bird Rose and M.J. 
Meggitt. In my dissertation, the relationship between Aboriginal people and dingoes will only 
be referred to within the context of specific white settler visual representations and via the 
work of colonial immigrant artist Samuel Thomas Gill, whose selected works are the subject of 
Chapter 4.
The dingo infiltrated Gill's imagination, who saw in the native dog's defiance the exotically 
doomed 'other'. His Native Sepulchre series binds together the dingo and Aboriginal people 
over a thirty year period that fed into the final decades of the 19th century, when social 
Darwinism was at its zenith, and beings considered to be inferior were believed to become, 
inevitably, extinct.
A 'high art' representation by Charles Douglas Richardson entitled The Last of the Flock: an
5
incident in Australia, 1882, is the focus of Chapter 5, and portrays the dingo at the threshold of 
national Federation. This image is steeped in all the cultural, political and ontological baggage 
that late 19th century Australian society possessed. It spotlights the dingo's symbolic positioning 
as an abject wildlife enemy that must be destroyed for the good of the sheep industry, which 
was instilled with the economic and national aspirations of an emergent Australian identity.
By analysing in depth the visual archives that the colonial dingo inhabits and drawing upon 
contemporary cross-disciplinary insights, this dissertation aspires to illuminate a dark and 
neglected corner of post-colonial studies. And through critical analysis of historic dingo 
imagery, it interrogates the human imposed ethical and cultural boundaries that the maligned 
dingo has attracted, and seeks innovative ways to re-imagine this complex, misunderstood 
animal.
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CHAPTER 1: The Dingo as Scientific Curiosity (dark days ahead)
'To beasts of prey we are utter strangers, nor have we any cause to believe they exist in 
this country/
- Watkin Tench, 17881
'It was my usual practice when travelling in Australia to look around me during the 
last half-hour of daylight for bats, at which to discharge the contents of my gun before 
retiring to my tent, and by this means several species were collected, which might 
otherwise be even now unknown in Europe/
-John Gould, 1857.2
1.1 Chinese whispers and pissing on territory: the art o f trapping dingo
How did the dingo become ensnared in the colonial psyche? How was an elusive, cautious 
and highly intelligent top order predator imagined by those in a fledgling colony struggling 
to take hold in strange and dangerous terrain? This first chapter introduces in the form of 
visual imagery, the ways in which the Australian dingo materialises then manifests in the 
consciousness of colonial Europeans. According to environmental academic Jim Russell:
...views of nature established within science arrived in Australia as cultural baggage. A 
mechanistic, positivistic model of nature inherited from Bacon and Descartes remains 
associated with the Western world.3
The colonial gaze took its bearings from a distinctly Euro-centric compass viewed against 
the background of a burgeoning fascination in natural history that was fostered through 
establishments such as The Royal Society. To date, the Society had been a stalwart guide 
throughout the revelations accrued in the triumphant ages of enlightenment and discovery. 
This scientific fervour reached its aspirational zenith with the Pacific colonial project. The 
European focus on the dingo began during the establishment of a British colony at Botany 
Bay, and was formulated under the guise of scientific research. The enigmatic dingo made its 
presence felt from the earliest days of white occupation in Australia as both a predator and 
erstwhile companion of the indigenous inhabitants. The creature impacted early upon the 
European settler psyche, which manifested in the visual record - albeit initially in a staged and 
servile form.
This first chapter introduces the dingo in its territory as seen through the eyes of the nervous 
European settlers, anxious to stake their claim on the new terrain. The settlers' vision imagines
1 C.M. Finney, To Sail Beyond the Sunset (Rigby, 1984), 53.
2 Ann Datta, John Gould in Australia: Letters and Drawings (The Miegunyah Press, 1997), 133.
3 Jim Russell, "Relating Heritage to the Environment in Australia," Environmental History Review 15, no. 3 
(1991): 70.
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and traces the dingo through several incarnations; as a scientific curiosity, the darling of the 
Parisian art elite and even as tragic convict and casualty of what will become a long and bitter 
campaign of attrition. More generally, this takes the shape of the continuation of the ancient 
European war between human and wild canine, staged now in the antipodean theatre.
Unavoidably and repeatedly trapped in the spotlight of a Euro-centric, pseudo-scientific 
glare, the dingo's resistance to domestication transformed it into a symbol for disobedience, 
cowardice and metaphor of menace to the aspirations of the new colony. Attempts to 
record its likeness were inconsistent and often ill informed and resulted in a wide range of 
representations in the early years. Australian flora and fauna were predominantly perceived as 
alien to the Europeans, a sentiment well expressed by the master naturalist and illustrator John 
Gould:
'I arrived in this country and found myself surrounded by objects as strange as if I had 
been transported to another planet/ 4
4 Adrian Franklin, Animal Nation (UNSW Press 2006), 26.
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1.2 George Stubbs and the vulpine canine
The Australian dingo observed in the Endeavour River area and
thought at first to be a w o lf The painting is by George Stubbs
Figure 1 . George Stubbs, Portrait of a large dog from New Holland, 1772-3, oil on canvas, dimensions 
unknown, Parkham Park, Sussex.5
There is something of the 'Chinese whisper' at work in George Stubbs' (1724-1806) naturalistic 
but inaccurate depiction of a dingo, painted at the twilight of European Enlightenment. This 
is the first known oil painting of an Australian dingo. Renowned for his outstanding skills as 
an animal painter,5 6 Stubbs received the skin of a kangaroo and an account of its acquisition 
as well as a description of a native dog from Joseph Banks,7 naturalist aboard the Endeavour, 
after the epic voyage to the southern hemisphere (1768-1771) under the command of Captain 
James Cook.8 9During this voyage Cook kept a journal and referred to the dingo several times. 
9He considered it the only tame animal of the native people, and noted in his meticulous 
records, that 'we should not have seen this one had it not made frequent visits while we lay in 
Endeavour River.'10 J.H. Calaby considers Stubbs large dog to be a poor representation by the 
celebrated animal painter. He also claims there is no recorded evidence of dingoes by those
5 Alistair Maclean, Captain Cook (St James Place, London: Collins, 1972)., no label, facing page 25.
6 In particular Stubbs was a consummate horse artist, according to Basil Taylor, George Stubbs (London :: 
Phaidon, 1971), 150.
7 Maclean, Captain Cook: as quoted in plate description, facing page 25.
8 One of the achievements of Cook's epic voyage was to map the east coast of New Holland. During this 
operation, the Endeavour had a ‘near fatal collision' with a coral reef. As it waited for repairs to its hull, several 
expeditions were made up river, whereupon was recorded 'a wolf was said by one of the midshipmen to have been 
seen.' Breckwoldt, (1998:80.)
9 Cook's Journal, Daily entries, 24thJune, 4th August, 1770, National Library Australia.
10 Berenice Walters, The Company of dingoes (Australian Native Dog Conservation Society, Standard Publishing 
House, Rozelle, NSW 1995), 4.
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present on the Endeavour voyage,11 however Cook's statement above, and other observations 
refute this.12
Banks commissioned Stubbs to produce two paintings from the exchange, Portrait of a 
Kongouro from New Holland, 1770, and Portrait of a large dog from New Holland.13 Both were 
exhibited in England in 1773, at the Society of Artists of Great Britain, London.14 A socially 
elevated art audience eager for natural history paintings consequently viewed the work. It is 
impossible to imagine that such a refined clique could fully comprehend the shockwaves that 
were to come, from the obsequious animal presented by Stubbs.
Despite comparisons to the European wolf, which proliferated as settlers encountered more 
dingoes, the dog represented by Stubbs is distinctly fox-like in appearance. It is captured mid­
stride on sturdy legs and sports a luxuriant white-tipped brushy tail. Standing side-on upon 
an elevated rock platform and surrounded by sparse vegetation, the 'primitive dog '15 steps 
stiffly forward as if hypnotised by a spotlight. Its glazed eyes gaze dryly from enlarged sockets, 
suggesting a recent date with a taxidermist. A hint of a snarl is apparent on its vulpinesque 
snout. The animal casts a faint but extended shadow, suggesting a transitional phase of day.
This is intensified by the warm tones that circulate upon and around it, locating it both as 
a creature of the earth and of those threshold times between light and dark. A brooding 
dark cumulus gathers in the distant sky, which is probably a common picturesque painterly 
device used unselfconsciously by Stubbs. However it might also be read in retrospect, as a 
premonition of the dingo's dark days ahead.
Stubbs uses gentle perspective to position the wild animal roaming in a strangely pastoral 
landscape. The native dog's habitat is imagined in this work as an arbitrary and somewhat hazy 
terrain, which encapsulates the Imperial imaginings of the exotic Southern wilds. In hindsight, 
a strange spatial discontinuity results from the painting being a projection of an unfamiliar 
creature from an unknown place, manufactured in England. This enhances the rhetorical 
aspects of the image and results in an overall sense of inauthenticity.16
The dingo appears rigid, with senses fully engaged in pursuit of invisible prey. Its character 
appears to lack authenticity. With its head too big, legs too short and dead eyes, it fails 
to convince a contemporary viewer of anything more than a superficial likeness. These 
shortcomings are understandable and can be forgiven considering the work was conceived on 
the basis of a second hand description from a botanist, a year after his initial observations were 
made. Considering the circumstances of its genesis and the artistic representations of dingoes 
that followed, Stubbs' painting is an admirable attempt to render sight unseen a most elusive 
animal, an animal whose origins and habitat, were on the other side of the planet.
11 Bernard Smith & Alwyne Wheeler, The Art of the First Fleet (Oxford University Press, 1988), 150.
12 John Hawkesworth refers to Cook's comments in New Discoveries Concerning the World and its inhabitants 
(London: Printed for J.Johnson, 1778:125); also see Walers (1995:4), Breckwoldt (1998:80) and Banks (1962:86)
13 Judy Egerton, George Stubbs, anatomist and animal painter (London: Tate Gallery Publications Department, 
1976), 35.
14 Taylor, George Stubbs 54.
15 Wheeler, The Art of the First Fleet: 150.
16 Pers. Comm., Ruth Waller, 2012. A similar sense of dislocation associated with dingo imagery, will be 
discussed in the final chapter of this dissertation, in another rare fine art dingo representation, made by Charles 
Douglas Richardson, more than a century later.
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Despite its anatomical inaccuracies, the melancholic mood that pervades the painting is 
consistent with the history of the dingo in Australia since white settlement. Misunderstood 
by Europeans from the start, the dingo persists in its ability to attract myth, rumour and 
controversy to this day. An accurate indication of the Stubbs painting's reception, or its target 
audience is unknown. However, in 1789 the noted French navigator Comte de La Perouse, 
compared Stubbs' engraving of a kangaroo with a real macropod, and found it to be: 'correct 
enough to give the world in general a good idea of the animal, but not sufficiently accurate for 
a man of science.'17 The French took matters of natural history inter alio, very seriously.
1.3 Nicolas Baud in and the dandy dingo
In 1800, Post-Captain and Frenchman, Nicolas Baudin was given command of an expedition 
devoted to scientific and geographical discovery, with its ultimate destination being 
New Holland, where the English had established a colony twelve years previously. In his 
consideration of the fundamental differences between French and British colonial art of New 
Holland, Ian McLean asserts:
the most important difference wasn't the relative merits and skills of French and English 
artists, but the moral frame of their expeditions...Baudin was an explorer serving science... 
the neo-classical style of his artists precisely delineated their subjects...the first fleet was 
however comprised of convicts, marines and naval men, colonists with the unenviable task 
of establishing a prison in the antipodes.18
The French went to great pains with the structural planning of Baudin's voyage, which 
was sanctioned by Napoleon Bonaparte.19 La Perouse's disparaging comments regarding 
Stubbs' work convey the importance bestowed by the French upon the art of natural history 
illustration. However, having been beaten by the British by only a few days in the race to 
claim New Holland, the French were not about to suffer incompetence when it came to the 
important task of scientific classification. This especially rang true when the expansion of 
colonial borders was at stake.
Art historian Bernard Smith argues that British art in the first years of the colony was a 
'handmaiden of science', which Ian McLean attests has been repeated by most commentators 
since, but which underestimates the:
17 Richard Neville, A Rage fo r Curiosity, Visualising Australia 1788-1830 (State Library of New South Wales, 
1997), 20.
18 Ian McLean, "Under Saturn: Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination," in Double Vision: Art Histories and 
Colonial Histories in the Pacific, ed. Nicholas Thomas and Diane Lösche (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1999), 144.
19 Baudin's expedition attracted the planning genius of some of the greatest scientific minds in France at the 
time, including the zoologist Etienne de La Ville Lacepede, and botanist Antoine-Laurent de Jussieu. All manner 
of disciplines were to be explored including climatology, zoology, botany and mineralogy -  with particular focus 
given to the observation of indigenous peoples. The new science of anthropology had an insatiable appetite for 
fresh information, and the Pacific colonies were rich pickings. Sarah Thomas and Australia Art Gallery of South, The 
Encounter, 1802 : art o f the Flinders and Baudin voyages /  [compiled by] Sarah Thomas (Adelaide :: Art Gallery of 
South Australia, 2002), 193.
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...habit of 18th century British writers drawing a moral from the slightest hint...if 
they met the empirical demands of science they are tarnished by a gothic sensibility 
that marks them as melancholy texts. The imaginative purposes of the artists are 
unmistakable. 20
This was clearly different in French accounts. Baudin had decided to keep a personal log 
to document the voyage, and commissioned two young artists to illustrate it for him. They 
were Charles-Alexandre Lesueur and Nicolas-Martin Petit.21 Though learning largely on the 
job, by the time the voyage reached New Holland both artists were in full command of their 
posts, with Lesueur specialising in zoology. It was during this time that he made sketches for 
Conis lupus dingo (Dingo). Lesueur's previous lack of zoological knowledge became irrelevant 
as he collaborated with the expedition naturalists and rapidly acquired the anatomical 
knowledge and skills to render his subjects with 'ever increasing perfection in morphological 
representation/22 Of his work, Edouard Herriot wrote in 1932:
It is in the quest for the subtlest form of lifelikeness that Lesueur excels...an essentially 
French art in which the minute detail of the notation, pursued to its utmost limits, does 
not detract from the harmonious vision of the whole.23
Figure 2. Charles-Alexandre Lesueur, Canis lupus dingo, (Dingo), 1804, watercolour, ink on vellum, 25.0 x 
39.9cm; Museum d'histoire naturelle, Le Havre, Paris.
20 McLean, "Under Saturn: Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination," 144.
21 Their tasks were separate to the official artists appointed by the government (Jacques Milbert, Louis Lebrun 
and Michel Gamier) however all three of these men resigned early in the voyage, during a stop over at Mauritius.
As a consequence, the two younger artists took on the role of official natural history illustrators, for the remainder 
of the expedition. Both proved to be sterling candidates for the task despite their youth and their enthusiasm, focus 
and talents were commended repeatedly by Baudin, and the naturalists on board, in particular Francois Peron.
22 Thomas and Art Gallery of South, The Encounter, 1802 : art of the Flinders and Baudin voyages/ [compiled by] 
Sarah Thomas: 134.
23 Ibid., 134-5.
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Lesueur's watercolour of a dingo was composed from sketches made on the voyage and 
depicts an animal of keen intelligence and proud stature. Professor Gerard Van Spaendonck 
(former official painter to Louis XVI) highly commended Lesueur's watercolour, when he 
entered it for an entrance exam to the Museum national d'histoire naturelle in Paris. Compared 
to other renditions24 the vitality that exudes from this canine is irrepressible. Being painted 
on vellum, 25 the work presents a delicious irony, both at colonial and continental levels. For in 
New Holland the dingo was rapidly being demonised as a wanton killer of precious livestock. 
Lesueur's dingo was therefore simultaneously a darling, a celebration of Europe's artistic elite, 
and a monstrosity terrorising the nascent British colony.
This powerful, deep-chested dingo stands with a long and well-fleshed body, captured in the 
side-on convention typical of natural history illustration of the era. Whilst this dingo invites the 
human gaze, its own attention is intently offsite. The dog's expression is intelligent, engaged 
and alert. However there is too much refinement of its elongated muzzle, which bears a strong 
resemblance to the aristocratic Russian Borzoi breed26. It is as though Lesueur's subject has 
travelled forward in time to pose with some of Europe's best canine breeds, at Britain's first 
Cruft's dog show.27
Canis lupus dingo (Dingo) has a luxuriant ginger-red coat and exhibits the pale underbelly, 
tail tip and paw marks of what was believed until recent times, to indicate a pure dingo. 28 
The generous, plumed tail is arched in a position of social engagement, giving the canine an 
air of inquisitive confidence. It exudes elegance, except for its clumsy feet, which are literally 
the Achilles heel of this work. Flat and awkward, they lack the conviction of a defining canine 
attribute, of being the ability to walk gracefully on their toes.
Lesueur's dingo study stands alone without a setting and represents a canine of admirable 
character. With this regal contribution to the visual archive, Lesueur was the first known 
European artist to depict the dingo as a magnificent and robust animal and one that appeared 
to be in its prime. This French version also differs from its Anglo-Saxon predecessors in 
another significant way. It is distinctly not fox-like in appearance. However, it was mostly 
with the European wolf that the dingo was compared. George Seddon suggests that in an 
attempt to gain insight into unfamiliar terrains, Europeans overlay analogous models from 
their old continent, onto the new landscape.29 European fears towards wolves are therefore 
superimposed onto the Australian dingo through this analogy, and the native dog is thereby 
demonised.
24 Other British native dog images that will be discussed in this chapter.
25 Vellum was often derived from calf hide.
26 This ancient breed has been favoured as a hunting dog in Europe for hundreds of years. They were bred 
specifically for the hunting of wolves. Jon and Barbara Prosser, What dog is that? (Sydney: Angus and Robertson, 
1974), 68.
27 The first Cruft's show in that name took place at the Royal Agricultural Hall, Islington in 1891. (http://www. 
crufts.org.uk/history-crufts)
28 The issue of hybridity would emerge later, as the contemporary dingo's main threat to survival, and is 
expanded on later in this dissertation. (Chapter 4 -  Dingo, death and otherness.)
29 George Seddon, Land prints : reflections on place and landscape /  George Seddon; foreword by Sir Gustav 
Nossal (Cambridge ; Melbourne :: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 71.
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1.4 In wolves' clothing: dingo, deception and desire
'Like the Wolf, they are the natural foe of sheep, and woe betides the flock amongst which one 
of them finds its way/ Thomas Skottowe, 181330
'It is scarcely to be expected that this elegant animal will ever become familiar/ Governor 
Arthur Phillip, 178931
The dingo's ancestry has been a source of conjecture and disagreement during its association 
with European colonisers. For many years it was thought to have descended from the Indian 
Plains wolf or an early-domesticated dog species gone feral in Australia. The most recent 
scientific opinion positions the dingo as an ancient canine species in its own right. In 2010, the 
Australian dingo32 was identified from a broad range of canine breeds as being:
the most distinct dog group with most similarity to wolves and therefore far older in 
lineage than any of the wolfs' more recent descendants, including feral and domestic 
dogs.33
Accordingly, it appears that early European impressions had some substance, at least 
with respect to identifying the dingo as an ancient canine species. As more accounts and 
observations were recorded during the early days of settlement in the colony of New South 
Wales, the dingo certainly earned its lupine reputation for being the enemy. Of the 100 sheep 
that Governor Arthur Phillip brought with him to Sydney on the First Fleet, only 29 were alive 
after four months, and dingoes were blamed for their deaths. They were vindicated though, as 
Governor Phillip suspected his own hungry officers as the likely offenders.34 Nonetheless as the 
colony and its sheep industry grew,35 Sydney town was claimed to be 'swarming with dingoes.'36
For a brief period of time the dingo became an object of desire. Several attempts were made 
to keep them as pets, an exotic but short-lived fashion with Sydney's elite during the 1830s.37 
It is likely that Governor Arthur Phillip was the first European to attempt to possess a dingo 
as a pet although the infatuation became self-limiting when the animal caused a good deal of 
mischief. According to David Collins, Judge Advocate and first secretary of the settlement, the 
dingo possessed an 'invincible predilection for poultry, which the severest beatings could never 
repress.'38
Acutely aware of the need to document the natural history of the colony, Governor Phillip
30 Thomas Skottowe, Selected Specimens from Nature of the Birds, Animals & c. &c. of New South Wales (sic), 
ed. foreward by Sir David Attenborough ed. with introductory essay by T. Bonyhady and J. Calaby (1813), 35.
31 Arthur Phillip, The Voyage of Govenor Phillip to Botany Bay (John Stockdale, Piccadilly (1789) reprint Libraries 
Board of S.A.(1968), 1789), 125.
32 Alongside the New Guinea singing dog.
33 Alan Wilton and Bob Beale, "Dingo may be world's oldest dog.," Nature (2010).
34 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 83.,
35 By 1832 there were 25,000 sheep in Australia. (1985, White, merinos)
36 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo.
37 Philip Holden, Along the Dingo fence (1991), 20.
38 John White, Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales (1962 (first 1790)), 196.
actively encouraged the discovery of all things that might benefit the 'commerce or 
manufactories of Great Britain. By July, he was sending back stuffed kangaroos, skins and 
specimens/ 39 The intensive pursuit of natural history became a national obsession from 
the earliest days of settlement, and specimens were relentlessly sought to supply Britain's 
insatiable collectors market. Art historian Leigh Astbury considers these related activities, 
of mastering and classifying nature in the form of hunting and natural history, to emerge as 
'key expressions of the imperial venture into Australia/ 40 One example of this expression was 
a hand coloured engraving of the dingo by Peter Mazell, made from a pair of live specimens 
sent to England as gifts from Governor Phillip to the Marchioness of Salisbury.41 Although the 
illustration has pseudo-scientific aspirations, it delivers little factual insight into dingo anatomy, 
biology or behaviour.
so. or so m i  v.-\! tv %
Figure 3. Peter Mazell, The Dog of New South Wales, 1789, engraving with hand colouring; plate mark 
26.5 x 18.5cm on sheet 28.0 x 21.0cm, State Library of Victoria.42
39 Neville, A Rage fo r Curiosity, Visualising Australia 1788-1830: 18.
40 Leigh Astbury, "The Dog in Australian Art - Part 1-The Colonial period," Art and Australia (1998): 242.
41 Mazell was an Irish painter and engraver based in London, who exhibited at the Society of Artists between 
1761 and 1791, and at the Royal Academy in 1797. He engraved the plates for many books, including scientific 
publications such as Thomas Pennant's natural history volumes The British Zoology (1766) and Arctic Zoology 
(1785). www.georgeglazer.com/prints/nathist/mammals/foxdesmoulins.html cited 3rd July, 2011.
42 Phillip, The Voyage of Govenor Phillip to Botany Bay: 126.
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In The Dog of New South Wales, Mazell presents a stylized, cartoon-like dingo depiction in this 
work published in Arthur Phillip's The Voyage of Governor Phillip to Botany Bay, 1789. Perched 
sideways on bare ground, its disproportionate body and swayed back extend into a blunt 
foxtail. The delicate head is set with large eyes framed with generous eyelashes. These impart 
a sugared prettiness, which is at odds with the murderous character descriptions written about 
the dingo at the time. A whiff of scientific illustration materializes with the detail of lower 
jaw anatomy, which hovers over the dingo's head like a cartoon thought bubble. Dingoes can 
dislocate their powerful jaws to seize prey, a characteristic they share with wolves and not with 
domestic dogs.43 This dentition is one of the key identifying features that differentiates them 
from domestic dogs44. Little attention is given to accuracy in this department and subsequently 
the work resembles a pseudo-scientific encounter. The hovering jaw then, might be interpreted 
as a menacing symbol of ovine destruction for which the dingo became despised. Yet there is a 
sense of gentle submission about the native dog's body language. This contrasts markedly with 
the temperament descriptions given at the time, including those by Arthur Phillip, detailing the 
dingo's agility in leaping fences, its fondness for killing domestic animals and ruthless fighting 
ability when pitted against fine European dog breeds.45 The European wolf baggage that the 
dingo inherited was well entrenched in written accounts and no doubt contributed to its being 
mythologized, and a short-lived object of fashionable desire. However the reality of the dingo 
was yet to translate into any convincing scientific or visual form.
43 Merryl Parker, "The Cunning Dingo," (2007): 69; ibid.
44 Laurie Corbett, The Dingo in Australia and Asia (University of NSW Press, 1995).
45 Astbury, "The Dog in Australian Art - Part 1-The Colonial period."
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1.5 Incestuous renderings
During the colonial era, the practice of making copies of other artists' works was common. 
In addition, artists frequently left work unsigned. Figure 4. is an example of both of these 
characteristics.46
Figure 4. Artist unknown, The Dog of New South Wales, watercolour 179-?, 23.1 x 28.8cm, Rex Nan Kivell 
Collection; NK2763, National Library Australia.
It bears a strong resemblance to another watercolour, dated 1793. (Figure 5)
Figure 5. Anonymous, Dingo, Canis familiaris dingo, 1793, watercolour, 205 x 318, Ms34:52, Banks 
collection, NLA.
46 This watercolour was observed in the NLA pictures catalogue, with a recorded date of 179?, measures 
23.1x28.8cm.
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Art historian John Calaby considers this the first illustration of a dingo and attributes it to either 
the artist Mortimer or the convict artist Thomas Watling. Calaby also asserts it to be either 
the original basis for, or an excellent copy of the engraving found in The Voyage of Governor 
Phillip to Botany Bay (1789),47 (Figure 3). However this is incorrect, as artist Peter Mazell has 
been credited with the engraving in Phillip's book, and it bears very little resemblance to this 
watercolour. It is however very similar to the engraving found in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Thomas Watling (?), Dog of New South Wales, 1790, original dimensions unknown, engraving 
from John White's Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales.
John White was Surgeon-General to the First Fleet, and another elite Sydney dingo owner. A 
keen naturalist, he was to offer the first scientific description of the dingo in his Journal of a 
Voyage to New South Wales in 1790, noting...'this animal is a variety of the dog, and, like the 
shepherd's dog in most countries, approaches near to the original of the species, which is the 
wolf. '48
As White had employed illustrator Thomas Watling at the time of this journal's publication, it 
follows that the watercolour can be attributed to him.49 The similarity in pose and composition
47 Wheeler, The Art of the First Fleet: 148.
48 White, Journal of a Voyage to New South Wales: 196.
49 However, there are some important and subtle stylistic differences between the two works. The watercolour 
expresses a more fluid technique with feathered brushwork giving it a sense of immediacy and flow. The dingo is 
more slender than the one depicted in the engraving, (which shows a heavier set animal of greater musculature). 
There is more detail and a more naturalistic setting in the engraved version, which has an overall effect of making 
the scene appear more static. Despite this, enough similarities exist to make a strong case for their close ancestral 
lineage.
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between all three images is clear. They also share the same arbitrary setting, typical of dingo 
representations of the time. These generic rolling hills are equally attributable to the new 
Australian colony, or the European homelands.50 The repetition of this pose reveals the 
formulaic way the dingo was imagined, as a predator perpetually poised on a precipice and one 
that appeared to be in ceaseless hunger and surveillance.
The engravings in both White's and Phillip's publications were used to give the dingo 
its scientific name. In addition, White's journal also provides some of the first scientific 
descriptions of other native plants and animals. Journal editor Thomas Wilson acknowledges, 
amongst others, the assistance of 'well known naturalist George Shaw, zoologist at the British 
museum' and 'the distinguished anatomist-surgeon John Hunter to describe the flora and 
fauna.'51 The illustrations in White's book were prepared in England from specimens sent home 
by White,52 and therefore intended for an elite natural history collector audience. It would not 
be until the first half of the 19th century that such an interest would become a mainstream 
pastime.
Figure 7. Thomas Bewick, The New South Wales Wolf, 1790, wood engraving, 55 x 80 cm, from Thomas 
Bewick's General History of Quadrupeds, 1790.
In the same year as John White's journals were published, a fine woodcut of the dingo entitled
50 As the colonists became more familiar with the dingo and its country, there is a corresponding increase in 
detail reflection in the visual imagery.
51 Wheeler, The Art of the First Fleet: 148.
52 Ibid., 149.
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New South Wales Wolf was included in Thomas Bewick's (1753-1828) General History o f 
Quadrupeds. Bewick was an English writer and artist who also drew the lupine comparison 
with the dingo:
It has been called a dog, but its wild and savage nature seems strongly to point out its
affinity to the wolf, to which in other respects it bears a great resemblance.53
His account draws heavily from that of the Native Dog in Governor Phillip's Voyage, which 
further illustrates the free circulation of information before the restrictions of copyright.
John Calaby considers this image to be a copy of Peter Mazell's engraving (Figure 3).54 Though 
the descriptions are similar in both texts, Bewick's illustration is rendered by a far more 
accomplished hand and presents a dignified, composed animal of stature and morphological 
credibility. It describes the animal in a naturalistic habitat, weaving it into its environs, and 
thereby bestowing it a sense of belonging. Bewick was a Novocastrian artist who revived the 
use of wood as an engraving medium, which he employed to illustrate animals and birds in 
his popular books on natural history.55 According to writer William Vaughan, conscious naivete 
and provincial primitivism constantly intermingle in Bewick's type of art, often described as 
'intimist.'56 A similar version of Bewick's illustration is found in George Barrington's The History 
of New South Wales and Botany Bay, of 1802. Here again, Barrington refers to the dingoes' 
resemblance to 'the foundation of the species, which is the Wolf.'57
Figure 8. V. Woodthorpe, A Native Dog, 1802, engraving, original dimensions unknown, from George 
Barrington's, The History of New South Wales and Botany Bay.
53 Thomas Bewick and Ralph Beilby, A general history of quadrupeds /  the figures engraved on wood by T. 
Bewick (Newcastle upon Tyne :: Printed by and for S. Hodgson, R. Beilby & T. Bewick, 1790), 291.
54 Wheeler, The Art of the First Fleet: 149.
55 William Vaughan, Romanticism and a rt/  William Vaughan, World of art (London :: Thames and Hudson, 
1994).
56 Ibid.
57 George Barrington, The history o f New South Wales [microform] : including Botany Bay, Port Jackson, 
Pamaratta, Sydney, and all its dependancies, from the original discovery of the island : with the customs and 
manners of the natives, and an account of the English colony from its foundation to the present time /  by George 
Barrington; enriched with beautiful coloured prints, Goldsmiths'-Kress library of economic literature ; no. 18480. 
(London:: Printed for M. Jones, 1802), 429-30.
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The similarity between these two engravings presented with their positions reversed, is 
unquestionable. Woodthorpe's version is, however more static and shows less attention to 
detail in its setting, but the overwhelming affinity suggests it was derived from the image 
published in John White's Journals. Therefore it is apparent that the colonial visual record is 
littered with referential copies and reproductions of a few central images of the native dog. 
However, they remain staged and unconvincing in their likeness to the animal.
1.6 The captive dingo and convict artists
John White's attempts to domesticate the dingo failed and from this he concluded it to be a 
wild dog, barely tamed. White employed the convict artist Thomas Watling, who was thought 
by Bernard Smith and Alwynne Wheeler to have rendered the miserable pet in the following 
drawing.58
Figure 9. A Wild Dog or Dingo of N. S. Wales the Property ofJ. White, Esq.r, Surgeon General to the 
Teritory, (sic), 1797, monochrome wash on laid paper with "G.R (1795?)" watermark, 20.4 x 28cm, State 
Library of New South Wales.
However Richard Neville attributes this image a variant, a copy by botanist Richard Pulteney, 
some three years after the original watercolour, that appears in Drawings of New South Wales, 
The Lambert drawings, 1794, and though unconfirmed by the State Library of New South
58 Wheeler, The Art of the First Fleet: 233.
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Wales, appears to be attributed to convict artist Thomas Watling.59 (Figure 10)
Both pictures are enormously significant, as they are the first images of a captive dingo, and 
potentially by a convict artist.
Figure 10. Thomas Watling (?), A wild Dog or Dingo of New South Wales, watercolour on paper 
watermarked '1794 /  J Whatman', Plate 1 from Volume 01: New South Wales drawings ('The 
Lambert Drawings'), dimensions unknown.
Although not particularly accurate in portrayal, the proud dingo specimens previously 
discussed are paragons of their species, when compared to the forlorn subject of Watlings' 
watercolour, and Pulteney's pencil sketch.
59 Neville, A Rage fo r Curiosity, Visualising Australia 1788-1830: 25.
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Watling was an Irish born and trained artist, transported to Sydney in 1792 for the crime 
of counterfeit. Surgeon White quickly put him to work illustrating aspects of the colony 
with an emphasis on natural history. According to Richard Neville, Watling was a romantic 
with a superior command of composition and form, but Watling himself complained of 'the 
impotency of art when compared with nature 60, which suggests his frustration in effective 
rendering of its qualities.
Both images depict an emaciated and broken animal, chained and collared. Captivity is 
intensified in the pencil sketch, where the dingo is tethered to a weight. The native dog rests 
its scrawny body on the bare earth, somehow defying the civility of the stout kennel provided 
as shelter. The uneven coat suggests the dog to be a victim of mange and neglect. Its back legs 
rest in anthropomorphic fashion and are extremely wasted, probably due to lack of exercise. 
The dingo protectively enfolds its malnourished body with a sparse tail. In previous imagery 
we have seen the dingo's tail reign supreme, as a most magnificent asset, often fox-like in 
appearance. Watling's dingo uses its tail as a means to protect its diminished and vulnerable 
frame.
Contemporary dingoes commonly have well-developed bushy tails, although there are 
accounts of stumpy tailed individuals observed in the southeast of Australia.61 Like most wild 
canids, dingoes use their tails for a variety of reasons. In a practical role, tails enhance balance 
and assist high-speed turns, which are particularly useful when chasing nimble prey. The role 
the tail plays is also of great behavioural significance to individual and pack dogs, and is a vital 
communicator of mood.62
The most enduring feature of both images is the captive dingo's defiance. Down but not 
defeated, there is no mistaking for whom those snarled lips and bared teeth are intended, as 
it guards its meagre bone, picked clean. Whether this innate hostility is a fiction built in by 
the artist to influence opinion or an actual truth is unknown. Given the circumstances that 
this animal finds itself in and the written accounts of attitudes towards dingoes at the time, 
it is likely that the image reflects the animal's repressed anger. The drawing might well be an 
allegorical expression made by the artist himself.
Dingoes were observed to be adept and highly skilled fighters, but it is their ability to endure 
pain that was renowned and documented by a number of colonial sources, including the 
following account by George Bennet (1834): 'The cunning displayed by these animals and 
the agony they can endure without evincing the usual effects of pain, would seem almost 
incredible.'63
He continues to describe an account of a dingo being beaten so severely that all of its bones
60 Ibid.
61 Pers. Comm., Bill Morris, 2008.
62 An understanding of canine body language therefore can enhance the interpretation of visual 
representations, and in turn shed light upon the artists' interpretation of the animal. Whether they are using poetic 
license or accurately rendering their subject is not always clear. However in the case of less accomplished colonial 
artists, (e.g. T.R. Browne) proportional and anatomical inaccuracies indicate a lack of draughtsmanship. Watling's 
work was stylised but well respected, so it seems any distortions add poignancy to the dog's demeanour and 
intensifies its state of demise.
63 Peter Stanbury & Graeme Phipps, Australia's Animals Discovered (Pergamon Press, 1980), 42.
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were assumed to be broken, but was somehow able to surprise its attacker who saw: 'master 
dingo rise, shake himself and march into the bush, evading all pursui't (sic)/64 Bennet also 
describes a dingo, presumed dead and being skinned, that was observed to wake suddenly. 
With half a flayed head it sat upright, much to the amazement of the person decorticating 
him.65 Such testimonies fiercely counter the dingo's reputation for cowardice. Despite the early 
attempts at domestication, they also inadvertently record a grudging admiration for the dingo, 
in its relentless defiance. Thus it becomes clear that over the course of history, it is because of 
the repeated attacks on a fledgling sheep industry and its defiance toward domestication, that 
the dingo created its own most potent opponent, in the form of human revenge.
Another dingo representation by a convict artist can be seen in Figure 11.
Figure 11. T.R. Browne, Native Dog (dingo), 1813, watercolour and drawing, 31 x 20cm, State Library of 
New South Wales.
T. Richard Browne was transported to Newcastle (New South Wales) from Dublin, and was 
incarcerated at the Newcastle penal settlement. Here he was employed by its Commandant, 
Thomas Skottowe to illustrate the manuscript from which this image came.66
Browne's illustration presents a lively and decidedly male dingo, standing proud and alert. 
Rendered by the artist in the familiar sideways stance, he peruses his nondescript shrubbery 
surrounds. By now, the pictorial device of the precipice is firmly established as a viewing 
platform for the dingo associating it with the act of surveillance. This simultaneously makes 
it available for observation by the top order human predator. Surveillance will be shown in
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid.
66 Select Specimens from Nature of the Birds, Animals Etc.Etc. of New South Wales (1813). Thomas Skottowe and 
T.R. Browne.
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the final chapter to be a strategy favoured by the human military and cartographic eye, and 
one that is crucial in the business of colonial dominion. High ground can be thus seen as an 
important construct both strategically and morally.
Browne's work is a naive rendering of the animal, and does not convey any real knowledge of 
the canine or the genre of natural history illustration. Attempts have been made to enliven the 
image and activate its expression, with ears pricked forward, mouth agape and teeth bared 
for inspection. The head is square and compressed, which serves to emphasise the canine's 
beady eyes that seem all too small and close to the snout. The thick neck leads to a well- 
fleshed and lobular body, with a stiffly extended club-shaped tail. The hind legs are relaxed 
and clumsy, the front slightly astride in an awkward, strangely anthropomorphic stance. The 
native dog's feet are flat and lack proportion, and the form casts a long shadow, which leads 
the eye off the precipice. Despite its flaws, the image conveys an irrepressible attitude of a 
proud and vivacious animal. Though the artist's knowledge of anatomy is compromised, this 
work tells us about Browne and the nature of the work's commission. This image was included 
in a natural history publication credited to Commandant Thomas Skottowe in 1813 entitled 
Select Specimens from Nature of the Birds, Animals Etc.Etc. of New South Wales. Commandant 
Skottowe, (in charge of Browne's incarceration), organised the collection of specimens for the 
manuscript and was responsible for their arrangement as well as writing the accompanying 
text. His description of the native dog included another comparison to the wolf and noted its 
savage nature, and the danger it represented to the sheep industry. T.R. Browne was the book's 
sole illustrator, and imagines a regimented, flat-footed dingo on its best behaviour and ready 
for inspection by the Commandant.
As a convict artist, the advantages of such projected compliance were entirely understandable. 
It was from here however that the dingo escaped from the attention of convicts and scientific 
amateurs, and gained the interest of more professionally trained artistic eyes.
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1.7 His master's voice: the naturalistic dingo
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Figure 12. A. Cooper and William Smith, Native Dog of New South Wales, 1822, engraving, 11.4 x 13.9 
cm, National Library Australia.
Finally, the dingo finds its feet on terra firma, both in terms of its surroundings and its 
naturalistic rendering (Figure 12). This sensitive and beautifully rendered engraving by A. 
Cooper and William Smith comes close to a photographic record of its subject, despite the fact 
that the photographic medium would not surface for some 17 more years. The body of this 
dog is well muscled and in fine condition, which is at odds with many of the written accounts 
of mangy, skulking skeletons that were purported to hover on the fringes of the settlement. 
Smith's dingo is well sculpted, showing the strongest yet affinity to the subject, despite hinting 
at a more docile and obedient canine. There is an inkling that the domestic dog might have 
been a reference for Smith's model.
The meteorological forecast in this image certainly looks much more promising. The animal 
stands solo upon its now familiar outcrop, overlooking a grassy plain and hills beyond, but this 
time the environment is clearly Australian, through the presence of visual cues such as curious 
kangaroos and some elegant spears from a xanthorrea grass tree. In the overriding calm, this 
stately dingo seems to have a preference for posturing over any interest to hunt the macropods 
below, known to be a favourite food source of dingoes.67 Its general condition and carriage 
implies no shortage of food. Located in a land of plenty and finally on home soil, it would still 
be some 40 years before a truly naturalistic dingo representation would appear.
67 Purcell, Dingo, 2010.
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1.8 John Gould: The consummate eye of British science
Figure 13. (a, b). John Gould, Canis lupis dingo, 1863, hand-coloured lithograph, 53 x 35 cm.68
'I arrived in this country and found myself surrounded by objects as strange as if I had been 
transported to another planet.'69
John Gould came to Australia in 1838 to study birds and produce a major work on that subject. 
Not only did he achieve this, but he also collected numerous specimens of native mammals 
including the dingo. These he illustrated and published in a three-volume work entitled 
Mommols of Australia (1849-61). In the third volume Gould presents a majestic, if not slightly 
saccharine Canis lupis dingo family. Both in his portrait study and depiction of dingoes in their 
natural setting, Gould presents a proud and attractive animal, the first example along these 
lines by a noted English naturalist. The tribute paid to the dingo seems at odds with Gould's 
actual opinion of the animal, which he believed possessed:
All the habits of a low-breed dog, and none of the determined air and ferocity of 
disposition as the wolf or jackal: in confirmation of this opinion may I cite the facility 
with which the natives bring it under subjection.70
The disparity between the morphology and biology of the dingo and the other native animals 
that Gould found so curious, combined with its ambiguous relationship with Aboriginal people, 
made it quite an aberrant mammal subject. Perhaps this assisted in his ground breaking 
and ultimately correct hypothesis, that suggested it was an introduced and not indigenous 
Australian mammal. This was in direct opposition to beliefs about dingo origins held at the 
time. However Gould's instinctive claim gained credibility five years later with the publication 
of Charles Darwin's The Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestication. Here, the famous
68 John Gould, The Mammals of Australia, vol. 3 volumes (London: Armidale: Vic: Hill House, 1863), 138-43.
69 Franklin, Animal Nation: 26.
70 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 41.
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evolutionary scientist asserted that the dingo was a form of 'domestic dog descended from 
the northern wolf and brought to Australia, very early in the process of colonisation/ 71 This 
is consistent with current beliefs regarding dingo origins.72 Through these last few naturalistic 
images, the dingo was finally placed on the visual record as a realistically represented and 
serious scientific subject.
1.9 Summary
This first chapter is bookmarked by two canons of British art, George Stubbs and John Gould, 
representing the dingo. It establishes a trail through a plethora of early dingo imagery between 
these 'high art' examples, which trend towards increasing naturalism. This occurs as the land 
and its inhabitants became more familiar to the Europeans and the artists more accomplished. 
Much imagery was erroneous and realised through second hand accounts, multiple copies 
and rumours. The dingo's likeness continued to be recorded by a range of artists of varying 
capacities within the colony, who envisaged it as a scientific curiosity. Thus early representation 
had a vague taxonomic intent, but was often naive and ambiguous, as was the setting in which 
it was imagined. Many natural history illustrations were produced for private audiences, but 
also appeared in publications and journals that described the obscure Australian fauna and 
flora to a European audience. As the 19th century unfolded, an increasing degree of melodrama 
is perceived in dingo imagery. This anxiety ran parallel with the meteoric rise of the sheep 
industry, which was emerging as a primary industry crucial to the success of the colonial 
project, and the newly forming Australian identity. By the mid 19th century the native dog, 
initially an exotic object of desire, was rendered more convincingly but established as the 
enemy.
71 Ibid., 43.
72 Laurie Corbett, "The conservation status of the dingo Canis lupus dingo in Australia, with particular reference 
to New South Wales: threats to pure dingoes and potential solutions," in A Symposium on the Dingo, ed. C.R. 
Dickman and Daniel Lunney (Sydney: Royal Zoological Society of New South Wales, 2001), 10; Purcell, DingoAO.
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CHAPTER 2: The Dingo and Doomed Explorer Art
The discussion moves towards a detailed deciphering of attitudes concerning the dingo, as it 
inhabited the fringes of the Australian colonial frontier. The concept of 'frontier' is presented 
as a metaphor here for the prevailing Eurocentric influences that defined the colonist's struggle 
to tame, or at least acclimatise themselves to what many perceived as a hostile continent. To 
explore this further, a comparative analysis of two key colonial visual representations of the 
dingo will be undertaken. The images chosen are vastly different in their respective approaches 
and resolutions. They provide ample visual evidence that assists in unpacking the cultural 
and moral baggage surrounding the dingo and the territory that it shared with humans. Both 
images are watercolours derived from European conventions, and reflect a Romantic vision.
The first is a naturalistic representation rendered under the influence of enlightenment-era 
scientific philosophy; the second a melodramatic fantasy positioned within the picturesque 
mainstream.
Both images were created contemporaneously in Australia, at a time when settler borders were 
scarcely defined and perilously uncertain. Of note is how the differing philosophical and social 
attitudes that underpin these works influenced the stylistic techniques and formal qualities 
employed, which in turn reflected the attitudes encoded within them.
Both are watercolours and share common terrain as they represent dingoes within a romantic1 
vision, whilst in their natural habitat. They begin a more complex exploration of human and 
animal relations not only to each other, but also to the land that hosts them. Both allege to 
do so as the record of a first person experience, during a time when the Australian interior 
landscape was perceived in the colonial mind as terrifying and untameable. Despite their 
common ground, these works yield vastly different results on formal, conceptual and emotional 
levels.
1 Romantic here used in the context of the romantic movement, a style of art, music and literature of the late 
18,h and early 19th centuries, usually opposed to classicism. “Collins English Dictionary," in Collins Dictionary of the 
English Language, ed. Patrick Hanks (Sydney: Collins, 2001), 1325.
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Figure 14. Ludwig Becker (1808-61), Border of the Mud Desert near Desolation Camp, March 9, 1861, 
watercolour on cream paper, 14 x 22.8cm, State Library Victoria
2.1 Ludwig Becker and the desert dingo cipher
Painted only weeks before Ludwig Becker's death in 1861 on the famous but ill-fated Burke 
and Wills expedition, this diminutive watercolour calmly alludes to the extreme conditions and 
hardships endured by the expeditionary party in their quest to cross the Australian continent 
from south to north.
This is the first known naturalistic representation of a dingo in the Australian interior landscape, 
and a powerful testimony to the sensitivity of an artist whose physical and emotional health 
was severely compromised at the time of its conception. Becker's image is, amongst other 
things, a meditation on human frailty and insignificance, when faced with the overwhelming 
extremity of the Australian arid interior. It is also a personal and empirical reflection upon the 
notion of the frontier and the human folly of testing of boundaries. Becker himself described 
his circumstances as 'a very hel l ' 2 yet it was from this hardship, he produced some of his 
finest works.3 He documented an astonishing visual and written record of the trip and kept 
meticulous scientific data, which included some invaluable meteorological and geological 
information.
Canis dingo in this work is portrayed as witness to the lonely human species as they probe 
territorial boundaries on the brink of disaster. Becker represents the exploring party as the
2 Marjorie Tipping Ludwig Becker, Ludwig Becker : artist & naturalist with the Burke & Wills expedition/ edited 
& with an introduction by Marjorie Tipping (Carlton, Vic. :: Melbourne University Press for the Library Council of 
Victoria, 1979), 29
3 Tim Bonyhady, Burke and Wills : From Melbourne to Myth (National Library of Australia, 2002), 11.
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dingo's central focus, whilst appearing unaware of the viewer's gaze. The work quietly alludes 
to Becker's appreciation for the dingo's extraordinary ability to survive in an environment that 
is both hostile and remote and one to which most humans are poorly suited.
German born Ludwig Philipp Heinrich Becker applied to the Victorian Royal Society to join the 
Burke and Wills Expedition at the age of 52, as 'artist, ethnographer and naturalist.'4 The Royal 
Society provided sponsorship of the expedition and determined the brief, which guided the 
scientific documentation undertaken by Becker. Initially he enjoyed robust health,5 however, 
it soon declined under the relentless pace of the party and hostile treatment of expedition 
leader Robert O'Hara Burke (1821-61), who was determined to beat South Australian explorer 
John McDouall Stuart (1815-66) across the continent.6 In fact, Burke's authoritarian bearing 
and militia mentality made Becker's life a misery. Despite this, the naturalist produced over 
70 sketches and watercolours during the expedition, Border Comp, Desolation Point, being 
amongst them. His European academic training in art and science and nine years of scientific 
investigations (made since his migration to Australia), ensured that he was a perfect candidate 
for the task. Becker had previously undertaken fieldwork with notable colleagues Dr Ferdinand 
Von Meuller (1825-96), who was an acclaimed botanist from Schleswig-Holstein, and Professor 
Georg Neumayer (1826-1909), a meteorologist from Bavaria. Neumayer would later briefly 
join the Burke and Wills Expedition and, like Becker, was a practitioner of Humboldtian science: 
an enlightenment discourse rooted in the truthful observation of nature.7 Of its founder, 
Alexander Von Humboldt (1769-1859), Kerry Heckenberg writes:
...emotion and the exercise of the imagination, romantic characteristics, were not 
incompatible with the practice of science in his approach. This is in contrast to the 
developing British tradition that separated knowledge and feeling.8
Becker's desire to convey physical forces in preference to material forms reflects both his 
understanding of Humboldt's approach and his own German heritage. In terms of dingo 
representation the lack of hostility in his work towards an animal that was deemed as foe to
4 Marjorie Tipping Ludwig Becker, Ludwig Becker: artist & naturalist with the Burke & Wills expedition /  edited 
& with an introduction by Marjorie Tipping (Carlton, Vic. :: Melbourne University Press for the Library Council of 
Victoria, 1979), 24.
5 In addition to Becker's outstanding professional credentials, he was a good bushman and horse rider, was 
fit, sober and temperate, and had an excellent reputation for extending the frontiers of knowledge. This he had 
demonstrated with both enthusiasm and generosity, as a vibrant member of the young Victorian state's many 
artistic and scientific organizations that boomed in the 1850's.
6 Burke persistently tried to obstruct Becker at work. He reputedly boasted of his intentions to break Becker, 
and gave explicit orders that he should not ride, but be walked until he gave in in the hope that he might abandon 
the expedition. Burke further instructed Becker to undertake hard manual labour, which included driving a reluctant 
camel team over 20 miles a day with no food, rest or water in temperatures which frequently exceeded 110 degrees 
(F). As a consequence Becker was forced to work late into the night, whilst the rest of the party slept, to achieve the 
demands of his scientific brief. Ludwig Becker, Ludwig Becker : artist & naturalist with the Burke & Wills expedition /  
edited & with an introduction by Marjorie Tipping: 26.
7 The term 'Humboldtian science' was devised by scientific historian Susan Faye Cannon as 'the accurate, 
measured study of widespread but interconnected real phenomena in order to find a definite law and a dynamical 
cause'. Susan Faye Cannon, Science in culture : the early Victorian period/ Susan Faye Cannon (Kent, Eng. : New York 
:: Dawson ; Science History Publications, 1978), 105.Alexander von Humboldt (1769-1859) was a German naturalist 
and explorer, whose research was characterised by a holistic approach, seeking unity in nature. His quantitative 
methodology was highly influential in the development of the modern sciences, h ttp ://en.w ik iped ia .org/w ik i/ 
Humboldtian science, cited 1st October, 2012.
8 Kerry Heckenberg, '"...bringing facts into some connexion with each other...'
Ludwig Becker's Narrative Strategies in his Burke and Wills Illustrations," State Library of Victoria; ibid.
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the colony is conspicuous.
The country depicted in Border o f the Mud Desert near Desolation Camp. March 9,1861, is 
stark and confronting. Simple in its one point perspective, it is a panoramic image where the 
dramatic use of light and colour is employed to suggest intense atmospheric phenomena. The 
desert terrain depicted offers only desolation to the inexperienced white explorers. Becker 
exposes us to the punishing desert sun at noon in early March, presenting an environment 
suffused with an oppressive sense of heat and at a time of day that would cause acute distress 
to any active humans. The baked land reverberates with the memory of summer's extreme 
peak having barely passed. This tiny work captures an overwhelming expansiveness and feeling 
of being engulfed within an arid and harsh landscape. It appears at once, both claustrophobic 
and empty.9 Located on the composition's periphery is the cracked red mud of the interior 
desert, 'the source of so much anxiety to the expedition.'10
The picture is divided almost exactly in half. The lower section depicts a foreground rich in 
earth browns, softly interspersed with opaque, ochred vegetation. The upper half is a vast 
block of cloudless blue sky.* 11 Becker has constructed the scene with wash, body colour and 
Indian ink, achieving detail with fine brushwork. The work is finished with a layer of varnish, 
a technique employed in oil painting, which seems to indicate his intention for long-term 
preservation.
Emanating downward from the centrally hovering sun is a triangular wedge of white light, the 
result of light refracting from the desert surface. In its heart is a white cone, suggesting an 
unbearable intensity of light and heat.12 According to art historian Kerry Heckenberg, Becker is 
documenting a sun pillar,13 however this is unlikely as this phenomena is associated with light 
reflections from atmospheric ice crystals. The refraction observed and thus rendered by Becker 
is more likely to be an optical illusion created by the physical conditions and unique spatial 
properties of the desert. Such light effects as well as mirages and meteors were amongst the 
phenomena considered to be of special interest by the Victorian Society, and part of Becker's 
documentary brief.
The distant horizon shimmers with heat haze, resulting in a mirage-like effect. The men astride 
imported camels, who 'like mythological ghosts' echo this illusion,14 trail off towards the 
horizon, and also in the hovering outlines of the distant trees. These restless entities appear 
to sympathise with the camels that, according to Becker, 'were unable to stand in one place
9 Gavin Malone has discussed the white settler concept of 'empty land' recently, in his unpublished dissertation 
looking at country, identity and indigenous relationships to the land. He draws attention to the richness and 
biodiversity, the wellspring that exists within country, with the appropriate knowledge and understanding. It is 
unsurprising however, that at the time of the expedition, the deemed superior European conventions of reading 
the land, made it a condition that they were unable to consult indigenous knowledge, until it was too late. Gavin 
Malone, 2009.
10 Ludwig Becker, Ludwig Becker : artist & naturalist with the Burke & Wills expedition /  edited & with an 
introduction by Marjorie Tipping: 148.
11 A similar colour scheme was to appear frequently in works made by artists of the Heidelberg school, towards 
the late 1800's. The colours became synonymous with Australia's national and international identity.
12 Noon on the mud plains. Effects of refraction, is written by Becker, on the back of this watercolour.
13 Heckenberg, "'...bringing facts into some connexion with each other...' Ludwig Becker's Narrative Strategies in 
his Burke and Wills Illustrations", La Trobe Journal, SLV, V77, Autumn 2006.
14 Ian McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian art /  Ian McLean (Cambridge; New York, NY :: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 54.
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for more than a few minutes and would lift their feet from the hot sand in quick succession/ 15 
Looking into the impossible horizon the watercolour takes on the mystique of an oracle: 
prophetically pronouncing the destiny of its participants. As such it 'seeks to go beyond the 
limitations of the single static view by introducing a temporal element/ 16 Within weeks Becker 
would be dead from exhaustion, dysentery and scurvy. The rest of the party would soon 
endure this miserable fate. As Heckenberg states: 'While the translucent camels seem to be 
a part of the mirage, the ambitious aims of the expedition could also be seen to be melting 
away beyond grasp/ 17 The subconscious implication here is that the non-native animals, camels 
especially imported from India for the expedition and under the will of European imperialism, 
are driven blindly towards certain death. All the time, they are quietly observed by another 
naturalised native animal species. 18
2.2 Dingoes, desert and death
Framing the desert to the left of foreground centre are two dingoes, one black and tan, the 
other a more familiar ginger variety. Both are now understood as pure breeds. 19 Becker's 
perceptive depiction reveals them as wild animals of sophisticated survival, presumably well 
integrated with their environment. They appear to be following the tracks of the expedition, 
yet pause on the desert threshold. Despite their renowned curiosity they appear reluctant to 
track this doomed undertaking. Instead they remain poised and alert. There is a sparse, low 
cover of vegetation around them and the red dingo appears to be following the movements 
of a pair of emus, startled by the expedition. The dingoes observe the misfortune of the white 
explorers, a silent, passive yet sentient pair of witnesses to the unravelling of human sanity.
The dingo's presence further implicates the animal in the melancholic forces active within 
the colonial imagination, binding it convincingly to the human during a time of despair. Not 
foolish enough to follow in the humans' footsteps, the dingo is its own master and chooses 
life. It observes the frail human and camel entourage as they trail off towards certain death.
In this image, Becker has produced the first naturalistic dingo representation, locating 
the native dog within and belonging to an authentic desert biome. He instils in them an 
unprecedented propriety, and expresses his appreciation for their ability to survive in such a 
harsh environment.
Human beings by nature are testers of boundaries physical, intellectual, emotional and 
spiritual, as epitomised in enlightenment and colonial paradigms. Within human symbolic 
conventions, 20 dogs are associated with the keeping of boundaries. According to Susan McHugh
15 Ludwig Becker, Ludwig Becker : artist & naturalist with the Burke & Wills expedition /  edited & with an 
introduction by Marjorie Tipping: 29.
16 Heckenberg, "'...bringing facts into some connexion with each other...' Ludwig Becker's Narrative Strategies in 
his Burke and Wills Illustrations", La Trobe Journal, SLV, V77, Autumn 2006.
17 Ibid., 81.
18 Ian McLean acknowledges this prophetic and melancholic projection, in McLean, White Aborigines : identity 
politics in Australian a rt/  Ian McLean: 45.
19 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 80.
20 Here I refer to Enlightenment taxonomies/natural orders/evolution theories/symbolic roles
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(2004) in myth, they are 'markers of thresholds, especially those that lead to forbidden 
territories/21 David Williams (2007) refers to their presence within 'the contested spaces 
between nature and culture, and the uncertain transition between life and death/22 The 
depiction of dingoes in colonial Australia at a time when humans were testing boundaries, 
actively binds the human to the dog. Becker however, associates the dingo with more than 
just a picturesque device or coulisse.23 He acknowledges it as a threshold sentinel, but also 
one that chooses to bear witness, in its decision to observe, but not follow the path of the 
fated humans. In so doing, Becker reactivates an instinctual and ancient drama, the ancestral 
attraction between dogs and humans. An acknowledgement ofthat link, ofthat inter-species 
curiosity, is embodied in this image specifically in the representation of one species that has 
become so reviled by another who remains present in their absence. Becker's choice to remove 
a human presence demonstrates a profound departure from thematic convention, not only in 
explorer art, but also in colonial representations in general.
Kerry Heckenberg has analysed the sense of unease embodied in Becker's work, and located 
its source to the use of one-point perspective 'in a scene which depicts a fairly extensive span 
of country, thus implying a close view-point.' She refers to Svetlana Alper's argument about the 
imaginative effect of such images, where 'the viewer is either placed in the picture or has no 
specified position' so that:
The combination of one point perspective with the wide panoramic landscape is 
fundamentally incompatible, leading to the disruptive effect that is evident in this 
image. It points to the impossibility of being both inside and outside the picture. 24
Following from this it is asserted here that the unease created, and desire for multiple 
viewpoints or perspectives on the situation, was exactly Becker's intention. The desert image 
is a record of Becker's genuine and lone enquiry, at a time when his own life was in danger.
The fact remains that he continued to function despite his appalling situation,25 and was 
able to leave behind a body of work that is a primary expression of this experience and bears 
testimony to his tremendous dedication to art and science. His rendering of the dingoes at 
Desolation Camp shortly before his own death 26 remains faithful to his underlying Humboltian 
principles. Marjorie Tipping acknowledges that Becker's approach was directed towards 
a Romantic vision by comparing him to the 'monumental style of German and Norwegian 
romantics.' She asserts that:
21 Williams, "Inappropriate/d Others or The Difficulty of Being a Dog," 93.
22 Ibid.
23 Christopher Heathcote, "When science meets art: Humboldt, von Guerard and the Australian wilderness,"
Art Monthly Australia 145, no. Nov 2001 (2001): 27-31.
24 Kerry Heckenberg, "'...bringing facts into some connexion with each other...' Ludwig Becker's Narrative 
Strategies in his Burke and Wills Illustrations". The La Trobe Journal, no 77, Autumn, 2006.
25 According to Heckenberg, despite specific instructions regarding scientific research stipulated by the 
expedition sponsors The Royal Society, Burke was frustrated and impatient with the delays such investigations 
caused. Kerry Heckenberg states he was: 'more interested in the idea of the expedition as a heroic exploit, with 
being the first European explorer to achieve a south-north crossing of the continent of Australia. Keen to make rapid 
progress, he commanded Becker to take part in much of the manual labour of exploration, thereby limiting the time 
that he could spend on his observations and his paintings and drawings, and contributing to the problems with ill- 
health that he encountered.'(2006:77)
26 Due to his decline in health, Becker remained at Desolation Camp, the site of the watercolour. Here he spent 
3 weeks without fresh water, enduring searing temperatures and a plague of native rats that gnawed away at the 
remnant crew and their equipment. The men were also under attack from hostile local Aboriginal people, who were 
concerned with their demand on the limited food and water supplies.
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...like Caspar Friedrich, a great exponent of German Romanticism in its highest form, 
he minimised man as the microcosm in the cosmos, a small and melancholy being, and 
nature itself as the greatest force in the world.27
Becker was one of the last artists to accompany an expedition before photography became 
the favoured medium for documenting such ventures. From necessity he evolved an 
innovative technique that involved the addition of gum arabic to dry pigments, using local 
Australian eucalypt gums. This economy extended his precious supplies, which were given 
low priority when it came to replenishments by the expedition's organising committee.28 His 
repeated requests for materials were ignored, which makes his accomplished body of work an 
extraordinary reflection of his talents and discipline, particularly given the conditions under 
which he was required to demonstrate them.
According to the local Yantruwunta people, dingoes dismembered the remains of William John 
Wills (1834-61) and Robert O'Hara Burke.29 The acclaimed colonial artist William Strutt (1825- 
1915) produced a watercolour that gave graphic insight into his imagining of this gruesome 
event, and was viewed with horrified fascination by a captive Victorian audience, as seen in 
Figure 15. Ian McLean writes extensively about the colonial fascination with the grotesque 
in Australian art, 'the most extreme expression of melancholy and an attribute he considers 
belongs to that great parade of legend, fable and phantasmagoria, which, down the ages, have 
been the icons of absolute otherness.'30 He refers to the grotesque as marking the outermost 
boundary of Western reason, but one that simultaneously haunts its centre, erupting within 
language and symbol. In Strutt's image, we see confirmation of the most central human fear 
regarding dingoes -  that of being eaten by them.31
Figure 15. William Strutt, Dingoes Devouring the body of Wills, 1861, watercolour, 6.9 x 13.2 cm, 
Parliament House Library, Victoria.
27 Ludwig Becker, Ludwig Becker: artist & naturalist with the Burke & Wills expedition /  edited & with an 
introduction by Marjorie Tipping: 34.
28 Ibid., 32.; Andrew Sayers, Drawing in Australia : drawings, water-colours, pastels and collages from the 
1770s to the 1980s /  Andrew Sayers (Melbourne :: Australian National Gallery : Oxford University Press, 1989), 90.
29 Bonyhady, Burke and Wills : From Melbourne to Myth: 1.
30 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian a rt/  Ian McLean: 25.
31 Human fear of being attacked and or eaten by other animals is a significant one. The fact that the dingo does 
not differentiate the human from any other form of carrion, strikes at the heart of human insecurities and survival 
instincts.
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On confirmation of the deaths of Burke and Wills, a different kind of scavenging occurred in 
the city of Melbourne, and one that is peculiar to the human animal. The quest for trinkets, 
trophies and memorabilia went into overdrive, as the general public created a frenzied popular 
market for material related to the expedition.32
According to Ian McLean, Becker's watercolour is a symbolic landscape, which evokes the 
'suspicion that the Australian landscape was not going to surrender itself to its new owners 
haunts much mid-nineteenth century Australian art settlement.'33 Becker's work provides 
confirmation of this statement but also of human failure at the frontier. The dingo is positioned 
alongside this failure as a silent sentinel, an animal witness to human frailty at the threshold of 
civilisation.
2.3 Dr Doyle and the moral dilemma
Figure 16. Dr J. T. Doyle, Lost in the Bush close to the dividing ranges, between N.S. Wales. A sketch taken 
on the spot by J.T Doyle, (watercolour from Dr Doyles' Sketchbook 1862-3, S.T. Gill & J.T Doyle.), 27 x 35 
cm, State Library of New South Wales.
32 Bonyhady, Burke and Wills : From Melbourne to Myth: 11.
33 McLean, White Aborigines : identity polibcs in Australian art /  Ian McLean: 45.
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What hopeless despair and futile dramas await those humans probing the fringes of the 
colonial frontier, according to the fertile imagination of amateur watercolour artist Dr John 
Thomas Doyle? Lost in the Bush (1862-63) was painted 'on the spot' 34 in the western reaches 
of Sydney, very soon after Ludwig Becker had dealt with the grim reality of a lonely desert 
death. Although the unexpected discovery of corpses in the bush was apparently common in 
colonial times,35 it is difficult to believe that such a feeding frenzy by a multitude of scavenging 
animals, as depicted here, would have continued in the presence of a live observer, whilst they 
painstakingly sketched it.
Several nature myths are at work in this piece of nostalgic propaganda. Not the least is the 
notion of the white explorer as the noble hero. The convention in 19th century explorer art 
was for the landscape to function as a background, and one that would not detract from 
elevating the human subject. This subject was almost without exception white and male and 
involved in the heroic conquest of the colonial frontier. Few history paintings of this type were 
commissioned in Australia at the time, however those in existence usually paid homage to the 
colonial project.36
The second nature myth represented in Doyle's work is a human moral projection onto the 
domestic animal. This exists through the inference of an expectation beyond the grave of 
unsurpassed loyalty from the deceased hero's canine companion. The settler's unfortunate 
horse can do no more than become food for the rampaging wild scavengers. This too is the 
potential fate of his faithful dog who bears the weight of human morality and is faced with the 
moral dilemma of remaining to stoically defend his master's body or fleeing with a chance of 
survival into the wilds.
The third myth explores the realm of wilderness notions.37 This is another human construct 
that underpins the deciphering of colonial attitudes towards both the dingo and the land.
The dingo is the only Australian native 38 animal that seems to have defiantly exceeded 
its boundaries in a way that threatens human dominion by predating not only on precious 
colonial livestock, but potentially also upon the hapless human. It is therefore subliminally 
associated with the dangers of the wilds. In addition, the dingo, by its untameable and 
therefore unpredictable nature, is portrayed as a traitor and coward, breaking allegiance with 
its domesticated relatives to prey upon human endeavours and failures.
In a classic picturesque format Dr Doyle invites us to witness the grim endgame of another 
futile attempt to push the frontier into hostile and uncivilised bushland. Despite this, the
34 Notes in the title of work, written by the artist.
35 Kathy Charmaz, Allan Kellehear, and Glennys Howarth, The unknown country : death in Australia, Britain, 
and the USA/ edited by Kathy Charmaz, Glennys Howarth, Allan Kellehear (New York : :: St. Martin's Press, 1997), 2.
36 Examples include paintings that retrospectively canonised members of the ill-fated Burke and Wills 
Expedition including William Strutt's Grave of Burke, 1861 and Arthur Louriero's Death of Burke, 1892. Dr John 
Doyle's forlorn watercolour reeks of such heroic drama, as it visits themes familiar to Australian colonial explorer art.
37 Wilderness notions will be addressed more thoroughly in the final chapter of this dissertation.
38 The dingo is considered to be a naturalized species that was most likely imported to Australia from South 
East Asia by Maccassan traders, some 4-600 years ago. Therefore it established a firm role in the Australian 
biosphere, prior to white settlement. Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 53.
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setting is like Arcadian parkland when compared to Ludwig Becker's desolate desert inferno. 
Doyle's work also visits several themes common to Australian colonial landscape painting as 
analysed by Lesley Fitzpatrick (1997). These include the hardships endured by white males who 
attempt to dominate the land, the power of the land as a major contributor to man's demise 
and the solitary bush death.39 Lost in the Bush leaves no room for doubt regarding canine 
devotion. The expectations upon the civilised dog are alluded to as a silent burden. This moral 
weight is placed directly on the domestic dog, which appears completely isolated in its civility, 
amongst the chaos of the frontier. This burden is intensified by the wanton destruction going 
on around it and the primal instincts that are embodied in the dingo rendering its deeds ever 
more hideous. The wild animals are at best scavenging, amoral opportunists.
2.4 Formal analysis: cruel nature
The full force of Victorian melodrama is instilled in this heavily cluttered, human-centric image. 
This exotic fantasy imagines the suffering and lone death of a white male hero at the Australian 
frontier and projects a moral dilemma onto the only surviving civilised being, a domestic 
dog. The domestic dog herein occupies the complex interstices of human endeavour and is 
ubiquitously present (as a symbolic non-human companion) when humans are establishing 
and extending colonial boundaries. However, the similarities end there between this and 
Ludwig Becker's work. Dr Doyle's desire to be an artist renders him a slave to Victorian cliches 
and conventions that condemn wild nature's cruel indifference to humans, and to their 
preoccupation with conquest.
The explorer's emaciated body lies splayed in the front left foreground resting on the plinth of 
his faithful dog. The dog dares not move for fear of breaking the trust that binds him in his role 
of devoted human ally even beyond his master's death. This dutiful canine is pictured staring 
down a massive wedge-tailed eagle that intends to feast on human meat. This is a fantasy 
suggestive of old loyalty values and unspoken bonds between humans and dogs. It functions 
to heighten the drama, for how could the faithful canine servant abandon the brave hero at 
such a time? The underlying fear expressed here is the ancient taboo of predation upon the 
human body. To this day, dingoes and wedge-tailed eagles are commonly associated with 
such a threat.40 The projection of this fear manifests in the melodrama represented in Doyle's 
watercolour. Should the roles be reversed, it is doubtful that humans would offer such loyalties 
that are expected from the dog. From the viewpoint of a speciesist, it's a no brainer41 in the 
stance that no animal is worth the life of a human.42
39 Charmaz, Kellehear, and Howarth, The unknown country : death in Australia, Britain, and the USA /  edited by 
Kathy Charmaz, Glennys Howarth, Allan Kellehear. 15.
40 Pers. Com., Robert Belcher, 2011.
41 Speciesism is the assigning of different values or rights to beings on the basis of their species membership. 
British psychologist Richard D. Ryder created the term in 1973 to denote a prejudice against non-humans based on 
physical differences that are given moral value. Ryder, Richard. "All beings that feel pain deserve human rights”.
The Guardian, August 6, 2005. Cited August 11, 2010
42 The first stirrings of the animal rights movement manifested in agencies such as the Society for Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, founded in London in 1824. The colonial equivalent was not formulated until 1871, in V ic to r^  
In those times in Australia, it would have been a rare thing indeed to find a human that would equate the life of a 
dog and human. Therein lies the gap between fantasy and reality that is encapsulated in the work.
Doyle's work is replete with the symbols of honourable failure attained when humans pit 
themselves against the wilderness. Around the victim are splayed the meagre possessions 
associated with his quest: a rifle, a cup, a dead horse and a faithful dog. The explorer's aghast, 
distorted face with its hollow eye sockets is fixed hopelessly towards the heavens. His torn shirt 
reads like viscera emptied beside him.
Dominating the foreground is a massive wedge tailed eagle about to perch triumphantly 
upon a human trophy. With powerful wings outstretched in both defiance and conquest it 
challenges the only obstruction to its meal, the loaded dog. Behind, the eagle's mate waits 
on an overhanging branch for a turn to feed. A murder of crows hovers, restlessly waiting for 
leftovers, lower beings in the pecking order.
The perspectival counterpoint of misery to the explorer is the activated carcass of his once 
faithful steed aggressively picked clean by a squad of carrion feeders. Positioned to the right of 
the middle ground in a dramatic diagonal sweep, the dead horse hosts a pair of large raptors 
and three fox-like dingoes. This compositional device reads conventionally from left to right and 
creates a narrative of despair. It emphasises the civilised elements that are succumbing to the 
savagery in the wild. In death the horse is disintegrating into a mass of its biological elements. 
Lifeless and without a moral guardian it is uncontested territory and free pickings to those in 
the quest for survival. It is the human remains that are contested however, by forces both wild 
and tame.
The eagle (or eaglehawk as it was traditionally known43) is another example of vilified 
Australian fauna and has long been associated with the dark side of human psyche and 
fear. Eagles have enormous presence and universal symbolic force, however the Australian 
wedge-tail has often been despised and blamed as an enemy of the sheep industry.44 Raptors 
and canines represent the only animals that have been trained by humans to assist them in 
hunting and were held in high esteem during medieval Europe.45 Both are natural hunters 
and carry the weight of human admiration and as a result the expectation of performance. 
This is particularly evident when the performance equates to the benefit of humans. In the 
case of the wedge tailed eagle and the dingo, Australia's native equivalents, both have been 
and continue to be despised by some humans.46 An early representation of the Mountain 
Eagle exists in Barrington's The History of New South Wales of 1802, which graphically depicts 
an eagle seizing upon and tearing apart a terrified dog.47 Thus the pitting of honourable
43 Pers. Com., John Coman, 2010.
44 Sheep farmers around Australia have reported wedge-tailed eagles as being responsible for lambkills. They 
are also a protected species under the 1974 NPW Act. A recent spate of repeat poisoning of wedge- tailed eagles in 
the Bombala region of New South Wales was the subject of a media and public education campaign, in an attempt 
to discourage the offenders. Franz Peters, 2009.
45 Joyce E Salisbury, The Beast Within - Animals in the Middle Ages (Routledge: New York and London, 1984), 
52.
46 This is particularly apparent in the rural industries when they compete for human food, especially lambs.
As a result they are often given the status of pest species or vermin, which in many areas of Australia, still holds. E. 
Davis, in "A Symposium on the Dingo", (2001), 39.
47 Barrington, The history of New South Wales [microform] : including Botany Bay; Port Jackson, Pamaratta, 
Sydney, and all its dependancies, from the original discovery of the island : with the customs and manners of the 
natives, and an account of the English colony from its foundation to the present time /  by George Barrington; 
enriched with beautiful coloured prints.
but sworn enemies surfaces early in the colonial imagination/8 a myth that has grounds in 
historical fact. To this day, the presence of eaglehawks is a subtle indicator to dog trappers of 
dingo activity.49 In Doyle's work the eagles that dominate the carcass from above represent 
the force of the unyielding colonial sky, an endless expanse of blue, so alien to the European 
experience. The scores of crows and ravens hovering around the main subjects trail off and 
lead the eye towards a distant and unconquered horizon. The dingo forms are of the earth and 
burrow fervently into the cavity of the horse carcass, feeding on the viscera. The wild animal's 
rupturing of the domestic animal carcass is a prelude to the fate of the human corpus and 
infers a rupturing of the civilised world for those who seek to test its fences.
Dingoes are renowned for their intelligence and ability to adapt and have been known to make 
shelters from the internal chambers of large animal carcasses.50 The most nutrient rich food 
source in their prey or carrion is the viscera. It is likely dingoes would have been observed 
feeding like this with their heads literally inside the body cavity of the prey. Therefore this 
motif, which is seen recurrently throughout colonial dingo representations, is not just a fantasy. 
It is the sense of the grotesque and its abject associations in this image, which intensify and 
consolidate human repulsion towards the dingo.
J. T. Doyle's image represents a domestic canine that appears as a perfect example of the 'dog 
as an interstitial creature' as theorised by David Williams. It hovers uncomfortably between 
the role of high-status animal and low status human.51 By their need to claim new terrains 
and piss on old ones, it is clear that humans and dogs share some old territorial habits. In his 
1995 book The Domestic Dog, cultural anthropologist James Serpell asserts: '...as a beast that 
voluntarily allies itself to humans, the dog often seems to lose its right to be regarded as a true 
animal.'52
However, the expectation of a domestic dog to behave as a mute human with the capacity to 
make human moral choices is unreasonable and amounts to ignorant but wishful ideological 
projection. Such is the baggage encoded within Lost in the Bush.
This image, along with 44 other glimpses of life in the colony, was intended as a joint 
publishing venture between professional artist Samuel Thomas Gill and his patron, amateur 
water-colourist Dr John Thomas Doyle. However the project to produce a lavish lithographed 
sketchbook was never completed, possibly due to a falling out between Doyle and Gill. 
Collaborations between amateur and professional artists were a well-established British 
tradition at the time, the understanding being that the artist would later 'work up' sketches
48 This phenomenon exists to recent times. In her book Hunters and Trackers of the Australian Desert, Pat 
Lowe describes a more recent incident where a wedge-tailed eagle carries away an unfortunate domestic canine. Pat 
Lowe, Hunters and Trackers of the Australian Desert (Rosenberg Publishing, 2002), 50
49 Pers. Com., J. Coman.
50 Evidence of this exists in field observations and documentation of dingoes in South Australia. Pers. Com.,
Ben Allen, 2010.
51 Williams, "Inappropriate/d Others or The Difficulty of Being a Dog," 93.
52 The Domestic Dog - its evolution, behaviour and interactions with people, ed. James Serpell (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1995), 254.
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made together and publish them either as prints or books, under their own name.53 This may 
have been the source of conflict between the two, as Doyle withdrew his patronage and Gill 
was later to produce his own version of the work.54 Despite this, a simplified bound edition 
was revised and published in 1993, by the Mitchell Library, which attributed both artist and 
patron.
Doyle was an Irish born surgeon based in Australia, with a 'flair for public lecturing and 
theatrical performance.'55 He selected Gill, to assist him with his sketchbook, a practice that 
was common in Britain and Australia in the nineteenth century, and particularly in vogue 
during the 1860's, when the collaboration was initiated. According to Sascha Grishin, there 
was a market in Britain for individual prints and bound sketchbooks, produced by amateur 
and professional artists in collaboration, that depicted topographical and genre scenes from 
continental Europe. And as ' increasingly the subject matter grew to include less accessible 
parts of the world such as India, China and Australia/56 so did the demand for such imagery.
The domestic dog represented in Lost in the bush is reminiscent of those specially bred for 
hunting by colonial Australian settlers.57 In the mid to late 19th century such dogs were useful 
to humans as hunters, work dogs and companions and found a place in visual genres such as 
oil painting and photographic portraiture. An example of this is in Thomas Balcombe's 1853 
oil painting: Kangaroo dog owned by M r Dunn of Castlereagh Street, Sydney.™ (See Figure 
17, Chapter 3) Representations of the dingo however, either occupy low-key positions in 
sketchbooks and visual diaries, or as illustrations intended for the mainstream, for example in 
city-based newspapers. Such publications were notable for their conservative confirmation of 
the colonial objective. Doyle's work was intended for publication in a privately funded, bound 
manuscript. Was it the intention of this work to reinforce the exotic and the indifference of 
nature as it swallows and digests the heroic attempts of the civilised human?
53 S.T. Gill & J.T. Doyle, Dr Doyle's Sketchbook- John Thomas Doyle and Samuel Thomas Gill (1862-1863 (revised 
ed. 1993)), 7.
54 S.T. Gill, The Australian Sketchbook (Melbourne: Hamel and Ferguson, 1864).
55 Gill, Dr Doyle's Sketchbook- John Thomas Doyle and Samuel Thomas Gill: 9.
56 Ibid., 7.
57 Known as kangaroo dogs, they were a cross between the greyhound, the deerhound and the Irish 
wolfhound. They were the only dogs aside from the dingo, fast enough to catch kangaroos. Astbury, "The Dog in 
Australian Art - Part 1-The Colonial period." Hugely prized in the white settlement of Van Diemen's Land due to food 
shortages in the fledgling colony, they were traded as a currency. James Boyce, Van Diemen's land/ James Boyce 
(Melbourne :: Black Inc, 2009).
58 Astbury, "The Dog in Australian Art - Part 1-The Colonial period," 49.
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2.5 Dog dilemmas: human loyalty vs. human folly (hunting, fighting and 
rooting)
The theme of weighing up survival odds against accrued human loyalty reward points 
continues into contemporary times, and is explored in Keith Willey's novel Joe Brown's Dog 
Bluey, (1978) and more recently, in a popular cinematic adaptation of Louis de Bernieres', Red 
Dog (2011).
Placed in a similar situation to the dog in Doyle's watercolour. In Willey's novel, Bluey must 
make a moral choice. Either he stays with the corpse of his master, the wily stockman Joe 
Brown, protecting him from predation by carrion feeders, or he departs with a chance of 
survival. Unsurprisingly, Bluey eventually submits to his Boganesque instincts and undertakes 
a range of adventures, which represent the canine equivalent of a Bacchanalian orgy. These 
include hunting sheep with a dingo pack, fighting a formidable male dingo foe and having 
a fling with a dingo bitch temptress who appears disillusioned when Bluey won't commit 
to parenthood. It seems Bluey's anthropomorphic adventures amount to something of an 
enviable male bender in terms of Australian male vernacular.59 Eventually our hero washes his 
paws of his wayward course and aligns himself with an Aboriginal stockman, ironically one of 
Joe Brown's racially motivated enemies, but one he has always secretly admired.
The theme of canine loyalty beyond the grave is also celebrated in the novel and film Red Dog, 
which has been immensely popular with a contemporary Australian audience. Red Dog is a 
classic Australian kelpie working dog. Indifferent to most humans, Red Dog selects outsider 
John, as the only human worthy of his unique devotion and companionship. Red Dog's 
independence and stubborn personality embodies a range of characteristics that canonise him 
as a 'true blue' Aussie bloke - that is irreverence to authority and women, farting, roaming and 
overindulging. But when John disappears unexpectedly, Red Dog undertakes a monumental 
road trip to track him down. He eventually senses the inevitable truth of John's untimely death 
and passes away quietly, at his master's grave. Red Dog is presented surreptitiously as the ideal 
mate for the iconic Australian male stereotype.
2.6 Summary
Having virtually disappeared from the visual record in the first half of the nineteenth century, 
the two images of the dingo discussed in this chapter reveal viewing points that are poles apart 
and highlight the polarised attitudes towards the animal. Both are Eurocentric in their genesis 
and are purported to have arisen from empirical first-hand field observations. Ludwig Becker, 
a trained academic naturalist, has envisaged a sparse and savagely illuminated desert scape, 
which pays homage to his Humboltian perspectives. His work is fundamentally derived from
59 As satirised in Barry Humphries, in films such as The Adventures o f Barry McKenzie, 1974.
enlightenment era discourse steeped in the saturation of human kind being illuminated by 
scientific knowledge and the insignificance of human beings within the landscape. His dingoes 
are mute but intelligent witnesses to human folly and sophisticated creatures with acute 
survival skills.
Becker's dingoes are in direct contrast to the ravenous scroungers burrowing into a hallowed 
domestic carcass, as depicted in John Doyle's melodramatic watercolour. Doyle's amateur 
artistic aspirations led him to embellish his work with Victorian melodramatic fantasy resulting 
in an oppressively human centric narrative. This serves to load the weight of human morals 
onto the domestic dog and justifies the positioning of the wild dog as an opportunistic 
scavenger. It thereby creates a binary that further alienates the dingo and rationalises the 
negative colonial discourse towards it.
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CHAPTER 3: Howling, Haunting and the Symbolic Dingo
'A sly, treacherous, especially truculent brute is the dingo ... its long-drawn melancholy 
howls express an infinity of canine wretchedness/
- Australasian sketcher, 18741
'There is nothing so weird as the howl of the dingo in the mallee on moonlight (sic) 
nights especially. They appear to be answering one another from every point of the 
compass. Sometimes a whole family join together in one horrifying chorus/
- Australasian sketcher, 1889.2
After a brief period of interest as a scientific curiosity following European settlement, the 
dingo appeared to vanish from the visual record. This sudden disappearance seemed to attest 
to the fact that it was not a proper subject for high art. Animal portraiture was however, alive 
and well in the mid 1800s, as evidenced by family photographs with loyal dog companions 
or in depictions of valiant hunting dogs such as the one in Figure 17. The reason the dingo 
disappeared from the visual record remains unclear. What is evident is that it certainly lost its 
place as an appropriate subject for serious artists.
Figure 17. Thomas Tyrwitt Balcombe, Kangaroo dog owned by Mr Dann of Castlereagh Street, Sydney, oil 
on canvas, 61 x 77 cm, 1853, State Library of NSW.
1 Editor, "The Haunt of the Dingo," The Australasian Sketcher 1874.
2 -------- , "Wild Dog Hunting," Australasian Sketcher 1889.
The dingo resurfaced in the second half of the 19th century, rampaging across the pages of 
colonial illustrated newspapers. These images were accompanied by strong editorial opinion 
that implicated it as a troublesome pest, commonly depicted in the act of marauding livestock. 
A number of visual strategies and symbolic devices were employed in these dingo depictions, 
some of which occur with a frequency that warrants their analysis.
This chapter will identify some of the principal devices used by artists of the era, by analysing 
key examples from colonial pictorial newspapers. The associations and stereotyping inferred 
by them will be considered as will the ongoing practice of aligning colonial Australian dingo 
representations with melancholy and derogatory discourses. The audience towards whom such 
imagery was targeted will be identified and the motivations underlying the use of this imagery 
considered.
The significance of the dingo's howl within the white settler psyche and imagination, will be 
contextualised drawing on recent analysis of popular colonial texts. The symbolism of the 
howling dingo is a consistent motif in visual representations from the era and will be used as a 
lens, to magnify the imagery's subtexts.
3.1 Conspicuous by absence
Dingo representation is not evident in Australian colonial high art3 imagery and with good 
reason. Gone was the European painting tradition of still life that became the bread and butter 
of early convict artists such as W.B. Gould (1803-1853) and glorified the potential of the colonial 
bounty. The preferred subject matter of mid 19th century colonial oil painting was portraiture and 
landscape and in particular, depictions of notable individuals and desirable estates.4
Despite a brief dalliance as a fashionable pet in Sydney in the 1830s,5 the dingo was considered 
to be vermin by the pastoralists. This contrasts powerfully with the status of its domesticated 
cousin, the treasured European hunting, working and companion dog. The dingo was regarded 
as an outright enemy and its demise was directly related to the rise of the colonial sheep 
industry.6 From the 44 sheep that arrived with the First Fleet in 1788, sheep populations rose 
dramatically to 500,000 by 1861.7 Shooting, trapping, poisoning and fencing were all employed 
in the fight against the dingo. A bounty system aimed specifically at dingoes was introduced 
in New South Wales in 1852 and enshrined in law as an 'Act to Facilitate and Encourage the
3 By this I refer to portraiture, landscape and historical events as depicted in Australian oil paintings of the mid 
to late nineteenth century period of art history.
4 For example, see early works from colonial painters such as Joseph Lycett (1775-1825), Robert Dowling 
(1827-1886) and Eugene von Guerard (1811-1901).
5 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 90.This is ironic, as it is concurrent with the Wild Dog Act of 
1830, Van Diemens Land, a place naturally bereft of dingoes and European dogs before white settlement.
6 Ibid., 83-86.
7 Robin Bromby, The farming of Australia /  Robin Bromby (Sydney :: Doubleday, 1986), 51.
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Destruction of Native Dogs.'8 Unsurprisingly, dingo hunting became a sport and regional and 
urban parties were common in the late 1800s.9 According to C.H. Eden, 'In the neighborhood of 
Brisbane and other large towns where they have packs, they run the dingoes as you do foxes at 
home/10
With hostilities at a new height it followed that, despite some short-lived scrutiny in natural 
illustration, the dingo became conspicuously absent in the fine art genre. However, from the mid 
19th century until Federation, it resurfaced, as a fringe dweller between high and low art, in the 
illustrated newspapers that flourished predominantly in Victoria. Media historian and journalist 
Peter Dowling considers them to:
...epitomise the explosion of imagery brought about by the commercial application of 
Thomas Bewick's wood engraving process to mass produced, mass circulation, serially 
issued magazines. * 11
Photomechanical technology made its debut in Australia in The Sydney Illustrated in August 
1888.12 Until this time, as in England, Australian pictorial newspapers employed hand-cut wood 
engravings that were allegedly reproduced from photographic images.
According to art historian Bernard Smith:
The majority of important artists who began their work during the eighties and nineties 
of last century (19th) graduated through the illustrated periodical...The Australian 
periodicals came into being largely as a result of a sudden demand for visual as well as 
written accounts of the new gold rushes, and they made the country in the second half 
of the 19th century one of the most important centers (sic) of black and white art in the 
world.13
One such image is a print entitled The Haunt o f the Dingo by Hugh George that appears in The 
Australasian Sketcher, a monthly pictorial published by The Argus newspaper, Melbourne, 
(Figure 18). It is a pivotal image laden with fundamental symbolism associated with the dingo 
and one that will be returned to and dissected throughout this chapter.
8 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 269.
9 Shooting, trapping, snaring, dubbing and poisoning of dingoes and their pups were common practices 
during this time. However the new sport of dingo hunting in the colony rapidly emerged as a functional and popular 
recreation. With firm roots in European traditions, the Australian colonial version was extended to all, and thereby 
dissolved class boundaries.
10 Charles Barrett, An Australian Animal Book (Melbourne:Oxford University Press, 1947), 105.
11 Peter Dowling, "Destined not to survive: The Illustrated Newspapers of Colonial Australia," Studies in 
Newspaper and Periodical History 1995 Annual(1995 (1997)): 85.
12 Ibid., 95.
13 Bernard Smith, Place, Taste and Tradition (Sydney: Ure Smith, 1945), 71.
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TH E 1IAUNT OF TI1E DINGO.
Figure 18. Hugh George for Wilson and Mackinnon, The Haunt of the Dingo, 16.5 x 22.7 cm, The 
Australasian Sketcher, October 31, 1874. State Library of Victoria.
3.2 Symbolic ha untings
Hugh George's image depicts a scene of decadent dingo debauchery, an orgy of canine chaos. 
The image celebrates this triumph of canine anarchy, unfolding as the unwitting settlers sleep.
The drama unfolds under the cover of night. A kill has been made and there is much 
excitement within the dingo fraternity. The carcass is barely visible, obscured by frenzied 
predation. More dingoes are charging across the shimmering middle-ground grasslands 
summoned by the howl of opportunity elicited from the throat of a victorious protagonist, 
perched on a precipice in the foreground. This grim tableau is enacted under a shrouded full 
moon.
Three dingoes are so ensconced in scavenging from the carcass that their forms intermingle 
with the ribcage and chest cavity of their prey. Their collective presence forms a dark arc of 
visceral, deathly wings that emanate from the remains of their victim. Four more dingoes 
encircle them, opportunistically picking at scattered bones. A single howling dingo serenades 
the gorging pack. 14 The taut form of the howling dingo sits neatly on its haunches, with its nose
14 National Parks and Wildlife NSW pest control officer Scott Guthrie on dingo pack hierarchy, which confirms
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strained skywards. The moon illuminates this alpha creature in full command of its terrain.
George's representation recalls the native dog of earlier colonial impressions, but vividly 
reimagines its tyranny and opportunism at the settler's expense. These newly arrived settlers, 
desperate to make good their dominion, remain ignorant of the howl's true meaning, and 
are destined to live as the eternally unsettled. The drama unfolds, as often is the case in the 
colonial imagination, under a swollen moon veiled by clouds. These two motifs - howling dingo 
and full moon - were frequently repeated in the illustrated newspapers.15 These signifiers 
unnerved a fledgling colony, and reinforced the howl of the dingo as an aural menace.
George has placed his viewer in a position of privilege directly amid the drama, on the 
foreground's precipice. We are at the coalface, one of the pack and waiting our turn at the 
carcass. For a brief moment in time, dingo and settler are in the same camp, as the carcass 
appeals to the predatory instincts of both dingo and human alike. One party, however, is 
civilised and acceptable. The other is ultimately depraved, the 'wild and savage'16 other. The 
disputed carcass may well be a metaphor for country.
This oppositional idea of wild and civilised is often seen in the imagery of this time, as 
evidenced in Figure 19.
Here the cultured, enlightened male shepherd matches wits against the elemental dingo, 
whose sneaky surveillance manifests visually in its attempts to secure easy, vulnerable prey. 
Familiar symbols associated with dingoes are embedded in this storyboard - moon, night, and 
chaos.
But there are other ways that this imagery might be read. For example, there are strong 
associations of dingoes with frontiers and wilderness, as seen in the woodcut entitled Dingoes 
prowling around a sheepfold by Mason Jackson (Figure 20).
This is a rare glimpse of how the dingo is imagined back in London. It is also an 
unacknowledged reproduction of a watercolour attributed to Dr John Doyle and S.T. Gill, 
from their collaborative sketchbook, made during a visit by the Irish surgeon to Australia and 
published in 1862-3.17 Here, the dingoes appear as shadowy creatures at the threshold of 
wilderness. Poised and prospecting, they are imagined calculating the opportune moment 
to strike at the domestic outstation. The dingo is perpetually envisaged at the precipice, the 
boundary and interface of unknown realms. Such strongholds present fine opportunities for 
the surveillance of an easy meal.
the tendency for alpha dogs to take the first turn at food. (Personal communication, 2010)
15 For examples, see Prospecting at an Outstation, J.T. Doyle & S.T. Gill 1863; Dingoes Prowling Around a Sheep 
Fold, Mason Jackson, Illustrated London News, October 3, 1863; Wild Dogs Trapped, The Illustrated Melbourne Post, 
July 25, 1865, Travelling Sheep: Night Camp, Frederick Grosse, Australian News for Home Readers, July 27, 186; Wild 
Dog Hunting, Australasian Sketcher, February 21, 1889, Shepherding, The Illustrated Australian News, August 21, 
1886
16 Bewick and Beilby, A general history o f guadrupeds /  the figures engraved on wood by T. Bewick: 291.
17 Gill, Dr Doyle's Sketchbook- John Thomas Doyle and Samuel Thomas G/7/.(See f.9 Prospecting at an out 
station. Dingoes, or wild dogs of the Bush prowling round the sheepfold)
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Figure 19. David Syme and Co, Shepherding, 30.5 x 21.6 cm, Illustrated Australian News, August 21, 
1886, caption; A gentle reminder -  Poisoning native dogs-successful bait -  A rush at night-native dogs 
among the sheep -  Death from poison plant ~ A sensational story. State Library of Victoria.
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Figure20. Mason Jackson, Dingoes prowling around a sheepfold, 24.6 x 19.8 cm, Illustrated London 
News, October 3, 1863, National Library of Australia.
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Figure21. Frederick Grosse, Travelling Sheep Camp at Night, 18 x 24 cm, Australian News for Home 
Readers, July 27,1866, State Library of Victoria.
Travelling Sheep Camp at Night by Frederick Grosse depicts a lurking dingo, in camouflage. The 
central compositional device focuses the viewer's attention on the carnage about to unfold, as 
the full moon rises on an otherwise idyllic pastoral scene (Figure 21).
Another reading of dingoes can be seen through the lens of mortality and the futility of life's 
struggle. The focal point of Hugh George's work (Figure 18) is the business of the eight dingoes 
feeding on the carcass. The motif of a skull placed in the foreground is reminiscent of the 
vanitas employed in Dutch 16th-17th century genre painting. The function of this symbolic skull 
association with the dingo is multifaceted. Compositionally, it provides an offset focal point (or 
coulisse) in the foreground that encloses a vista, and then directs the eye towards the centre 
of the image. It also aligns popular culture with an acknowledged high art European painting 
tradition. By adopting the skull as a symbolic device, it transfers to the colony the European- 
derived sense of futility in the face of mortality.
A further example by Walter Hart (Figure 22) employs many of these symbolic devices. There 
is a sweep of movement across the image as the settler, pursued by a rabid pack, races out 
from the shadowy wilds, towards the safe light of home. Amid the calamity, a bleached cattle 
skull calmly witnesses the scene. In these works, the settler's efforts of forging an honest 
living in hostile country are suggested to be doomed. This subliminal message is evidence of
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the 'melancholy trope' in Australian colonial art, as discussed by art historian Ian McLean.18 
He considers melancholy as 'a persistent trope used in discourses of redemption, during the 
epoch of colonialism/19
T H E  D I N G O  O K  N A T I V E  D O  G.—Sbb Paob 10. JC 4
Figure 22. Walter Hart, The Dingo or Native Dog, 14 x 22.5 cm, The Australian Home Reader, July 27, 
1866, State Library of Victoria.
Art historian Bernard Smith also refers to this inherent melancholy in Australian colonial 
conventions in European Vision and the South Pacific (1960) and concludes 'even amongst the 
"native-born"...the virgin Australian landscape...still inspired melancholy feelings'.20 McLean 
considers Smith was:
Careful not to reduce the melancholy of colonial art to either personal homesickness 
on part of the artist, or aesthetic conceit...instead seeking out its wider sociological and 
ideological meanings.
McLean calls for more focus on 'melancholy as an aesthetic conceit and tropic formation in 
evaluating the ideological load of colonial art. '21
These melancholic symbolic hauntings and associations are evident in illustrations used in 
colonial newspapers, active between the dingo and colonisation, with frontiers, the threat of 
the unknown (as embodied by chaotic wilderness) and between the dingo and mortality.
18 McLean, "Under Saturn: Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination," 1999. 131.
19 Ibid.136
20 Ibid.131
21 Ibid., 131.
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3.3 Hunter or the hunted?
An alternative reading of Hugh George's work is that the viewer is positioned as the vengeful 
human hunter, cocking our rifles and readying our waddy sticks 22 for a surprise attack on the 
enemy. These payback scenarios were evident in colonial imagery and included depictions of 
sheep stealing by Aboriginal people, coupled with the revenge meted out by white settlers. 23 
Documentations of sheep stealing and similes between Aboriginal people and dingoes are rife 
in the colonial written records, 24 however it is important to acknowledge that this occurred 
on pictorial levels as well. The possibility of a human creeping up undetected, on any of the 
events depicted in these works is extremely remote. 25 Wild dingoes are superb hunters with 
extraordinary senses and do not linger in the company of humans. These images, therefore 
belong to the colonial imagination, and are rich in symbolic cliche in their depiction of the 
crimes perpetrated against the European settler.
In George's work, the viewer is simultaneously placed in the position of hunter and hunted. 
The absent settler is perceived as much of a victim as the unfortunate prey, which becomes 
a symbol for the failure of the shepherd. The sense of drama is elevated by the depiction of 
chaos. It is undisputed that the dingo cost the colony precious livestock and often maimed or 
left sheep to die a slow and painful death. 26 By imagining the havoc wrought by marauding 
native dog packs, this image endorses the government-sanctioned destruction of the dingo. 27 
The assault upon the sheep industry is an assault upon the ideals of colonial expansion. The 
main function of images such as Hugh George's was to reinforce negative dingo stereotypes, 
and to justify the extreme and often cruel and unusual methods of exterminating them.
Yet amongst this calamity there is also cool, picturesque calm. Haunt of the dingo, is framed by 
arcs of native vegetation, demonstrating George's clear affinity for Australian eucalypt forests. 
The motif of the trees and low vegetation echo lyrically through the peripheral planes of the 
composition, and lead the eye to the remnant woodlands on the horizon. A familiar two-thirds 
landscape to one-third sky, the formula of balance and harmony, settles these components 
firmly in the viewers' minds, providing a soothing counterpoint to the sense of drama and
22 The Dharuk Aboriginal people of Port Jackson, Sydney, define a waddy stick as a heavy club or war stick.
It is a term that was adopted in the later 19th century, by colonial wild dog/dingo hunting parties. (See A.H.S & Le 
Souef Lucas, W.H.D, The animals of Australia : mammals, reptiles and amphibians (Melb. : Whitcombe and Tombs, 
1909).10
23 An example of this can be seen in Dr Doyle's Sketch Book, 1863 -  (Plates 13 The Marauder and 14 The 
Revenge).
24 Parker, M, "Bringing the Dingo Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and 
Contemporary Australians.." University of Tasmania, 2006.
25 Personal communication with N.S.W & Victorian Pest control Officers: Bill Morris, John Coman, Scott Guthrie 
and Tommy Kimber, 2008 & 2010.
26 This situation persists today. However in their lust for pastoral selections, the settlers encroached upon 
the dingoes' natural territory, and provided the easy lure for such predation. In all fairness, they must accept the 
consequences of providing such an opportunistic feed.
27 This occurred via the commonplace poisoning, trapping of native dogs, as well as the bounty system 
implemented on dingo tails in 1830. Further to this was the broadening of the Dog Act of 1852, which stated as 
its intent to "encourage the destruction of native dogs”, http://www.suitel01.com/content/the-dingo-fence--an- 
attempt-to-protect-australian-sheep-a274596
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anarchy within the imaginary realm of wild animals.
According to Robert Dixon:
In any picturesque landscape, the spectator is placed behind the picture plane, and 
the eye is led through the darkness of the foreground vignettes, into the illuminated 
depths of the painting.28
By positioning the viewer as a sightseer the picturesque is reinforced, which ran in tandem 
to the success of colonialism. 29 Here then, is a subtle application of those 'melancholy 
embellishments' 30 that permeated the picturesque in the Australian colonial imagination.
3.4 Gender stereotypes and the dingo
So with these images the formula is established. The edge of earthly wilderness, nightfall, 
the full moon, melancholy, bones, and some unruly - if not hysterical - pack behaviour. In 
terms of gender stereotyping, the dingo achieves a resounding jackpot of attributes that are 
historically associated with the feminine. This has long ancestral lines continuous throughout 
Western philosophy. 31 By adding to the above stereotypic mix the symbolic associations 
of howling, colonial newspapers perpetrated stereotyping that casts a malevolent shadow 
around the dingoes' demeanour. The central metaphor of howling, repeated throughout the 
colonial pictorials encompass many of these symbolic associations, and will be the focus of the 
remainder of this discussion. Two more examples from the newspaper archives follow.
The defiant boundary rider lays traps and ensnares the unfortunate dingo, whose hopeless 
cries are silhouetted against the moon. However, the dingo escapes to cause havoc on the 
fence line, erected by the settler to delineate and protect his terrain.
The skulking, suriy predators are trapped on a precipice, whilst the symbol of domestic 
boundary, a white picket fence, illuminates the settler's quest to keep the wilds at bay. The 
defeated lament of a dingo is imagined under a full moon, calling to its kin across the abyss.
28 McLean, "Under Saturn: Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination," 1999. 153.
29 Ibid., 158.
30 Ibid., 153.
31 The idea of hysteria and women is discussed by Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) and Jacques Lacan (1901-1981) 
and is carried on with French feminist philosophers such as Julia Kristeva (b.1941) and Helene Cixous (b.1937). There 
is also a link between hysteria and women in medical terminology of reproductive organs (hyster meaning womb). 
Feminist interpreters of nature include contemporary writers like Genevieve Lloyd (b.1941), Nor Hall (b.1947) and 
Annette Kolodny (b.1941).
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WILD DOO HUNT!NO.
Figure 23. A.B. Ebsworth (Pub), Wild dog hunting, 34 x 23 cm, Australasian Sketcher, Feb 21, 1889, State 
Library of Victoria.
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Figure 24. Robert Stewart, Wild Dogs Trapped, 17.5 x 22.3 cm, Illustrated Melbourne Post, July 25, 1865, 
State Library of Victoria.
3.5 The loneliest howl: unsettling the settler psyche
From its earliest contact with Europeans, the dingo was aligned with the northern hemisphere 
wolf and in many ways became its antipodean equivalent. In his 1978 book Of Wolves and 
Men, Barry Lopez observes, 'there has never been any evidence that wolves howl at the moon, 
or howl more frequently during a full moon/ 32 Nevertheless this motif has imprinted itself 
upon the imagination, and manifested into countless wolf mythologies and folkloric tales. The 
European paradigm is transferred to The Haunt of the Dingo, (Figure 18) where again the animal 
is represented delivering its 'most hideous and melancholic howling'33 under a plump, lunar orb. 
The persistence of this illuminated howl in popular colonial imagery begs the question, why? 
And for whom?
The dingo's howl occupies a potent position in the colonial imagination. It was repeatedly 
described as a dreadful and melancholy moan, one that evoked fear and loathing in humans.34
32 Barry Lopez, Of Wolves and Men (Scribner, 1978 (2004)), 10.
33 Skottowe, Selected Specimens from Nature of the Birds, Animals & c. &c. of New South Wales: 35.
34 Captain Watkin Tench, "Sydney's First Four years," (1961): 269., P.H. McCarthy, "The Dingo - a comment on 
an Early Reference by the Spanish navigator, Don Diego De Prado Y Tovar," Australian Veterinary Journal 39, no. 
December (1963): 469.
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This was particularly evident in 1790 west of Sydney, during a time when convict deaths were 
so common that an open pit for the disposal of bodies was situated at Toongabbie. Personal 
documents attest that:
At night, the howling of dingoes could be heard around the pit as they fought over the 
bodies, gnawing at them until they were covered over.35
Such a gloomy scenario would serve to deeply entrench fears of being predated upon within 
the formative settler psyche. This would have struck deeply at the vulnerability of humans and 
their will to survive, and no doubt contributed powerfully to the contempt shown towards the 
dingo in the 19th century, regardless of its propensity for mutton.
Similar negative stories persisted throughout the expansion of the frontier. Whilst on an 
expedition to the interior in 1844, English explorer Captain Charles Sturt described the desert 
dingoes he observed to be:
Rousing us by as melancholy a howl as jackal ever made; their emaciated bodies 
standing between us and the moon' and as being 'the most wretched objects of the 
brute creation.36
This damning account by a figure of British authority involved in the expansion of colonial 
frontiers would have further reinforced the dingoes' lowly status. The editorial comment which 
accompanies Hugh George's Haunt of the Dingo, reads as follows:
Few persons who have made acquaintance with the Australian dingo or native dog, 
will readily forget the impact caused the first time they heard the chorus of long 
drawn melancholy howls in which the animal seems to express an infinity of canine 
wretchedness. Especially is the case in the way folk alone by night, perhaps camping 
by herself37 in a dark, weird forest, from the depths of which at intervals issue these 
lugubrious yells, as of lost wailing.38
The disorientating impact of such a call would not have gone unnoticed by the lone shepherd, 
known to spend weeks at a time in isolation.39 The fear of dingoes attacking sheep was a 
real and constant pressure. But the fear of revenge attacks from Aboriginal people was also 
apparent, according to Breckwoldt who reflected that 'such a lonely life could often be met 
with a violent death by Aborigines at frontier zones.'40 A first-hand account by Alexander 
Harris in 1847, described the miserable and solitary life of a convict or free shepherd, was full 
of floggings and lost wages from merciless masters for lost or damaged sheep, 'whether he was 
right or wrong.'41
35 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 29; Eric C. Rolls, They All Ran Wild (1969).452.
36 Walters, The Company o f dingoes: 29.
37 Note the interesting use of the female pronoun, which affirms in a literary sense the feminine association.
38 The Australasian Sketcher, October 3, 1874.
39 C.E.W Bean, On the Wool track (Angus and Robertson, 1945), 36.
40 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 84.
41 (?) Alexander Harris, Settlers and Convicts: recollections of 16 years labour in the Australian backwoods- by an 
emigrant mechanic (Melbourne university press, 1847 (1977 reprint)), 182-88.
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Agricultural historian Robin Bromby attests:
For most of the settlers, selection came to mean a life spent in poverty, misery and 
abject loneliness...squalor was the norm...men would escape to nearby taverns and drink 
themselves to oblivion, but for the women, there was no escape. Many went mad.42
And in his 1945 classic of a road trip On the Wool Track, journalist C.W. Bean describes the 
descendants of these remote country shepherds as 'men almost wild - often old hands - that is 
to say survivors of the far gone days of convict labor in the early colony/43
The settler came to align the dingo's howl with grief, longing and loneliness. This theme 
is developed by Merryl Ann Parker in her 2006 thesis Bringing them Home: Discursive 
Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and Contemporary Australians. Parker 
reflects on the settler's solitary life and considers how crucial it was in the misinterpretation 
of the dingo's howl. It was through such isolation that the ' vast emptiness of the land 
blended with the emptiness of men's personal lives into one long drawn out howl.'44 Her 
analysis focuses on late 19th and early 20th century popular literature and poetry as published 
in The Bulletin or bushman's bible, as it was known. In its early years, this publication's 
primary audience was 'the male dominated frontier districts of 19th century Australia, and its 
contributors included Banjo Patterson, Henry Lawson, Miles Franklin and Norman Lindsay.'45 
It was therefore a repository for popular colonial fiction, and home to some of the canons of 
Australian folkloric literature. Parker draws on The Bulletin's dingo fictions, which outlined 
imagined encounters and events between dingoes, humans and domestic dogs. She illustrates 
that through these stories, largely the work of white, male authors, that the howl is aligned 
with intense human loneliness and unrequited love. For example, in a story called Bare Fang 
(1928) by Ion Idriess, the howl is miserably interpreted as 'the bottled hopes of a thousand 
years drifting to hell.'46 Parker concludes these fictions to be evidence of the misery of the 
white settler, which is projected onto the howl and imprinted onto a popular audience. In 
essence, she implies the misery of the human condition at the frontiers of colonial expansion is 
transferred to the dingo via its howl, which becomes a metaphor for human sexual frustration 
and the search for a mate. In Parker's words:
The friendly communication of the dingo is perceived by colonial men as a wail of fear 
and loneliness or a howl of sexual frustration, in a dual extension of the male settlers' 
physical and emotional isolation. Bush life created an unnatural situation, where men 
outnumbered women by twenty to one. Frustrated men interpreted the dingo's howl as 
the cries of women, especially lovesick women, calling through the dark to the listening 
male.47
42 Bromby, The farming of Australia /  Robin Bromby, 1986. 54-59.
43 Bean, On the Wool track: 37.
44 Merryl Ann Parker, “ Bringing Them Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and 
Contemporary Australians. " (University of Tasmania, 2006), 69.
45 The Bulletin (1880-2008) was a weekly magazine that was in its earliest phase a mix of radicalism and 
xenophobia, its slogan Australia for the White Man became a national political credo, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
The_Bulletin
46 Parker, "Bringing Them Dingo Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and 
Contemporary Australians.," 69.
47 Ibid., 73.
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Through popular literature, Parker identifies the female dingo as a symbol for sexual 
promiscuity and predation upon the unsuspecting male presented in the form of an obedient 
domestic dog. In doing so she confirms the dog and human metaphor, by suggesting the 
domestic (or cultured) dog to be a symbol for the white male settler. The dingo female is thus 
indicated as a dangerous seductress, a deceitful trickster48 that toys with her conquests. And 
so a further discourse of deceit becomes subliminally encoded within the colonial literary dingo 
narratives and discourses.
Are there other interpretations of the dingoes' howls? Roland Breckwoldt considers the 
dingoes' howl to be 'wilderness in sound', and acknowledges a wide range of human 
responses:
For some, the howl of the dingo is sinister and eerie. Others find it friendly and 
melodious. There are romantics who, deprived of lion, tiger or jaguar, cling to the howl 
of the dingo as something wild and primeval in a bush that is so easily passed off as a 
monotone of eucalypts and cryptic marsupials.49
Avid wolf naturalist Barry Lopez50 elegantly describes the effect of several wolves howling 
together to give the impression of a larger pack size, due to their uncanny ability to elicit as 
many as twelve harmonics.51 This observation has been made through first hand experience 
with dingoes in South Eastern wilderness regions of New South Wales.52
Bill Neidjie, an Aboriginal man born in Oenpellie mission round 1911, interprets the dingo howl 
as a sociable form of distance communication, which relays useful information about food, 
courtship and family business.53
Australian scientists Laurie Corbett and Alan Newsome agree with this interpretation and 
consider an animal like the dingo that can disperse and reform into groups when required for 
co-operative hunting, breeding and raising of young must have a sophisticated communication 
system.54 Although they acknowledge the full tonal range of the howl is not yet adequately 
studied, they identify its function appears principally to be to: locate a mate; locate members 
of same group for cooperative hunting; define territory and avoid strangers; call pups and 
signal members of same group they are moving.
If the angel of history were a dog, then in anthropologist Deborah Bird Rose's mind, it would be
48 Calling up or imitating a dingoes' howl, is a traditional way of ensnaring a dingo, by dog trappers, implicating 
them as the deceitful tricksters. This appears to turn the colonial literary cliche on its head. When penning stories 
regarding the promiscuity of the female dingoes, perhaps the authors were drawing on a unique human male way of 
luring dingoes in search of a mate, to their fate.
49 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo, 1988. 162-63.
50 The name Lopez is derived from 'son of wolf' in Spanish.
51 Lopez, Of Wolves and Men, 1978. 38.
52 Pers. Comm., John Blay, Australian natural history writer and playwright, 2009.
53 Parker, "Bringing Them Dingo Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and 
Contemporary Australians.," 71.
54 The dingo is not a highly vocal animal (like the wolf) but possesses three types of vocalisations that are 
recognised by humans: the moan, the bark howl and the howl. Of these, the howl is thought to have considerable 
subtlety. Howling enables long-distance communication and serves to locate others in the group, and to identify 
separate groups thereby avoiding confrontation. It increases in breeding season, and is used to attract or select a 
mate. It also aids in group cohesion and avoiding strangers. The technique of "howling up" or imitating a dingo by 
trappers works best in mating season. Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 21.
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howling. Like Corbett and many dingo and wolf scientists, Rose suggests the dog angel howls to 
locate her companions, but unlike them, she believes the howl is not just for other living things 
but for humans as well. Rose attests:
She howls because her fellow human creatures have lost themselves within the labyrinth 
of their own death world and seem not to know how to find their way out...she may howl 
with grief over the deaths and the torture, and the restlessness of it all, and she may be 
calling out, offering a voice that could pull us and others back to connectivity. 55
And so the howl of the native dog can be viewed retrospectively as a multifaceted and 
dimensional characteristic of this enigmatic animal but remains poorly understood. For the 
European settler, it embodied much of what was unsettling about the Australian frontier.
3.6 Summary
This chapter has illuminated the smorgasbord of symbolism found in popular illustrated 
colonial newspapers. When imagery such as Hugh George's appeared in the illustrated 
newspapers it was enmeshed with emotive and disparaging opinions about dingoes. The 
intention was to drive home the cliches, mythologies and negative stereotypes associated 
with dingoes to a burgeoning middle-class and increasingly urban audience. Once these were 
embedded, the unquestioned implementation of dingo eradication strategies could be justified. 
These were essential to the advancement of the colonial agenda, which was specifically in this 
case, wool, which at the time, was on the cusp of outcompeting gold on its financial return in 
Australia. It was embraced, both practically and symbolically, as the Golden Fleece. In journalist 
historian Peter Dowling's words:
The appeal of illustrated newspapers resided in their capacity to provide a 
predominantly urban-dwelling, middle-class readership with visual confirmation of its 
fervent belief in colonial progress. 56
Images, combined with strong editorial opinion that championed colonial advancement, were 
designed to influence and appeal to a middle class, urban population.
The sheep or cattle carcass is repeatedly the target of the dingo. Domestic livestock symbolises 
the toil of the honest and hard working settler. As a result, the sheep industry became a 
popular subject in illustrated newspapers following the gold rushes, and a favourite of the 
Australian impressionist movement. Many artists who were apprenticed to the illustrated 
pictorials emerged late in the century as fully-fledged artists of the Heidelberg movement. This 
high art painting movement bristled with nationalistic fervour, and was fuelled thematically by 
the celebration of rural pride, in the lead up to Australian Federation.
55 Deborah Rose, "What if the Angel of history were a dog?," Cultural Studies Revie Volume 12, no. Number 1 
(2006): 75.
56 Peter Dowling, "Illustrated Newspapers," Melbourne University, 2008.
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The dingo briefly emerged in the illustrated newspapers as a nocturnal, howling villain that 
haunted the sheep industry, and posed as a symbolic threat to the colonial project. It is no 
surprise that under the helm of the next wave of nationalistic artists, it would again vanish 
from the colonial visual record. But before doing so, the native dog infiltrated the imagination 
of migrant artist S.T. Gill, who saw in its defiant nature the exotically doomed Australian 'other'. 
S.T. Gill's work will be the focus of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4: The Dingo, Death and Otherness
'The colonisation of Australia involved the meeting of one culture that defined itself as 
absolutely different from animals, with another that defined itself as indistinguishable 
from animals/1
-Adrian Franklin, 2006.
'Dogs confront us with a particular kind of otherness that raises many questions, 
ethical, ontological, political, questions about pleasure, embodiment etc/2
-  Donna Haraway, 2004.
'Redemption in the Antipodes was the main psychological imperative to transform a 
convict settlement into a settler colony...with it the mantle of "otherness" was passed 
on from the convict to the Aborigine...and a politics of exile to invasion/3
-  Ian McLean, 1998.
This chapter will analyse several watercolours, drawings and prints by English trained 
immigrant artist Samuel Thomas Gill (1818-1880), which specifically depict an Aboriginal 
funeral practice. Central to these works is the presence of the dingo. Gill returns repeatedly 
to this motif throughout his career,4 5comprising a suite of thirteen known images between 
1839s and 1870. The key elements observed in seven pivotal examples from this series 
will be discussed. Most of these works possess the same title, Native Sepulchre, but rarely 
contain any specific location details. Other artists frequently copied these works, without 
acknowledgment.6
Gill's paintings moodily demonstrate his alignment of dingoes with Aboriginal people. A 
professional artist who enjoyed some notoriety7 in his time, these particular works by Gill 
importantly allow contemporary reflection upon the perceived colonial 'other', both in its 
human and animal form. As with previous visual representations, the dingo's presence provides 
an animal witness to human folly. However, in Gill's Native Sepulchre series, the two principal 
outcasts of the settler psyche -  the Aboriginal people and the native dog -  are united in
1 Franklin, Animal Nation: 48.
2 Donna Jeanne Haraway, The Haraway Reader (New York: Routledge, 2004), 331.
3 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian a rt/  Ian McLean, 1998. 17.
4 Geoffrey Dutton, S.T. Gill's Australia (South Melbourne :: Macmillan, 1981), 55. Also K. M. Bowden, Samuel 
Thomas Gill: Artist (Maryborough, Victoria: Hedges and Bell, 1971), 5.
5 According to C.B. Thornton- Smith, the earliest of this series is a watercolour dating from 1839. C.B. 
Thornton-Smith, "Two Adaptations of S.T. Gill by Gustave Dore," http://msp.unimelb.edu.au/index.php/ 
explorations/article/.../66/62.
6 See Plate 7, in George French Angus, Savage Life and Scenes in Australia and New Zealand: being an artists 
impressions of countries and people at the antipodes (London: Smith, Elder 1847), opp page 71. Also Thornton- 
Smith (1987:5) refers to the Gill print adapted without credit by Gustave Dore, in an 1860 edition of the French 
magazine, La Tour de monde, Les squatters Australiens. K.M.Bowden (1971:45,47) refers also to 'unscrupulous' 
copying of Gill's work.
7 Roger Butler, Printed Images in colonial Australia 1801 -1901 (National Gallery of Australia, 2007), 115.
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their imagined collective misery and symbolic demise. These images are destined for both an 
international and local audience, but principally target the colonising white, Australian middle 
class of the mid to late 19th century.
During this time, Australia's Aboriginal people were the focus of international attention in the 
fields of anthropology and ethnology, as they were considered the most ancient and primitive 
members of the human race.8 Although in some earlier works in the progression, Gill ventures 
into the terrain of ethnographic documentation, his later imagery is infused with sentimental 
longing, which negates any serious scientific foundation. However in these later works, it is 
significant that both the dingo and the Aboriginal people are symbolic of a dying race,9 at least 
on the visual record. This was at a time when there was a conspicuous absence within fine art 
representation10, not only of dingoes and Aboriginal people, but of the impact Europeans had 
upon them and their country.
Such thinking was a direct consequence of Social Darwinism, the popularised viewpoint 
extracted from Charles Darwin's bold scientific theories regarding evolution, which were avidly 
embraced by colonial popular culture. European settlers considered Australia a deserted 
wasteland when they arrived, and according to Bernard Smith, the 'ethics of conquest'* 11 were 
well entrenched in the minds of those desperate to control the great southern continent. 
Historian Tom Griffiths identifies historical narratives of the time being heavily informed by 
'imperial orientations'12 in a way that 'virtually banished the Aborigine'.13 And there was a 
resounding self-righteousness in the objectives of the colonial project which manifested in 
the belief that the 'fittest had survived, but also that the fittest alone had a right to survive.'14 
However, it was not only Aboriginal people who were considered to be doomed in their own 
country. Australians believed well into the twentieth century that native animals were destined 
for extinction,15 as expressed by J. S. Dunnert (1907) who insisted that evolution was sending 
both Aborigines and native fauna 'hopelessly on towards the gulf of extinction'.16 The following 
analysis of Gill's work will illuminate visual representations that align the dingo with Aboriginal 
people, and argue that such an association depicts both as outsiders in their own country, 
destined to vanish from the view of the colonisers.
Imagery within Gill's Native Sepulchre will be used as a means to expand on the theme of 
gender discourse that was introduced in the last chapter. This established an association of 
the dingo with feminine stereotypes, as evidenced in illustrations from pictorial newspapers, 
as well as in the colonial texts popular at the time. Merryl Parker's analysis of the latter also
8 Michael Young, The Aboriginal People of the Monaro (Department of Environment and 
Conservation, 2000), 146.
9 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian art /  Ian McLean, 1988. 67.
10 Tim Bonyhady, The Colonial Image Australian Painting 1800 -1880 (Ellsyd Press, 1987), 54.
11 Bernard Smith, "The Spectre of Truganini," in The Boyer Lectures (1980), 15.
12 Tom Griffiths, Hunters and collectors : the antiquarian imagination in Australia /  Tom Griffiths, Studies in 
Australian history (Cambridge ; Melbourne :: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 15.
13 Ibid., 107.
14 Young, The Aboriginal People of the Monaro: 146.
15 Thomas R. Dunlap, "Australian Nature, European Culture: Anglo Settlers in Australia," Environmental History 
Review 17, no. 1 (1993): 32.
16 Griffiths, Hunters and collectors : the antiquarian imagination in Australia /  Tom Griffiths, 1996. 107.
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identified the dingo as a literary scapegoat for the 'double decolonised' 17 Aboriginal woman, 
which deepened resentment towards both Aboriginal women and the dingo, through a 
dominant male discourse. Finally, Gill's Native Sepulchre series provides an opportunity to 
reflect upon the subject of dingo hybridity, which is described as the greatest threat to dingoes 
in current times. 18 Questions raised about purity, indigenousness and what belongs, will lay 
the ground for the final chapter, in which the visual and symbolic annihilation of the dingo in 
the lead up to Federation will be discussed as well as the positioning of the descendants of the 
white settler as the emerging nation's rightful custodians.
Figure 25. S.T. Gill, Native Sepulchre, 1864, chromolithograph, 29.1 x 43 cm, The Australian Sketchbook, 
Harrod and Ferguson, National Library Australia.
4.1 The dingo's lament
Samuel Gill's drawings, watercolours and prints reveal a range of relationships between the 
dingo and Indigenous people that are decidedly different to the dingo's documented relations 
with European settlers at the time. The images are broad, complex and at times subtly 
observed and suggest an intimacy between the two species. In particular, Gill's works that 
revisit and explore the Aboriginal funeral ritual theme encompass manifestations of the dingo
17 Double decolonised is being subject to racism and sexism (Robert Young, 1996:162, quoted by Parker, 
"Bringing the Dingo Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial andContemporary 
Australians.," 2006. 80.
18 Personal communication, Franz Peters, November, 2011
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as silent sentinel, grieving kin and potential human scavenger. The association made between 
human and dingo is embedded in romantic melancholy, replete with much of the symbolism 
previously identified in earlier dingo representations. However, it is the visual depiction of that 
crucial and lamenting aural aspect of the dingo, and the relationship Gill draws between it and 
the deceased Aboriginal people in his Native Sepulchre series that is the focus of this chapter. 
For until now the human and the dingo have not shared the same visual representative realm, 
at least not in any way that is suggestive of a complex and enigmatic relationship.
The audience for Gill's images was the increasingly affluent, urban-based ranks of the white 
colonial middle class interested in art. However, unlike the reproductions in the illustrated 
pictorials, Gill's works were not mass-produced propaganda directed at shaping public opinion. 
They were mainly distributed through sketchbooks and journals, published both in Australia 
and Great Britain. As a professional artist trying to make a living, Gill was also open to receiving 
support from wealthy art patrons, as is demonstrated by his liaison with Irish surgeon, Dr John 
Doyle (see Chapter 2).19 Therefore, though not strictly high art, these works hover somewhere 
between this and mainstream imagery. Consequently, they inadvertently blur the boundaries 
of Victorian taste at a time when the depiction of domestic animals, especially regal ones, was 
very much in favour.
4.2 Animal art in Victorian Australia
Animal art and canine portraiture occupied a strong position in mid to late 19th century art, 
particularly in Europe. It was associated with an elevated social position, good manners and 
excellent breeding. Queen Victoria herself was known to have affection for animals, sitting 
for a well-known family portrait by Sir Edwin Landseer, which included her beloved dogs. But 
the animals depicted were house pets and animal servants, not self-governing animals of 
determination and free will, like the dingo. Landseer's work had the: '...ability to project human 
values and characteristics onto animals, so that his subjects were infused with sentiment and 
morality.'20
His informal portrait of the Royal family encouraged the idea that dogs were 'indispensable 
members of any respectable household.'21 This fashion for animal portraiture extended to the 
colony, and was embraced in the oeuvre of English born Australian painter William Dexter. His 
portrait of his wife's pet spaniel Phocion, Lady's Pet, (1855) is a reference to Landseer's The 
Cavalier's Pet (1845). Here, we see not only Landseer's direct influence upon colonial art but, 
according to Tim Bonyhady, 'we are encouraged to see dogs in such images as standing in for
19 Gill was sponsored by Dr J. Doyle, an Irish surgeon, an aspiring amateur artist, to accompany him on his visit 
to the colony, as an art tourist. The sketchbook referenced here was the product of this collaboration. Gill, Dr Doyle's 
Sketchbook- John Thomas Doyle and Samuel Thomas Gill, 1993.
20 Astbury, "The Dog in Australian Art - Part 1-The Colonial period," 1998. 248.
21 Ibid. (248)
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their absent owners, and offering visual puns about good breeding/22 As the status of the dingo 
was lowly and its bloodline undetermined; it was clearly a canine that was not considered 
appropriate for such refined images. In addition, its association with Aboriginal people, a 
minority group whose real plight was ignored,23 was further justification for such an absence.
In 1839, English trained Samuel Thomas Gill arrived in South Australia, and set up a 
professional art and photography practice taking on all manner of commissions. He was 
considered to have the widest range of subjects of any colonial artist,24 with a repertoire that 
included portraits of settlers and animals, depictions of houses, street scenes and everyday life. 
He attained notoriety with vivacious first-hand accounts of life in the lusty Victorian Goldfields, 
but animals - especially horses and dogs - were a passion of his forty-year career. He was 
observed to have painted:
...numerous variants on the theme of the confrontation of lowly mongrels and 
pampered pets on the street, to become a familiar symbol of the social frictions of 
burgeoning cities. The unaccompanied, independent dog remains a common motif in 
representations of the modernity of the city in the 1880s.25
It is important to observe that the unaccompanied city dog was associated with modernity 
and social friction in the growing cities, whilst throughout the reign of colonial illustrated 
newspapers, the dingo pack became a symbol for unruly behaviour, pastoral anarchy and the 
hazards of the wilds. As demonstrated, most depictions of dingoes made in the 19th century 
involve some stark or aggressive struggle for survival; hunting, chasing humans, devouring 
prey, being poisoned, being caught in traps. It is very rare for these animals to be considered 
as having any lack of drama in their lives. Gill frequently incorporated dogs in his observations 
of the everyday, and also made forays into dingo drama, as seen in his Wild Dogs Devouring 
Sheep, (1840-49). But in the majority of his dingo depictions he demonstrates an overwhelming 
exception to this norm. For example, in Native Dogs, South Australia (1849) we get a glimpse 
of dingo pups in a den, and in a drawing that displays a rare insight into dingo leisure, 
Honeysuckle Tree and Dingo (1845), we observe a dingo bitch and her pups resting under the 
shade of a tree. All are rendered in the still heat of day, with no hint of a full moon, howl or a 
mauled sheep to be seen. In these depictions Gill is unusual in tapping into the quiet, domestic 
side of the dingo.
In his Native Sepulchre series Gill aligns the dingo specifically with Aboriginal people, and in so 
doing, reaches into the powerful psychic underbelly of his burgeoning middle class audience.
In these still, romantic images, he cannot help but be influenced by dominant social beliefs 
active in Europe and Australia, and more specifically, the popular or widespread desire for
22 Ibid.
23 "At least in their oil paintings (though not always in their prints and drawings) colonial artists generally
ignored the destructive impact of European settlement on the Australian aboriginals". Bonyhady, The Colonial Image 
Australian Painting 1800 -1880, 1987. 54.
24 Ibid. (48)
25 Ibid., 48. (248)
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representations of a dying race. Consequently, the series can be read as the effort of a shrewd 
and opportunistic artist avidly seeking commissions. However the melancholy depiction of the 
human and animal other's persistence throughout Gill's career, and their resonance with his 
own sorry demise, gives them a weight that renders them as more than just social currency. 
Through these images, Gill symbolically binds the dingo to the mast of a doomed vessel, and in 
terms of visual signifiers, the dingo is portrayed as the damned.
4.3 Dingoes, race and the other: the Native Sepulchre Series
It is a cruel twist of fate that Gill's Native Sepulchre series documented an auspicious Aboriginal 
funeral custom, given that he was buried in a pauper's grave, after suffering from years of 
alcoholism and syphilis. According to Geoffrey Dutton, with respect to Aboriginal people, Gill 
'was to become one of the most sympathetic and wide ranging observers.'26 Many versions and 
reproductions of Native Sepulchre and its theme exist, particularly between 1845 and 1860, 
however the version in Figure 26. is considered by Ron Radford to be one of the finest.27
Figure 26. S.T Gill, Native Tomb/Myponga/T.S. Gill, 1845, watercolour, 18.5 x 28.5 cm, permission of the 
South Australian Museum.
26 Dutton, S.T. Gill's Australia 14.
27 Ron Radford considers one of the earliest and finest depictions of this work was a watercolour executed in 
1845, which was probably preceded by a smaller version in 1842, the year Gill met explorer E.J. Eyre. G.F. Angas 
reproduced this in Savage Life and scenes in Australia and New Zealand, 1847, with the title Elevated Native Tomb, 
Myponga Vale, South Australia. Radford also identifies it as being incorrectly attributed to Angas, and not Gill. 
Another version was by Gustave Dore, published in 1860 in the French magazine La Tour de Monde. Appleyard, R, 
Fargher Band Radford, R. S.T. Gill - the South Australian Years: Art Gallery of South Australia, 1986.
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Figure 27 S.T. Gill, Native Sepulchre, near Missunga Plains, South Australia, 1842, watercolour.28
o
National Libra ry of Australia n la. pic-an23 77101 -v
Figure 28 S.T.Gill, Native Sepulchre, 1849, pen and ink, 15.7 x 23.7 cm, National Library Australia.
28 http://www.menziesartbrands.com/persistantuploads/netchant custommenziesartdirectorv/4305/ 
image/DM 18163.jpg This water-color appears to be copied from the Mode of disposing of the Dead, 1842 drawing 
Gill made on his way to meet Eyre, and that Eyre later published in his two volume Journals and Expeditions od 
Discovery into Central Australia. (1845)
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The unusual ceremony depicted here was a stark, romantic theme that Gill explored in various 
media, and was openly copied by other artists, including George French Angas,29 Edward 
Charles Frome, John Skinner Prout,30 and Gustave Dore.31 Reproductions and the original work 
by Gill were published in a range of journals, rambles, magazines and sketchbooks destined for 
local and international markets. These publications were designed to illuminate life in the new 
colony for a European audience,32 whose curiosity was aroused by the discovery of gold. Others 
interested in the cultural practices of Indigenous people, such as explorer Edward John Eyre, 
had a decidedly more scientific orientation.33 It was a theme that called to Gill in his declining 
years, as he reworked former triumphs. Indeed, the melancholy subject matter hovered in his 
imagination, like the unresolved spectres haunting the guilty white settler psyche, as described 
by Ian McLean and Tom Griffiths.34
Edward John Eyre used an early pencil sketch by Gill (1842) to inform an illustration in his 
published journal. (Figure 29.)35 Entitled Mode of Disposing o f the Dead at the lower Murray, 
Eyre records the following description with it:
Another method practiced on Lake Alexandrina is to construct a platform, or bier, upon 
high poles of pine, put upright in the ground upon which the body is placed, bandages 
being first put round the forehead, and over the eyes, and tied behind. A bone is stuck 
through the nose, the fingers are folded in the palm of the hand, and the fist is tied 
with nets, the end of which are fastened about a yard from the hands; the legs are put 
crossing each other.36
Dutton believes that Gill's original pencil work was executed on his way to meet Eyre in 
1842,37 and it is this initial idea, that has been reprised over the years reworked in a variety 
of media including watercolour, ink and wash, sepia, chromolithographs and hand coloured 
lithographs.38
29 Angus, G. Savage Life and Scenes in Australia and New Zealand: being an artists impressions of countries and 
people at the antipodes, 1847. Plate 7, to face page 71.
30 Appleyard, R et.al, S.T Gill -  The South Australian Years, Art Gallery of South Australia, 1986. 63.
31 Thornton-Smith, "Two Adaptations of S.T. Gill by Gustave Dore".
32 Sketches of Australian Life and Scenery, 1865-69. album of 12, 252mm x 170mm. Paul Jerrard & Son: for 
the proprietors Messrs Newbold & Co.; also in Les Squatters Australiens, in Le Tour du monde, Magazine, Hachette, 
1860.
33 Dutton, S.T. Gill's Australia 55.
34 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian a rt/ Ian McLean: 50.; Griffiths, Hunters and 
collectors : the antiquarian imagination in Australia /  Tom Griffiths: 104.
35 E.J. Eyre, Journals and expeditions of Discovery into Central Australia, vol. 2 (London: Boone, 1845).
36 Ibid., 345.
37 Dutton, S.T. Gill's Australia, 1981. 14.
38 Additional examples include 1847 (Angus); 1849; 1854; 1859; (Wilson); 1860 (Dore); 1862/3(with Doyle); 
1864; 1865-9 (copy loosely based on Gill's work); 1870.
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Figure 29. E. Gill, (sic), Mode o f Disposing o f the Dead at the lower Murray, 1842, pencil, from: Eyre, E.J. 
Journals and Expeditions o f Discovery into Central Australia. Vol. 2. London: Boone, 1845.
4.4 Formal analysis
The theme Gill revisits always includes dingoes. They are portrayed at times singularly, at 
others in a pack. They exhibit a range of stances and moods, from quiet reflective pining, 
through to narcissistic pond gazing and community howling. They appear as an imperative focal 
point for Gill, and are conspicuously omitted when his work is copied.39 They therefore hold 
equal weight in his consciousness and compositions to what might otherwise be perceived as 
the main subject: a lone, deceased human body.
The corpse rests on a platform elevated several metres from the ground on a tripod of rough 
bush poles. The funeral arrangement is consistently located in or near water, in a pond or in 
a creek drainage line. The support base is often presented straddling a watercourse, so that 
the form appears to be growing out of this watery element. The same scene reappears in a 
consistent format and vantage point, with the human form shrouded in fibrous net and natural 
vegetation. In earlier versions (Figures 26, 27) the netting appears pristine, as does the corpse. 
These key elements remain stable or camouflaged during the thirty years that Gill revisits the 
theme. (See Figures 25, 28 and 29).
However in a later image the body is in a state of advanced decomposition. Despite this
39 Sketches of Australian Life and Scenery, London (170 Fleet Street): Paul Jerrard & Son : for the proprietors 
Messrs Newbold & Co., [186-]
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decay, the dingo and the land remain as resilient constants.40 This final work was executed in 
1870 near the end of Gill's career and life, when both were at a point of decline (Figure 31). It 
reveals only the human skeleton and echoes the vanitas theme with its inherent symbolism.41 
It is however, ambiguous as the canine's gaze is often focused on the human skull, which may 
implicate their yearning to pick the bones clean and scavenge upon the human, a practice 
they are known to undertake in the act of survival.42 This aligns them with the other carrion 
feeders represented in the image (crows and ravens), and affirms their animism and diminished 
potential to be read as the symbolic canine sentinel they are often referred to.43 The thought of 
animals consuming human remains is abhorrent to Western culture, however it is an important 
ritual practiced by some cultures, for example traditional Tibetan Buddhist communities.
Figure 30. S.T. Gill, Native Sepulchre, 1854, hand coloured lithograph, 15 x 20.7 cm, National Library 
Australia.
Gill's compositions are arranged to provide the viewer with immediate and intimate access 
to their subject matter. They are predominantly central in their weighting with rocks and 
vegetation being used as framing devices. The focal point is the elevated human body, 
dissected midway by the horizon line. It hovers literally between the two planes of existence. 
All visual cues and planes sink towards the human subject, as if it had risen from a symbolic 
swamp of misery and stagnation, with the aim of creating moody reflection. The works
40 Dutton, S.T. Gill's Australia 14.
41 See Chapter 3 -  Haunting, howling and the symbolic dingo.
42 David Thomas, S.T.Gills Bendigo (Bendigo Art Gallery, 1993), 20.;Bonyhady, Burke and Wills : From Melbourne 
to Myth, 1993. 1.
43 Many western and eastern derived symbolic texts consider the canine to be a guardian figure.
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have clarity, and are quiet and still.44 The corpse lies silhouetted against the sky, often with 
scavenging birds such as ravens and crows hovering above it. Unsettled and circling below is 
the ever-present dingo. Ian McLean notes the work of Kay Schaffer and a range of feminist 
writers who see nothing ground breaking about notions of the earth as a 'vengeful, Oedipal' 
mother.45 According to Lesley Instone, Kay Schaffer suggests a gendered reading of the role of 
landscape as a central component of Australian national identity.
Figure 31. S.T. Gill, Native Sepulchre, 1870, watercolour, 29.9 x 46.1 cm, National Gallery of 
Victoria
She also considers the:
...bush is represented as harsh and unforgiving and a force that can absorb men -  the 
devouring primeval mother who can unhinge even the stoutest native son.46
Here, the land and the earthbound dingo provide sombre companionship for the lonely form 
of the deceased human. In some versions (1862, 63, 65) the dingo reads like a grief-stricken 
gargoyle, and yet Geoffrey Dutton describes it as a 'marauding' scavenger. As previously 
discussed,47 the fear of being predated upon by dingoes loomed large in the early settlers 
minds, and to this day is a key factor guiding dingo management and control. However, the
44 They contrast powerfully with the vivacious immediacy of the watercolours Gills executed during the 1850's 
and 1860's depicting life in the Victorian goldfields, which found him short-lived notoriety in Melbourne. (Appleyard, 
1986:63)
45 These include Barbara Baynton, Henry Handel Richardson, Katherine Susannah Prichard and Eleanor Dark, 
see McLean, "Under Saturn: Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination," 135.
46 Lesley Instone, "The Coyote's at the Door: Revisioning Human-Environment Relations in the Australian 
Context," Ecumene 5 no. 4 (1998): 459.
47 See Chapter 1 -  The dingo as scientific curiosity.
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reality is very few human fatalities from dingo attacks have been recorded, at least in recent 
times.48 Alternatively, the average number of humans killed each year since 2000 by domestic 
dogs is twenty-six.49 So it appears that although these fears are unfounded there was and 
continues to be a strong capacity for the human psyche to ignore the real threat that lies closer 
to the domestic realm and project innate fears of predation onto the demonised dingo.
The obvious reading of Native Sepulchre is a meditation on mortality, a powerful universal 
human theme. This was certainly something Gill must have struggled with, during his own 
personal and professional decline in later years. Ensnared within the funeral imagery however, 
there appears to be more than a singular reflection upon the inescapable end of human life. 
There is a fatalistic progression of decay encapsulated in Gill's imagery that also visually affirms 
the popular Social Darwinist theory, championed by European culture of his day. Colonisers 
firmly believed that Aboriginal people were not only inferior in evolutionary terms to Anglo 
Saxons, but also that their decline was 'less a dying off than a failing to be born', according 
to the pseudo-scientific writings of Alexander Sutherland (1898), who also suggested that 
colonisation was a distinct step in human progress and one 'involving the sacrifice of a few 
thousand of an inferior race'.50 Gill's Native Sepulchre series is heavily melancholic, with 
the association of dingoes and Aboriginal people implying an inevitable extinction. This was 
imagery that the increasingly affluent colonial culture, riding high on the 'El Dorado'51of 
Victorian gold fields and the Golden Fleece of the booming sheep industry, was more than 
happy to embrace on the threshold of Federation.
The funerary ritual Gill portrayed recurs like a nostalgic dream. His depiction is generalised 
however, and apart from one early version,52 lacks documentary detail, so that the broad 
footprint is one of a tragic generic emblem, not identifiable with any particular place or 
people. The likelihood of an English born artist having access to such a private Aboriginal ritual 
seems questionable, however it could have come about through his friendship with respected 
colonial explorer Edward John Eyre (1815-1901), in 1842.53 After significant expeditions into 
remote areas, Eyre was appointed 'Magistrate and Protector of Aborigines' at Moorundie on 
the Murray River in 1841, in an effort to soothe the violent relations between the Indigenous 
population and white settlers. He had also been the first to bring sheep across New South 
Wales and into the fledgling city of Adelaide, and was known for his humane and conciliatory 
approach to Indigenous people and white settlers. He therefore had much knowledge to share 
on the subject and it should be noted that Gill's illustration by Eyre in his journal (Figure 29) 
was made before the two men had met.54
48 In the recently re-opened case of Azaria Chamberlain, the coroner was told there were 239 attacks 
causing injury to people between 1990 and 2011, with three deaths, http://news.sky.eom/home/world-new.s/ 
article/161 76288 cited August 28, 2012. Alternatively, the average number of humans killed each year since 2000 
by domestic dogs is twenty-six. So it appears that although these fears are unfounded there was and continues to be 
a strong capacity for the human psyche to ignore the real threat that lies closer to the domestic realm and project 
innate fears of predation onto the demonised dingo.
49 http://en.w ikipedia.org/w iki/D og attack#cite note-autogeneratedl-3f cited August 28, 2012.
50 Griffiths, Hunters and collectors : the antiquarian imagination in Australia /  Tom Griffiths: 106.
51 Corbett, The Dingo in Australia and Asia: 107.
52 Dutton, S.T. Gill's Australia 14.
53 Ibid.
54 Ibid. Geoffrey Dutton states that S.T. Gill and E.J. Eyre met in 1842.
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4.5 The liminal dingo
Through consistently portraying dingoes and Aboriginal people together, Gill acknowledges 
their important association, real and imagined. Certainly Europeans recorded interactions 
between dingoes and Aboriginal people, from the earliest days of settlement. However, the 
orthodox anthropological view formulated about this relationship assumed that dingoes were 
adopted into Aboriginal society to: assist with hunting, be used as camp sentinels and provide 
the occasional food source. This traditional, economic-based view survives by overlaying 
aspects of western derived human/canine relationships, and is challenged by anthropologists 
such as M.J. Meggit (1965), Annette Hamilton (1972) and Eric Kolig (1978). They posit a number 
of much more ambiguous relationships between Aboriginal people and dingoes that, while 
acknowledging conventional roles, put greater emphasis on the esoteric function of the dingo. 
They assert that the emotional, irrational and supernatural properties invested in the dingo 
by Aboriginal law and culture cannot be underestimated. Kolig argues that the retention of 
the dingo in Aboriginal society is due to the strength of its purpose as a liminal, or in-between 
species, one that can acquire knowledge and give protection from other realms. He sees the 
dog as being of no practical use, but by guarding humans against 'supernatural threats' that 
lie beyond their perception, it creates a link between the empirical and magical worlds.55 The 
dingoes in Gill's Native Sepulchre series have a powerful and persistent presence that goes 
beyond that of a mere opportunistic scavenger. In many of the images, a lone dingo is located 
under the funeral bier, gazing into the underlying waters, as if in a trance peering into the 
river Styx. Almost certainly by accident, Gill provides visual acknowledgement of this unique, 
esoteric role the dingo holds in Aboriginal society. The dog's lingering presence in Gill's works 
is evidence of the liminal, in-between dingo. The in-between species that David Williams refers 
to oscillates between different states of being, and occupies interstitial spaces.56 Through Gill's 
work, the invisible thread linking these different species to different realms is placed uniquely 
upon the colonial visual record.
55 Erich Kolig, "Aboriginal Dogmatics: Canine in Theory, Myth and Dogma," Bijrogen tot de Taal-, Land-en 134, 
no. 1 (1978): 109-11.
56 Williams, "Inappropriate/d Others or The Difficulty of Being a Dog," 93.
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4.6 Howling, taboo and mongrels
Native Sepulchre repeats the same melancholic pitch seen in previously analysed dingo 
representations. Familiar motifs are visited in subject matter (full moons, night-time, bones and 
skulls); as well as thematic emotional overlays (such as a sense of loss or tragedy, epitomised 
by the dingo's grieving howl). It appears the vocalised lament translates as an affirmation of 
grief at the loss of kin. But what further readings might be made of this howl, especially when 
directly associated with Aboriginal people and death, as it is in Gill's imagery? In his scenes, 
howling is represented as the visual expression of the aural. Both in previous visual dingo 
representations 57 and in Gills work, the dingo's lament conveys a powerful mute presence.
Anthropologist Deborah Bird Rose refers to the howling of Aboriginal women as a means 
to express grief during funerals and understands it as being crucial in guiding deceased 
spirits back to their ancestral lands. She also discusses the stress and trauma created when 
missionaries attempted to silence the women's cries in keeping up with European notions of 
grief.58 The dingo's silenced howls in Gill's works make them more potent as they activate 
the viewer's imagination and sense of distress. Though unlikely to be the artist's intention, 
this imagined cross species grieving can be read as galvanising the sense of belonging that the 
native dog and human Aboriginal person share as outsiders. Such a subtle union would serve 
to deepen insecurities and further alienate the white invader. Manning Clark believed that the 
imposition of European values had bound Australia to a dreadful fate, which he considered 
to be encoded in the horrid 'howl that contained in it the prophesy of doom' which was 
unleashed by Aboriginal women, on first seeing Europeans land in Botany Bay. He wrote much 
about the sense of unresolved guilt that infected the settler as a result of the violent way the 
land was seized. In his opinion, it was manifested in 'the swagger of mateship', which he saw as 
a 'metaphysical comforter' to soothe 'guilty men', and was symptomatic of the mental disease 
of colonialism.59
Speaking of guilty men, the female dingo was identified by Merryl Parker as the metaphorical 
scapegoat that carried the silent burden of interracial sexuality and taboo, between white male 
settlers and Aboriginal women. Parker asserts that surviving Aboriginal women and girls who 
had been removed from their traditional families and land, were used for domestic labour and 
that it was widely known, if not discussed, that they became a target for sexual gratification 
by white males. Historian Henry Reynolds writes of the self-appointed moral superiority of the 
frontiersmen who enjoyed access to black women, known as 'Black Velvet', and the abundant 
evidence of women and girls who were 'forcibly abducted in all parts of Australia from the 
early years of settlement until the 1930s and 1940s.60 This social taboo was never outwardly 
acknowledged, but surfaced subliminally in colonial literature. According to Parker, it was here 
that the dingo became a metaphor for human sexual desire and fantasy, and some of these 
texts were particularly skilful in describing the treatment of Aboriginal women.
57 See Chapter 3, Howling, haunting and the symbolic dingo.
58 "Deborah Rose (Part 2) ACU National (Slow TV)," (2008). http://www.themonthly.com.au/deborah- 
rose-part-2-acu-national-1063. accessed November 2012
59 McLean, "Under Saturn: Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination," 135.
60 Henry Reynolds, Frontier: Aborigines, Settlers and Land (Allen and Unwin, 1987), 73.
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She refers to numerous examples, which position the female dingo as a dangerous and 
despicable seductress. For instance, in Delilah of the Paperbark Swamp, a sexually promiscuous 
female dingo Delilah, seduces, betrays and degrades a decent male dog, Prince. According 
to Parker, the ultimate death of the civilized dog with an 'assured position' whose privileged 
domestic space had been invaded by the dangerous dingo bitch, is symptomatic of such 
stories that 'serve to explain, justify and give voice to taboo human relations being carried 
out between Aboriginal women and colonial men'.61 Such writing confirmed the low opinion 
of the dingo that most colonial settlers felt. It further demonised Aboriginal people by 
insinuating their behaviour was akin to the vilified native dog. With respect to the dingo, these 
assumptions are also misleading and place a further anthropological burden onto the dingo 
that is observed to be untrue.62 Effectively, within these texts, the female dingo also carries 
the burden of speciesism, which is often described as the 'boundary between human and non­
human beings'. Colonial literature that places the native dog and Aboriginal woman outside 
the boundaries of being human, justifies the 'brutal and exploitative' ways that they may be 
treated.63
The transfer of blame for the mixed desire and guilt of colonial men towards Aboriginal 
women, and the resulting cruel treatment of them, is described by Raymond Evans as the 
'double backpack of racism and sexism'.64 Parker asserts that the female dingo stands as 'proxy 
for the imagined promiscuity 'of the Aboriginal woman, and is activated through multiple 
metaphorical myths of the dingo 'slut'.65 The dominant white male viewed the half-caste 
children (termed mongrels)66 that resulted from inter-racial relationships with tremendous 
disdain. Although some, like Sir Francis Galton (1822-1911), pioneer of eugenics67 considered 
mixed raced children as a form of 'acclimatisation', and viewed the dilution of a particular 
inferior race of human beings with a superior bloodline as an exciting branch of evolution. But 
most abandoned and reviled them. Robert Dixon refers to the plentiful colonial texts engorged 
with fears of cultural degeneration that would amount from inter-racial children.68 But what 
was the colonial position regarding the half-caste dingo, or wild dog, which continues to 
represent the greatest contemporary threat to the 'pure' dingo's survival?69 And what of purity, 
the notion that validates a species or races authenticity? Dingo scientist Brad Purcell warns 
against the dangers of discriminatory persecution of species based on the notion of purity.70 
According to the editor of The Australasian Sketcher (1874), these dingo/domestic dog hybrids
61 Parker, "Bringing the Dingo Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and 
Contemporary Australians.," 77.
62 Research and observation of dingoes by Laurie Corbett has revealed a tightly observed structural hierarchy in 
dingo family packs not been fragmented by poisoning and trapping programs. They indicate a strict mating protocol 
that favours alpha males and females in reproduction. Corbett, L, The Dingo in Australia and Asia, 1995, 88
63 Parker, "Bringing the Dingo Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and 
Contemporary Australians.," 80.quoting Lynn, 286)
64 Robert Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race (London: Routledge, 1996), 149.
65 Parker, "Bringing Them Dingo Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and 
Contemporary Australians.," 77.
66 Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race: 6.
67 Young, The Aboriginal People of the Monaro: 146. Eugenics being the improvement of racial types through 
interracial breeding, pioneered by scholars like Sir Francis Galton.
68 Robert Dixon, Writing the Colonial Adventure. Race, Gender and Nation in AngloAustralian Popular Fiction 
(Cambridge: Cambridge U P, 1995), 63-64.
69 Corbett, The Dingo in Australia and Asia. Purcell, Dingo. Andrew Claridge, 2007.
70 ABC Radio National Bush Telegraph, Focus on the Dingo, Tues May 17th, 2011.
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were seen as an even greater menace than the native dog, as they possessed:
All the sneaky, savage ferocity of the dingo, with much of the cunning and perverted 
intelligence remaining from their days of civilised life. 71
Certainly from a current management point of view, the double breeding cycle and increased 
size and lack of coherent pack hierarchy make wild dogs fierce competition to dingoes, and a 
management nightmare. 72
4.7 Summary
S.T. Gill's Native Sepulchre series binds the dingo and Aboriginal people together, in an 
emotional and visual sense. The images envisage and implicate the dingo as a companion to 
Aboriginal people, at a time when the dominant, patriarchal social discourse believed in the 
extinction of such an inferior race. By romanticising the imagined cross species link, Gill's works 
create a compassionate but condescending platform to activate the double demonization and 
colonisation objectives. Whilst feeling some pity for their passing, the coloniser can also vilify 
the two lesser, 'other' species.
71 Editor, "The Haunt of the Dingo", The Australasian Sketcher, October 31, 1874
72 Franz Peters, Pers. Comm., November, 2011.
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CHAPTER 5: The Dingo, Wilderness and Belonging
'The wilderness we now value and try to protect came with us, the invaders. It came in 
our heads, and it gradually rose out of the ground to meet us/1
-Eric Rolls, 1981.
'Definitions belong to the definer and not the defined/2 
-Richard Flanagan, 2001.
5.1 At the cusp of redemption
This final chapter draws in the threads from previous colonial dingo imagery and weaves 
them into the concentrated analysis of a single high art representation made at the threshold 
of Australian nationhood. The painting, titled The Last o f the Flock: An incident in Australia, 
1882, is by Charles Douglas Richardson (1853 -  1932)3, and casts a daylight revelation onto the 
dingo's slaughter of lambs, which were previously depicted under the cloak of night (Chapter 
3).
Powerful thematic and moral binaries are active in this work and are designed to sway the 
audience's emotional response to it. These binaries4 are realised through the formal strategies 
Richardson has adopted and become clear in the following analysis of the painting.
The Last o f the Flock 5 (Figure 32.) is the first image in Australian fine art where the dingo and 
the white settler are represented together in the landscape and alongside domestic animals. 
Wild and tame alike share the picture plane in a vivid imagining, which illustrates the main 
colonial themes of melancholy and redemption.6 Flowever, in Richardson's image the pastoral 
dream is stained with the blood of the innocent. Flis visual narrative describes the carnage 
unleashed when the dark forces of nature trespass upon Arcadia. These monstrous forces are 
embodied in the image of the wild dingo, the nemesis of the sheep industry and its domestic 
aspirations. Unsurprisingly, Richardson has chosen to depict the dingo as dead.
1 Les Murray (commenting on Eric Rolls, in Persistence in Folly, (1984: 149-67) cited in Griffiths (1996:264) 
Originally quoted from Eric Rolls A million wild acres. (1981)
2 Richard Flanagan, Gould's Book of Fish (Sydney: Pan-Macmillan Australia, 2001), 233.
3 Charles Douglas Richardson was artist of moderate critical acclaims and influence. Leigh Astbury, City Bushmen 
(1985), 118.
4 These binaries include nature and culture; wild and tame; evil and good, light and dark; redemption and 
melancholy.
5 Hereon I will use this abbreviated title to refer to The Last o f the Flock: An incident in Australia, 1882
6 McLean, "Under Saturn: Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination," 136.
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Figure 32. Charles Douglas Richardson, The Last of the Flock: an incident in Australia, 1882, oil on canvas, 
76.2 x 50 cm, private collection, courtesy of Lauraine Diggins Fine Art.
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The Lost of the Flock imagines7 the settler in a state of bitter triumph over wild nature (as 
represented by the dingo) at the threshold of a new day. Victory comes at a cost to the colonial 
dream, evidenced by the slaughtered livestock strewn about the paddock. Wild nature has 
transgressed the human boundary and retribution has been swift and violent. Despite the 
overwhelming visual narrative of rural misery, there is a whiff of redemption within it. Hope is 
one of many themes symbolically expressed, using a range of stylistic conventions that were 
popular with artists of the time. It is important to decode these themes through formal analysis 
and discuss their implications, especially with respect to the construction of myths and identity.
The Lost of the Flock comes at the end of a century of war between the native dog and white 
settler and emerges on the cusp of Federation, at a time of massive nationalistic outpouring. 
Such sentiment was a central theme in the manifesto of the conservative school of Australian 
impressionist painting (known as the Heidelberg School), to whose tenets Richardson adhered. 
Stylistic observations are made that further emphasise how Richardson intensifies at formal, 
symbolic and thematic levels this settler's desire to belong in unsettled Australia and which 
extoll the virtues of the colonial project. The settler presented in the work is depicted both 
as a merciless avenger and compassionate protector. The Western Judeo-Christian overlay is 
inescapable, which amongst other things infers righteous occupation of the land by the good 
shepherd.
This work brings into focus the alignment of the dingo with wilderness and frontiers.
Wilderness or 'the bush'8, held an ambiguous position in the colonial psyche and anxieties 
towards it manifested in it being simultaneously romanticised and adopted as one of the 
hallmarks of national identity, whilst being exploited economically. Richardson's image 
simultaneously illustrates the pastoral ideal and can be used as a lens through which to 
consider the influence of Northern hemisphere perceptions of nature upon Australia at the 
time. Classical European literary roots are embedded within the work, and the mythology that 
enshrouds them decodes Richardson's underlying sentiments.
The conspicuous absence of an Aboriginal and native animal presence in this work and the 
art of this era is notable, as once again, as discussed previously, the endemic occupants are 
relegated to the periphery of the European consciousness. Identity and belonging are the key 
factors that illuminate this absence.
The aspirations and anxieties of an emergent nation struggling to define itself primarily on its 
rural wealth are disclosed, as are the revered human qualities that emerge to sustain them. 
These factors are shown to underpin the symbolic placement of the dingo in Richardson's
7 According to Leigh Astbury, C.D. Richardson was studying in London at the time this painting was made. 
Therefore it is a construct of antipodean imagination, produced while he was living in Britain. Leigh Astbury, Sunlight 
and Shadow: Australian Impressionist Painters 1880-1900 (Kensington, Sydney: Bay Books, 1989), 87. This is 
confirmed in John McDonald, Art of Australia Vol. 1: Exploration to Federation (Sydney: Pan MacMillan, 2008), 504.
8 The bush has an iconic status in Australian life and features strongly in any debate about national identity, 
especially as expressed in Australian literature, painting, popular music, films and foods. The bush was something 
that was uniquely Australian and very different to the European landscapes familiar to many new immigrants. The 
bush was revered as a source of national ideals by the likes of Henry Lawson and Banjo Paterson. Romanticising the 
bush in this way was a big step forward for Australians in their steps towards self-identity, h ttp :/ /a u s tralia.gov.au/ 
abo ut-aus t ra li a/a l ist ra lian -s to rv /austn -bush, cited October 13, 2012.
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painting, as a doormat to be stepped over at the threshold of Federation. The analysis of this 
work further galvanises a cross-disciplinary discourse, which observes the continued visual 
stigmatisation of the dingo in the colonial imagination.
5.2 Social Context: 1880s and marvellous Melbourne
The Last o f the Flock, 1882, was painted in London, by Australian artist Charles Douglas 
Richardson. It emerged at the twilight of the 19th century at a time when two thirds of the 
Australian population lived in cities and native born outnumbered immigrants. London-born 
Richardson migrated to Victoria when he was five and was one of the first wave of ambitious 
young artists to be trained at Melbourne's National Gallery Art School, alongside colleagues 
such as Tom Roberts, Arthur Streeton and Bertram Mackennal. Streeton and Roberts later 
formed the Heidelberg School of painters with Frederick Me Cubbin and Charles Condor. This 
group drew heavily from the European impressionist art movement, in both style and theme. 
But according to art commentator John McDonald, Richardson was 'primarily a sculptor', and 
'no Impressionist and has never been seen as anything more than a fringe member of the 
Heidelberg school.'9 Many of these artists were also employed in graphic advertising industries 
and illustrated newspapers of the time, which gave them not only technical fluency across a 
number of fields, but a strong grasp of issues critical to the flourishing colony. Though urban 
based, their emphasis was on depicting domestic genre scenes of rural origin.
The classical training10 Richardson received by acclaimed European-born teachers encouraged 
his passion for figurative work, which he actively pursued throughout his career. Like many 
Australian artists he ventured to Europe, where he attended the Royal Academy of Arts 
in London. Here and in Australia throughout the late 19th century, he achieved moderate 
acclaim.* 11
In the 1880s, 'Marvellous Melbourne'12 was on the international radar following the success of 
its International Exhibition (1880), which was mounted in the spirit of the Great Exhibitions of 
Paris and London in the mid 19th century. This was the emergence of the spectacle in culture 
and art and a decade of economic expansion.13 The 1880s were also a decade of drought, 
which stimulated empathy in the cities for the struggling rural communities. An upwelling of 
interest in nature consciousness was reflected in Australian literature and influenced by British
9 McDonald, Art o f Australia Vol. 1: Exploration to Federation: 471.
10 Artists such as Eugene Von Guerard, Louis Buvelot, Thomas Clark and Oswald Campbell were employed
at the National Art School Victoria. (Astbury, City Bushmen: 18.and http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/richardson- 
charles-douglas-8201)
11 -------- , Sunlight and Shadow: Australian Impressionist Painters 1880-1900, 1989.104.
12 The moniker marvelous Melbourne was given in the wake of the Melbourne International Exhibition.
(Astbury)-------- , City Bushmen: 3.
13 In Melbourne, National Art Galleries and Schools flourished during a time of cultural confidence, prior to
the economic depression of the 1890's. Melbourne was hungry for cosmopolitan ideas and impatient to keep in step 
with European art trends.
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and American models. 14 All of these factors bore heavily on the emergent colonial identity as it 
celebrated its first centenary and moved toward Federation.
5.3 Formal Analysis: enter the light, enter the white male
In the diffused light that ushers in the Australian Impressionist era, we are privy to a pioneer's 
epic struggle. The image groans under the weight of sentiment and symbolic loading that 
refer to the human struggle for dominion over nature. The Lost of the Flock is a lament for 
the Australian sheep industry and the colonial ideals embodied within it, as imagined by an 
Australian artist based in London. Western derived constructs of nature, both wild and tame 
are pictured together in this nostalgic work that goes to the heart of national rural pride, 
consistent with themes favoured by the Heidelberg art movement, active at the time.
Art historian Leigh Astbury comments on the way the canines are envisaged in this work as 
follows:
The scene brings together the various strands of colonial dog art: the dingo as an 
emblem of melancholy and death, the dog as the pioneer's faithful ally in taming and 
settling the land, the contrast between cruelty and violence, and innocence in nature. 15
But is there really the capacity for cruelty and innocence in nature, or is it just another 
projection of human values onto the construct of what nature represents, as a means to justify 
our actions towards it?
In portrait format, the aftermath of a bloody drama unfolds in the nascent light of a new day. 
Richardson's use of this format, in keeping with his sentimental stance, implies he is rendering 
a portrait of national identity. He captures an incident that distils the fears of an emergent 
nation. The viewer is intimately involved in the drama due to the immediacy of vantage point. 
A vast proportion of the work is devoted to sky, which emphasises the importance of the light, 
bathing the scene. Positioned almost on our knees, the viewer hardly dares to breathe.
Within touching distance is the central, messiah-like shepherd, his head bowed in mournful 
contemplation of slaughtered stock that surround him and the one feeble, bleating survivor. 
The lifeless, woolly masses are strewn about attracting crows; their bloodied bodies evidence 
of the massacre. The dingo criminal lies dead at the settler's feet, whose towering vertical 
silhouette pauses to contemplate the last of his flock. By his side, his faithful collie sniffs 
quizzically at the canine nemesis, as if searching for an epiphany. The dingo lies between the 
shepherd and the lamb, a symbol of the unpredictable forces of nature. Its head lies close to 
the ewe it has slaughtered and together their spines form a cradle that ironically shelters the 
lamb.
14 "A Symposium on the Dingo", (paper presented at the A Symposium on the Dingo, Sydney, 2001), 31.
15 Astbury, "The Dog in Australian Art - Part 1-The Colonial period," 30.
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A fog of hot lamb breath escapes its diminutive mouth, signalling a sweet, urgent life force.
The dawn light flooding the picture, symbolic of a new day, alludes to the colonial theme of 
redemption, the counterpoint to melancholy. It is a moment of quiet communion, of salvation 
found amongst ruin. The blighted settler literally stands enlightened, entrusted with the lamb's 
salvation.
Animals have always been potent symbols throughout the history of human mythology and 
this miniscule lamb is as loaded as an animal gets. According to medieval historian Joyce E 
Salisbury:
From the earliest Christian years, lambs were heavily laden with symbolism. Christ was 
both the Lamb of God and the good Shepherd gathering the faithful into the flock. The 
lamb remained the symbol for the best in self-sacrifice in the Christian tradition . 16
Here the Lamb of God is a quivering innocent, subject to the evil of hell's hounds unleashed.
The lamb might also symbolise the aspirations of a juvenile colony in need of protection and 
guidance, and whose vulnerability has justified the settler's actions. Human possession and 
husbandry of domestic beasts, coupled with attempts to cultivate the land, have been violated 
and woe betide those that obstruct this pastoral vision. The settler's firearm has made its mark 
and now rests by his side, earthing and supporting him in his devastation. Simon Ryan's study 
of colonial explorers journals describes how flags are raised and guns discharged as a ritual 
when claiming sovereignty over land. He also points out the importance of height advantage 
in giving a psychological edge to a party seeking control. 17 It is not hard to imagine how the 
weapon in Richardson's work might function symbolically as both flagpole and firearm, and 
its formal verticality gives emphasis to the settler's stance. It might also be seen as a staff, 
reinforcing the settler's divine status, as a man in the service of God. Above his bowed head is 
a displaced halo, the eternal solar promise of a new day, of hope and renewal. This luminous 
orb provides hope for the weary righteous, as they battle with the adversaries of the night 
inherited by the earthbound day dwellers.
Compositional elements underscore the powerful thematic binaries that are active in this work. 
The division of the picture plane is made both vertically and horizontally. On the horizontal, 
light and dark divide the earth from the sky and symbolise the elements of heaven and earth, 
divine and mortal, redemption and melancholy. The horizontal emphasis is reinforced by 
the tree line and echoed in the post and lintel fence. 18 This device was favoured by artists 
of the time and belies (is belie the right word here? It means to contradict or give a false 
representation) their nostalgic longing for the pioneering ethic. It places The Last of the Flock 
into the realm of history painting, which further mythologises the work.
16 Joyce E Salisbury, The Beast Within - Animals in the Middle Ages (Routledge: New York and 
London, 1984), 132.
17 Simon Ryan, The Cartographic Eye (Cambridge University Press, 1996), 153.
18 Wire fencing was introduced in the 1880s and rapidly transformed the sheep industry. It is very likely to have 
been used at the time of the work's execution. (Astbury, City Bushmen: 118.)
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Binaries of a moral and ethical nature are active between the animal subjects -  both human 
and non human. The human form extends exactly along the vertical axis, perched between the 
forces of good and evil. The central human and his implied importance, is intensified by the 
horizontal sloping lines that both sink towards and radiate out of his frame. He literally stands 
enlightened, holding the Lamb of God's trust, as it bleats helplessly at him for salvation.
According to art historian Leigh Astbury canines were a favourite theme of artists from this era 
of Australian art history:
Dogs feature prominently in depictions of rural life by artists aligned with the 
Heidelberg School, as one might expect. Whatever the immediate narrative demands 
of the subject, these artists responded knowingly to the public's fondness for dogs and 
to the traditions of canine painting. 19
The moral binaries evident in Richardson's painting operate upon the vertical axis of the work, 
and most conspicuous between the canines in the narrative. The wild traitor dingo is pitted 
against its domestic collie relative, whose loyalty and co-operative skills are crucial to the 
success of the sheep industry. The dichotomous contrast of the two canines is unmistakable: 
the civilised and savage, the domestic and wild, the faithful and the traitor. Interestingly, the 
dingo melds into the earth, both in form and tone. It is as if the earth itself has betrayed the 
farmer, such are the challenges of farming on the fringes of wilderness.
The atmosphere is still but not calm. Rather, the subjects have been captured in that moment 
that directly follows blind panic. The cropped, crowded foreground intensifies the drama being 
played out between the living and dead. The human and his canine ally are rendered in strong, 
dark tones. These contrast with the pinks and earthy tones of their surrounds. All elements 
slant towards our heroes, illuminated in that dreamlike landscape.
The main players of the narrative dominate the apex and base of the triangular composition. 
Close up clutter dissolves into the expanse of paddock in the middle ground. Visual aids (fence 
lines, tree lines, diminishing carcasses) further lead the eye towards the horizon. Fringing 
this boundary is the veiled wilds, where the dingo finds safety and seclusion. The ambiguity 
suggests that more dangers are waiting beyond, perhaps even the threat of accomplices.
The shrouded dangers of the Australian bush are ever present, and emphasised by a 
claustrophobic, sfumato fog. 20
Richardson employs an emergent Eurocentric art style of the era to create a didactic statement 
tuned to a parochially oriented pitch. It is a visual work that is deafening in its support of the 
sheep industry, the financial backbone of the emergent nation.
19 -------- , "The Dog in Australian Art - Part 1-The Colonial period," 248.
20 Sfumato is a technique using feathered brushstrokes favoured by the impressionist school of painting. It was 
firmly embraced by members of the Australian impressionist movement (known as the Heidelberg painters) whose 
exponents included Charles Condor, Tom Roberts, Frederick McCubbin and Arthur Streeton. The latter's Golden 
Summer at Eagelmont, 1888 was to galvanize the newly emergent nationalism, and become a defining work in the 
expression of national identity.
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5.4 Myths: gender and white settler identities
Charles Douglas Richardson presents us with a visual narrative that develops a mythology on 
many levels. Little is left to the imagination in this work. But one question begs to be asked. 
Where are all the women in this scene? Or indeed, in many of those Australian pastorals 
envisaged by the predominantly male artists of the era? The slaughtered sheep are likely to 
be female, the human is a known but the canine genders are ambiguous. If Richardson's dingo 
were female, it would appear to put a metaphorical cat amongst the canines, at least within 
the visual record. Anthropologist Nicholas Smith argues that in contemporary Australian 
society, there is strong preference for the naturalised dingo over the feral cat. He attributes 
this to the way the dingo has been historically envisaged 21 as a male renegade, whose 
ruthless pack mentality and disregard for authority directly relates to national male identity 
stereotypes. Smith makes a fascinating case for the demonization of cats due to their historical 
association with the feminine, and conversely the acceptance of the masculinised dingo. This 
gives hope to white settler descendants in their quest for authenticity and naturalisation. As 
Smith attests:
Wild dingoes have become our "mates" in the bush, and according to pioneer mythology 
the bush is 'no place for a woman'...for the wilderness is itself an aspect of feminine 
nature, classically to be tamed. The dingo is accordingly masculinised in order to bring 
it in from the wild and into the cultural domain. Conversely, the feral cat is being shifted 
away from culture and towards the wild (or feral). Insofar as the dingo, along with other 
indigenous plants and animals, is becoming 'domesticated' in the popular imagination, 
the 'domestically challenged' feral cat continues to represent the darker side of all cats, 
tarnishing its reputation as a treasured companion. Felis catus has become a feline serial 
killer. The dingo, on the other hand, is now a native Australian. 22
Relationships towards Australian land, humans and animals, have likewise been documented 
by cultural and gender studies philosophers including John Morton, Kay Schaffer and Julie 
Marcus. Schaffer and Marcus consider the feminised Australian land and ensuing relations with 
humans and animals to be a clear indication of white, male Australian frontier nationalism 
stereotypes that persist today.
21 Through literature, poetry, anecdote and folklore.
22 Nicholas Smith, "The Howl and the Pussy Cat: Feral Cats and Wild Dogs in the Australian Imagination," The 
Australian Journal of Anthropology Volume 10 Issue 3, (1999): 300.
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In Marcus's words:
In the gendered world of Australian frontier nationalism, the land and its wildness is 
female, and it is through the conquest of this feminised wild, that men realise both 
their masculinity and their civilization. 23
However, whilst this confirms observations made in Chapter 3,24 Lesley Instone presents a 
fascinating argument for the deconstruction of such stereotypes, which are embedded in 
Western dichotomies, historically entrenched in oppositional modes of thinking.25 Instone 
proposes a re-visioning of human-environment relations in the Australian context, and draws 
on the works of contemporary philosophers like Bruno Latour, Barbara Noske and Donna 
Haraway. In her paper, Instone outlines the two main historical positions towards the visioning 
of nature as: the ecological perspective, ('naive realists',), who see nature as an 'independent 
domain of intrinsic value, truth or authenticity' -  and the postmodern ('nature-sceptical') 
position which views that 'relations to the non-human world are always historically mediated 
and constructed, through specific conceptions of human identity and difference'.26
Instone outlines Haraway's dismantling of divisions between nature and culture, and de- 
construction of the alliance of women with nature based on 'shared oppression', whilst 
reminding us that 'we are not in charge of the world'. Instone also outlines Noske's 
observations of the Western obsession with defining the human-animal boundary being 
based on 'superiority being attached to difference' as being tied to the biblical concept of 
hierarchy. In considering 'the new animal geography', which explores complex interrelations 
between humans and animals which subscribes that 'agency, subjectivity, feelings and symbolic 
communications are no longer the preserve of only humans', Instone identifies a crucial factor 
in the persistence of human-animal boundaries, and considers the ways in which animals are 
signposted in Western civilisation. By turning the gaze on the Australian context where native 
animals 'do not conform to Western cultural heritage and inherited European myth' she affirms 
why Australian animals are created as the 'other' through ascribed 'primitive' characteristics, 
as compared to the European norm.
Ecofeminism challenges a straightforward relationship between women and nature, 
unmediated by technology or culture, and relies on both being seen as passive and waiting 
subjugation. Donna Haraway challenges this stance by introducing the coyote trickster as a 
symbol for the questioning earth, and a 'super-shaman'. As the interpreter between nature 
and culture, they remind us that the joint bringing into being of nature and culture, is a 
continuing and active task relying on repeated and constant renewal, through myth, ritual and 
action.27
23 Julie Marcus, "Prisoner of discourse," Anthropology Today 5, no. 3 (1989): 18.
24 Chapter 3 examined numerous examples of dingo representations in colonial illustrated pictorials, which 
revealed the alignment of dingoes with the land and symbolic feminine stereotypes.
25 That is, good/bad, nature/culture, wild/tame etc.
26 Lesley Instone, "The Coyote's at the Door: Revisioning Human-Environment Relations in the Australian 
Context," Ecumene 5 no. 4 (1998): 444-5.
27 Ibid., 460.
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Having identified the need for an Australian specific re-visioning of environmental relations, 
Instone puts forth the dingo as a counterpart for Haraway's coyote trickster as a playful 
mythical symbol, and 'tricky' entity for white Australians.28 Part wild, part domestic, the dingo 
'both belongs and doesn't belong', and therefore acts as a useful metaphor to demonstrate 
how non-Aboriginals can go 'wild' from their 'domestic' European heritage. She also 
signposts the dingo as a powerful symbol for drawing the boundary between wilderness and 
civilization.29 The trickster answers back, and we won't always like what we hear; many times 
we'll be deceived, but all the time we are alerted to the importance of respecting difference, to 
interact humbly, and to insist on conversations that acknowledge 'the tension of contradiction, 
multiplicity and heteronomy.'30
5.5 White settler identity myths
'Utopian hopes of a pastoral redemption in the early settler's mind provided the first 
outlines of a nationalist mythology that was sustained well into the twentieth century.' - 
Ian McLean31
Richardson's image depicts a post-apocalyptic melodrama where the white settler is imagined 
as an Aryan god32 who exacts swift and merciless retribution against the dark forces that have 
fouled utopia and threatened authority and order. This vision of atonement through struggle is 
in keeping with the conservative, nationalistic ideals articulated in the style of late 19th century 
Australian impressionist painting, which informed Richardson's work.33 The work reincarnates 
the theme of the white male hero34 and re-imagines his epic struggle at the frontier. However, 
now our hero is no longer passing through the landscape. Rather, the commitment to stay at all 
cost is an agenda of the colonial project that is echoed in the aspirations of the individual.
The Australian impressionistic painting tradition descends thematically from images of 
explorers and settlers on the frontier that were being produced in mid-19th century Australia35, 
and does so without acknowledgement of its lineage.36 Neither does it attribute any existence 
of an Aboriginal presence in such a landscape vision and thereby denies the original occupants 
of the country their right of representation.
28 Ibid., 458.
29 Ibid., 452-66.
30 Ibid., 460-61.
31 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian art /  Ian McLean: 38.
32 Some years later, Richardson's peer Arthur Streeton, wrote his vision of the non-Aboriginal pastoralists
as 'yet to be the elect of the world...the true thoroughbred Aryans in all our nobility’. -------- , "Under Saturn:
Melancholy and the Colonial Imagination," 133.
33 Known as the Heidelberg school, which was largely urban based.
34 See Chapter 2.
35 Such as S.T. Gill's Lost in the Bush (1862-3),The unlucky prospector (1852) and Death in the Bush. Astbury, 
City Bushmen: 60.
36 Ibid.
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Further more, the confusing irony of the image's mongrel heritage blazes forth. The Last of the 
Flock, 1882, was painted in London by an English born Australian artist. This artist applied the 
aesthetic of a European derived artistic convention in a two-dimensional visual representation, 
to interpret Australian rural themes that were painted in urban areas, by urban-based artists.
As Thomas Durlap states:
The sheep on whose backs the country rose to prosperity grazed on ranges that 
encircled it, and the Heidelberg school's images came from the rural areas around 
Melbourne.37
These Heidelberg artists nostalgically drew from the heroic, pioneer themes they imagined 
encapsulated national values with the intention of reaffirming the honourable, white settler 
dreaming that stood as currency for Australian identity. The work is a product of Richardson's 
imagination and represents a synthetic, hybrid space that aspires to be avant-garde, but is 
steeped in conservative frontier politics and Eurocentric symbolism.
The Australian audience for the painting was the burgeoning middle to upper class white 
settler descendants, whose urbanity was shared with the artists that created them. In fact, 
the fabrication on so many levels of this imagining was consistent with what Leigh Astbury 
describes as the 'rural myth', a chief trait of the Australian impressionist art of the time.
Heaving with sentiment, Richardson's work implores the viewer to empathise with the 
devastating plight of life on the land - the loneliness, risk, dangers and casualties. And 
through its wild treachery, the dingo is placed firmly in the settler's sights as the wellspring 
of corruption, the nexus of blame and the perfidious criminal that must be obliterated on the 
path to pastoral redemption.
5.6 The dingo and wilderness
'...nature may not be as natural as much environmental thinking once supposed/38
What is the nature of nature? And what can we learn about the position the dingo and its 
relations to country occupies in the colonial mind that is revealed in Richardson's painting?
To answer these questions it is necessary to examine various ways wild nature was perceived
37 "A Symposium on the Dingo," 41.
38 Instone, "The Coyote's at the Door: Revisioning Human-Environment Relations in the Australian 
Context," 453.
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in the colonial imagination through the visual record. As previously identified, the dingo was 
consistently positioned at the interface between cultivated and uncultivated regions in the 
Australian landscape. However the implication was that despite its presence on the margins 
of human endeavour, the dingo was an animal that belonged to and emerged from the wilds. 
What lay beyond the settler's fence was largely unknown and as yet unclaimed. It was equally a 
physical and emotional terrain, often referred to in colonial texts as 'the bush' or 'wilderness'.39
The dweller in wilderness acknowledges the subtle charm of this fantastic land of 
monstrosities. He became familiar with the beauty of loneliness. Whispered to by the 
myriad tongues of the wilderness, he learns the language of the barren and uncouth. 40
As Marcus Clarke attests in the above quote, the notion of wilderness held a particularly 
ambiguous position in the colonial psyche, tangled as it seemed to be in a base attraction to 
its terrible beauty. In The Last o f the Flock, Richardson visually alludes to this place beyond 
the settled fence as an enigma shrouded by fog. But wilderness is also embodied in the dingo, 
which has intruded onto the settler's land and now lies dead at his feet. The dingo that has 
been shot for killing sheep and breaking the human boundary that divides wild from tame, 
for trespassing onto human territory. The message is clear -  the price for such disobedience is 
death. But is this animal's death justified? If wilderness was where the dingo belonged, wasn't 
it the settler who intruded onto the dingoes' terrain? Just what did these wild areas and beings 
represent that so threatened the colonial psyche? Not just to kill, but to surplus kill over and 
again, to poison, hunt, trap, barricade and malign, all with minimal change to this day?41
According to Roderick Nash in his exhaustively cited Wilderness in the American Mind (1967), 
the term wilderness is 'so heavily freighted with meaning of a personal, symbolic and changing 
kind, as to resist any easy definition'.42 Historically, the term reaches long ancestral tendrils 
back to early Teutonic and Norse languages with a root meaning traced to 'will' in the English 
language. Etymologically, it means 'wild-eor-ness', the place of wild beasts.43 It is a place 
where 'a human would get into a disordered, confused or wild condition' and is related to the 
word bewilder. Nash reveals that: '...for a Christian wilderness has long been a potent symbol 
applied either to the moral chaos of the unregenerate, or to the godly man's conception of life 
on earth/44
Nash also exposes the difficulty of it being 'a noun that functions as an adjective. There is no 
specific material object that is wilderness.' Massively open to interpretation, the concept of 
wilderness continues to defy clarity in contemporary times, even within legal definition. It is 
however consistently associated with un-cultivated land, land with an absence of humans and
39 Parker, "Bringing the Dingo Home: Discursive Representations of the Dingo by Aboriginal, Colonial and 
Contemporary Australians.." University of Tasmania, 2006.
40 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian a rt/  Ian McLean: 51; ibid.
41 O'Neill gives evidence (Allen and Gonzalez, 2000) for dingo hierarchical pack fragmentation and stock 
predation increasing with baiting regimes. Adam O'Neil, Living with the Dingo (Envirobook, 2002), 33.
42 Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American Mind (Yale University Press, 1967), 1.
43 Nash citing James A. Murray, (1967) in ibid., 2.
44 Ibid, p3.
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a presence of wild animals.
Such definitions ignore the continued presence of original peoples, and in Australia's case, 
deny 47,000 plus years of occupation by Aboriginal people. Deborah Bird Rose refers to the 
egocentric emphasis of European and American derived wilderness concepts, and how reliant 
the European settlers were upon this egocentricity to actively claim and develop what was 
perceived to be terra nullius.45 In her essay entitled Art, Wilderness and terra nullius, Marcia 
Langton comes out swinging at the myopic 'white fella' mentality that has enshrouded the 
recent valorisation of wilderness, by groups like the Wilderness Society. In an effort to flag the 
Western derivation of the term, and to reinstate the continued presence of Indigenous people 
in the land she reminds us, 'there is no wilderness, but there are cultural landscapes'.46
This very same sentiment was articulated more than a century and half before by Henry 
Thoreau, in his statement 'What we call wilderness, is a civilisation other than our 
own.'47 Thoreau was a critical thinker of his day, with enormous influence on the nascent 
environmental consciousness in North America, whose model was heavily influential in 
Australia.48
In colonial Australia, wilderness areas were perceived in a utilitarian sense, consistent with 
philosophical views held which regarded nature as being in opposition to and separate 
from culture.49 Uncultivated areas represented storehouses of potential wealth and natural 
resources were vital for economic growth and productivity. The land perceived to be empty 
was also a commodity, up for grabs.
Australian historian Tom Griffiths attests that in colonial times 'many wilderness landscapes 
inspired "feelings of depression" in the first European explorers, because they lacked the 
familiar signs of human occupation'.50 Art historian and environmental lawyer Tim Bonyhady 
refers to a 1827 letter by artist Augustus Earle that exposes what Bonyhady believes are some 
of the main colonial attitudes towards the Australian landscape. It refers to:
...romantic awe at giant, out-sized nature, delight at any vegetation that appeared 
remotely tropical; an equal horror at the monotony of eucalypt forests; and a 
presumption that nature - however grand and sublime, was there to be exploited.51
In addition, he attests that Earle referred to the trees of the lllawarra (about which he wrote) 
as a 'barren wilderness', a term which he equated with wasteland, as well as desolate or as
45 Marcia Langton, Art Wilderness and terra nullius, Ecopolitics IX, Darwin,1995 17.
46 Ibid., 30.
47 Griffiths, Hunters and collectors : the antiquarian imagination in Australia /  Tom Griffiths: 263.
48 R.G. Lesslie B.G. Mackey, D.B. Lindenmayer, H.A. Nix, R.D. Incoll, "The Role of Wilderness in Nature 
Conservation," (Australian National University, 1998), 7.
49 McDonald, Art of Australia Vol. 1: Exploration to Federation: 379.
50 Griffiths, Hunters and collectors : the antiquarian imagination in Australia /  Tom Griffiths: 261.
51 Tim Bonyhady, "The Art of Wilderness," in Wilderness the Future: papers from the fourth National 
Wilderness Conference, 1993, ed. National Wilderness Conference (Sydneyl993), 170.
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a desert.52 Ironically, despite this barren wasteland, there was also a propensity to see the 
sublime in the Australian wilderness and 'of the transcendent, if not God, in nature.'53
Therein lies the ambiguity. On one hand, wilderness was an empty ghetto, but on the 
other, much art of this era was imbued with notions of Arcadia, an idea embedded in the 
Romantic Movement. The vision manifested in the European derived picturesque aesthetic 
that occupied early colonial painters and was particularly evident when the human presence 
was incorporated within its picture plane. In essence it was a 'wilderness intact but not 
untrodden'.54 The hybrid space of the picturesque was, according to McLean, 'the space of 
colonisation,' an inhabited landscape deemed to be 'a synthesis of nature and culture' that lay 
within the frontier and confirmed colonial objectives.55 It was also a historical landscape56 that 
incorporated frontiers that abutted wilderness, a contrived place where nature and culture 
were always in dialogue. However, the picturesque failed to be fully realised in Australia, 
because much of the landscape was considered to be 'too wild and capricious.'57
Nash claims that wilderness was a source of national identity, and a space whose ageless 
grandeur was an equivalent monument to the old world grandeur of Europe, and helped 
ease the cultural anxieties in newly emerging colonies.58 Wilderness areas were strongly 
associated with unique Australian identity and national authenticity. As a result wilderness 
was romanticised in colonial visual and literary culture. In their poetry, Charles Harpur and 
Henry Kendall presented the Australian bush as an emblem of both white settler and Aboriginal 
identity.59 Their work had a direct dialogue with the major English Romantic poets, and held 
particular resonance with the works of William Wordsworth. Henry Kendall (1839-1932) was 
compared favourably to Wordsworth by the established Australian playwright and poet Richard 
Horne.60 At one time regarded as Australia's finest poet, Kendall was no stranger to melancholy 
and redemption himself, having struggled with mental illness, the loss of a child, poverty 
and ruin before revitalising his reputation.61 One of Kendall's poems was used to inspire an 
illustration in a pictorial newspaper, entitled The WarrigoTs Lair. (Figure 33.) Deep and dark in 
its sentiment, the poem summed up much of the brooding darkness that was associated with
52 Ibid.
53 Bonyhady, "The Art of Wilderness," 172.
54 -------- , Images in Opposition : Australian Landscape Painting 1801 -1890 (Melbourne: Oxford University
Press, 1985), Chapter 4.
55 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian a rt/  Ian McLean: 35.
56 Artists such as Eugene Von Guerard were reputed to copy their own work over the years (a common practice 
of the time), which they mutated at their creative will. Such measures transformed the works into history paintings 
that operated within the gap between reality and the imagination. Once informed by direct observations they were 
consequently transformed into depictions of areas that had long since been modified by humans.
57 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian a rt/  Ian McLean: 36.
58 Griffiths, Hunters and collectors : the antiquarian imagination in Australia /  Tom Griffiths: 261.
59 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian a rt/ Ian McLean: 48.
60 Michael Ackland, "From wilderness to landscape: Charles Harpur's dialogue with Wordsworth and antipodean 
nature," Victorian Poetry AO, no. 1, Spring (2002): 21.Reed, T. T., 'Kendall, Thomas Henry (1839-1882)', Australian 
Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/ 
biography/kendall-thomas-henry-3941/text6205, accessed 9 April 2012.
61 Reed, T. T., 'Kendall, Thomas Henry (1839-1882)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, National Centre of 
Biography, Australian National University, http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/kendall-thomas-henry-3941/text6205, 
accessed 9 April 2012
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Figure 33. The WarrigaTs Loir, 1887, wood engraving, from Illustrated Australian News, March 
5, David Syme and Company (Publishers), State Library Victoria. (Text: 'The Warrigal's lair is 
pent in bare, black rocks at the Gorge's mouth' -  Henry Kendall, 1887)
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dingoes and wilderness at the time.
In both poem and image there are no signs of the human, who is present only as a voyeur. 
Despite the graphic realism of this image, it depicts a fantasy. The dramatic striation on the 
rock and tree surfaces and the vegetation around the tree skeletons suggest a recent bush 
fire. In the far distance is a mountain range, with no sign of human intervention. The viewer is 
perched in a place of romantic grandeur, immersed in a re-enactment of Kendall's fantasised 
warrigal wilderness, where only the poet's torrid imagination could run wild.
Charles Douglas Richardson often referred to classical literary themes and works in his 
paintings, which further entwined them with their European ancestry.62 But like his colleagues, 
Richardson looked increasingly to home for inspiration in illustrating his narrative works. In 
The Last of the flock: an incident in Australia, 1882, the indomitable spirit of the Australian 
pioneer ethic at the frontier of wilderness is visually symbolised. However, the title has a 
direct association with the poetry of Henry Kendall.63 According to McLean, Kendall's best 
known poem The Last of His Tribe (1864) is steeped in colonial anxiety and settler guilt, as it 
describes the bush 'being haunted with an Aboriginal presence that penetrates the psyche' of 
its stockman protagonist.
Kendall was an avid supporter of Social Darwinism and had a predilection for spectral 
presences in his work.64 So what exactly is Richardson implying with this? Is he simply making 
a clever play on Kendall's famous poem and transferring its themes to the sheep industry? 
Exactly which 'flock' is he foretelling the annihilation of? The pioneer? The sheep? The dingo? 
And if it is the dingo, could it not also be the Aboriginal people that are often so surreptitiously 
aligned with the native dog? All are likely contenders within the colonial mind and it is highly 
likely that Richardson intended the ambiguities to be deliberate and more substantial than a 
one liner. The painting was also made in the same year as Kendall's death, so it could equally 
be read as a poignant tribute to the poet himself.
It is entirely possible that in a foggy way, at a time when environmental awareness was 
entering literary consciousness, Richardson was referring to the demise of the wilderness itself. 
But what exactly were the colonial perceptions towards wilderness in Australia? According to 
Andrew McLaughlin:
Views of nature established within science arrived in Australia as cultural baggage. A 
mechanistic, positivistic model of nature inherited from Bacon and Descartes remains 
associated with the Western world.65
62 His illustration of historical and classical work is critiqued in The Age, 1878 & 1880, Astbury, City 
Bushmen: 24.
63 Richardson also illustrated Kendall's poem Orara, which portrayed the lone and violent death of a bushman 
by Aboriginal people (1881) as well as drawing on Kendall's A death in the bush, as a parallel to his narrative picture 
A sick shepherd, (1890). Ibid., 42.
64 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian art / Ian McLean: 50.
65 Russell, "Relating Heritage to the Environment in Australia," 1991. 263.
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Much contemporary writing documents the view of nature as a commodity and of the 
historical plundering of natural resources in Australia.66 But according to Tim Bonyhady, it 
wasn't all rape and pillage at the time when The Last of the Flock, was painted. In his opinion:
When artists began embracing "conservation" in the 1880s, true to their time 
they were concerned for the wise or efficient use of resources, rather than nature 
preservation, conservation was a way of facilitating development or, at least, of making 
it sustainable.67
In his publications, Bonyhady raises awareness68 of an early conservational ethic that existed 
towards Australia's natural heritage resources and traces the emergent strains of colonial 
preservation actions that they initiated.
What is clear from examining colonial visual representations of the Australian landscape, 
what lay beyond the frontier symbolised far more than just resources requiring prudent 
management. The notion of wilderness languished in the colonial psyche like a primeval 
force. At the time of Richardson's painting, the importance of such places and human 
relationships with them beyond a mercenary status were being fervently pondered at local 
and international levels.69 These areas were alien and in many ways terrifying to the European 
psyche and harboured the unpredictable forces of nature, which included Aboriginal people 
and problematic indigenous animals, such as the dingo. It is therefore no surprise that in the 
soft impressionistic light and feathered paint application that Richardson employs, the relative 
clarity that delineates the cultivated gives way to a foggy haze of wilderness, from which the 
dingo has strayed.
66 Geoffrey Bolten, Derek Whitelock, William J Lines Dunlap, "Australian Nature, European Culture: Anglo 
Settlers in Australia," 1993. 25. Also see also Tim Flannery, Tim Low, Mike Archer and Bob Beale.
67 Bonyhady, "The Art of Wilderness," 175.
68 -------- , The Colonial Earth (Melbourne University Press, 2000).;---------, "The Art of Wilderness."
69 Colonial Australian attitudes to nature as a commodity were originally influenced by Eurocentric colonial 
objectives. However in mid 1800s, North American philosophers such as Henry David Thoreau, Ralph Waldo 
Emerson and John Muir, who wrote of its capacity to inspire the human spirit. The North American development of 
wilderness concepts was influential on Australian awareness and models. B.G. Mackey, "The Role of Wilderness in 
Nature Conservation," 7.
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5.7 Identity and belonging
'...desire for indigeneity is inextricably bound to the empire ethic of identity in 
otherness/70
How does one belong?
The dingo as a naturalised animal71 represents a unique being that has found a way to 
belong. In the act of accidental occupation, it has learnt to survive in a multitude of ways in 
Australia. It is thought to have displaced one native animal, the thylacine and contributed to 
its disappearance on the mainland.72 The known extinctions that have occurred since white 
settlement of Australia presently number 23 birds, 4 frogs, and 27 mammals.73 The dingo's 
way of belonging not only integrated it physically within a range of niches in the Australian 
landscape, but in the cultural imaginings of the original Australians. It is only in recent times 
that indigeneity has been embraced in Australia, in the nineteenth century, European settlers 
mostly abhorred native animals and people. It was the introduced animals that put the settlers 
minds at ease.
As Bernard Smith comments:
...woolly flocks and patrician pastures gave historical depth to the landscape and 
provided an escape from the melancholic glen and the stony desert...the phantoms 
and shadows could be chased away by the light.74
But what do Aboriginal people think about introduced animals? Anthropologist David Trigger 
has given much thought to the position of introduced animals in the Aboriginal imagination. 
His research has challenged the simplistic dichotomies that subscribe to one-dimensional 
cultural narratives founded on supposed authentic native-ness. Rather, he documents what he 
understands as:
A form of intellectual generosity evident in Aboriginal acknowledgement of the 
sentience of exotic species, a generosity that allows cultural space for recognition 
of what we may understand as an 'emergent autochthony' among these plants and 
animals. In the Australian case, this form of creative cultural resilience is a significant 
aspect of the reproduction of Aboriginal "indigeneity" over time. It is also highly 
instructive, in regard to the forms of nature that Australians generally may come to 
understand as "belonging" across the continent, and thereby achieving an intellectual
70 McLean, White Aborigines : identity politics in Australian a rt/  Ian McLean: 55.
71 A naturalised animal is one that is introduced to a region and not indigenous, but acquires acceptance as a 
species that belongs. An obvious example is the American mustang population, and the dingo in Australia.
72 Breckwoldt, A Very Elegant Animal, The Dingo: 46.
73 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of extinct animals of Australia . cited November 7. 2012.
74 Griffiths, Hunters and collectors : the antiquarian imagination in Australia/  Tom Griffiths: 105.
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place in the articulation of the national identity. 75
So if there was and continues to be room for the dingo, and a number of introduced species 
in the Aboriginal people's imagination, why then was the dingo so hated by the white settler? 
And why does it continue to hold such a complex and contentious position today? Perhaps, 
as Julie Marcus ponders, another clue on the scent-post lies in the 'dual dog' that resides in 
the dingo; its capacity to be an interstitial animal, one that moves between the wild and tame 
boundary. The dingo reminds the human of the domestic dog so valued in Australian culture, 
but is essentially a canine whose spirit can never be tamed.
The dingo is much more than a nuisance and predator on the livestock so recently transported 
with Europeans. It has something that the white settler culture and descendants want so 
desperately, but may never realize, at least with their present capacity to imagine. The dingo's 
ability to persist, to thrive, to belong in the Australian landscape, despite numerous attempts to 
eradicate it, pays testimony to its spectacular intelligence, clever adaptability and phenomenal 
resilience.
Dingoes have been the focus of the anxious human gaze since European settlement in 
Australia. But the dingo has also been watching the human animal, for a very long time. 
Philosophically, the dingo is not just a 'good animal to think with' as Claude Levi-Strauss once 
famously formulated. 76 Dingoes are rather dogs that, as Donna Haraway would contest, are: 
'...here to live with. Partners in the crime of human evolution, they are in the garden from the 
get-go, wily as coyote. ' 77
Above and beyond all of its qualities that persist to bewilder, outrage and intrigue the human 
animal, the dingo remains ultimately, a consummate animal with which humans might re­
imagine ways of being with -  be they physical, ethical or cultural.
5.8 Summary
The imagery presented for analysis in this chapter confirms the negative attitudes towards 
dingoes that are consistent with colonial imagery discussed in previous chapters. However, 
at the cusp of Federation the dingo finds itself erupting into the creative imaginings of the 
fine art genre. For the first time it shares the pictorial plane alongside the white human and is 
positioned again as the unwanted menace, the animal enemy that is a visual signifier for the 
dark forces of untameable nature. In the pictorial creation of Charles Douglas Richardson, we
75 David S. Trigger, "Indigeneity, ferality and what 'belongs' in the Australian bush: Aboriginal responses to 
'introduced' animals and plants in a settler-descendant society.," Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute (NS) 
14 (4)(2008).(642)
76 Claude Levi-Strauss, The Savage Mind (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966).
77 Donna Haraway, The Companion Species Manifesto: Dogs, people and significant otherness. (Chicago:
Prickly Paradigm Press, 2003), 5.
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see what happens when the dingo breaks its wild boundaries and ventures opportunistically 
into the domestic pastoral dream of the white settler. The narrative implicates the dingo as 
the agent responsible for transforming this colonial dream into a nightmare. Identified as 
such it becomes a symbol for defiant chaos, and is punished accordingly. In the settler's mind, 
the dingo represents an obstruction on the enlightened road to Federation, and the message 
carries the endorsement of Judeo-Christian law.
The dingo's perceived treachery was powerfully emphasised within the colonial psyche, 
because of its relationship to the domestic work dog. It attracted strong negative association 
and became aligned with other undesirable aspects of settlement such as Aboriginal people 
and wilderness areas. These contributed powerfully to the sense of white settler guilt and 
anxieties relating to belonging and enracinement78 ensued. As a result, the dingo became a 
kind of colonial scapegoat, a familiar but intangible shadow that was socially, politically and 
psychologically aligned with the undesirable other in order to legitimise its eradication.
Ensnared in myth, the idea of the dingo as an obstruction to the aspirations of the colonial 
project was well entrenched from the early days of European settlement in Australia. It served 
to underpin the complex, contentious and overwhelmingly negative attitudes towards dingoes 
to this day.
The Last o f the Flock: an incident in Australia, 1882, is the first example in the fine art genre 
in which humans and dingoes are represented together, and where the human imagines the 
violent struggle between wild and domestic elements, and imagines himself the victor. It 
comes at the end of a century of war between the two, and emerges as a visual plea for the 
new order. A veneer of belonging is alluded to through conquest of human over the natural 
world and is expressed in an early visual form of Australian white male nationalism.
78 Enracinement or "rootedness" refers to the extent to which a culture has a sense of "belonging to or in a 
place, being at home in a place" Russell (1991) citing Simone Well in Lionel Brett (1970) and Edward W Said (1984), 
in Russell
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Conclusion
This dissertation has considered the enigmatic native dog of Australia, Conis lupus dingo, as it 
was imagined, realised and represented through visual imagery in the first century of European 
settlement. It has analysed the position the dingo held in the colonial imagination and provides 
a portal into what it symbolised to a fledgling colony striving to graft its colonial aspirations 
onto a strange continent.
The representations selected for investigation reveal much about the settler psyche, its 
anxieties, aspirations and yearnings. The artists responsible for the imagery range from highly 
esteemed European artists to convict amateurs and the genres tackled include high art oil 
paintings, watercolours, woodcuts and reproductions. The art works that are the focus of my 
study reached wide audiences that included those who attended elite gallery exhibitions, 
consumers of popular culture publications and private journal collectors.
The dingo was represented initially in the stiff conventions of natural history illustration 
and briefly became an object of exotic desire, until its resistance to domestication and taste 
for sheep ensured its future as a bitter enemy of the settler. A trend towards naturalistic 
representation emerged in the mid 19th century as Europeans explored the frontiers of the 
vast interior and uncharted reaches of the continent, slowly becoming more familiar with the 
country surrounding them. With its superior survival skills, the dingo became a cipher present 
when humans were testing boundaries -  a mute witness to human folly.
As the sheep industry struggled to gain momentum, a dark shadow was cast across the dingo's 
reputation that persists today. Its position as a native animal predator competing for vulnerable 
livestock was well established, but it became doubly despised because of its close genetic 
relationship, and familiarity to the domestic dog, which was indispensable to the establishment 
and survival of the sheep industry.
After a period of absence from the visual record in the mid 19th century which coincided with 
the dingo being considered vermin and an enemy to colonial industry, it reappeared in imagery 
as a marauding villain of the night hours, symbolising the fearful aspects of the unknown 
continent. It became emblematic of chaos, wilderness, hysteria and ultimately a threat to the 
advancement of the colonial project. It also became associated with the Aboriginal people 
of Australia, and like much native fauna, received all the negative loadings of the unwanted, 
animal 'other', doomed for extinction.
Through my analysis of selected images, it is clear the dingo was a much maligned and 
frequently misunderstood animal. It became associated with not only the unpredictable 
physical aspects of the colony, such as the chaotic natural heritage, but because of its ability to 
survive and flourish where humans could not, it posed a metaphysical threat, as it lingered in 
the settler's subconscious and unsettled their desire to belong to their new country.
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The dingo's howl was another crucial motif examined in depth. It was frequently imaged in 
19th century representations as occurring under a full moon, and it received all the negative 
loadings and dark mythologies associated with the despised European wolf. The howl became 
aligned with wilderness and loneliness and came to embody the melancholy and guilt of 
possession, which gripped the colonial imagination during the second half of the 19th century. 
The dingo also became associated with sexual taboo and yearning in lonely settler males, and 
affiliated in a literary sense, with Aboriginal women.
To date there has been no concerted effort to survey and analyse the historic visual record of 
dingo representations and though not comprehensive, my dissertation aims to make a unique 
contribution in this area. By analysing the visual imagery of dingoes since European settlement,
I gain understanding into some less accessible aspects of the social and cultural attitudes that 
underpin present relations with it.
Further to this, in my view the intensive consideration of an undesirable animal through visual 
analysis, gives rich insight into the politics of exclusion. The dissertation therefore contributes 
to a lesser-known aspect of post-colonial studies -  the positioning of the animal 'other'. Human 
animal relations, is a massively expanding multi-disciplinary, global area of study in which the 
visual arts have much to offer.
The basis of this dissertation is historical and confined to the first century of European 
settlement but it has been motivated by contemporary concerns. I believe that it is necessary 
to account for the historical significance of dingo imagery, if we are to understand the reasons 
for its persistence and proliferation in contemporary visual arts and popular culture.
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